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Starks Reports
Spending Rate Will Put
City In Red By $25,000

Ordinance of Intent To
Annex Area To Be Drawn

Bids were opened last night at one having to do with rules and
the Murray City Council for the regulations concerning
street paving project which will operation of the Fire Departbegin in the immediate future. ment and the other amending
"The Test: The test of a man
The Asphalt Paving Company the zoning ordinance which
is the fight he makes; the grit
Paducah was the low bidder concerns trailers, mobile
of
that he daily shows; the way he
etc.
on the approximately $80,000 homes, recreation vehicle,
stands on his feet and takes
Councilman John Ed Scott
Two bids each were
project.
Fate's numerous bumps and
to
received from the four bidders, presented a recommendation
blows. A coward can smile
the
from
council
city
the
radii
the
of
one for the widening
when there is naught to fear;
n
at certain intersections along Murray Planning Commissio
when nothing his progress bars;
Street under the to annex a large section on the
Twelfth
but it takes a man to stand up
Municipal Aid Program of the north and west side of the city.
and cheer wben some ()pi&
and the other bid was for, This area extends north to the
state
fellow stars. It's the knocks that
regular paving or repaving of Utterback Road and includes
you take and the jolts you get,
city streets. Asphalt Paving Captain's Kitchen. The council
the shock that your courage
Company bid $11.50 per ton on accepted the recommendation
stands; the hour of sorrow and
each of the two types of paving. and ordered that an ordinance
regret, the prize that escaped
If
Other bidders and their bids of intent to annex be drawn.
your hands— these test your
John Woodruff $13.75 per passed on the second reading
were
mettle and prove your worth. It
be
ton on the radii and $12.00 on the the ordinance will then
isn't the blows that you deal, but
e
ten
consecutiv
for
published
H
&
M
paving;
the
of
remainder
the blows you take on this good
for
Construction $12.80 per ton and days and it will then lie over
old earth, that show if your stuff
action by
$11.80 per ton; Juirnier Paving thirty days for any
is real"
Anonymous
the anto
opposed
those
and
ton
per
$12.75
Company
, if
procedure
Normal
nexation.
$11.75 per ton.
The occasion: The French
successful, is for the council to
repaving,
for
set
Streets
Revolution.
an ordinance of anCouncilman. then pass
Three rnore men were-ahout accoeding - to
sri 'at nexation. This ordinance must
Lassiter
Prentice
to meet Madame Guillotine: on
be passed two times before the
Englishe nobleman, a French follows:
area is actually annexed.
North 14th from Olive to
aristocrat and Sam Stoopid's
One person who owns a
Payne; North 18th from 121
great-great grandfather.
business in the new area was
Road;
Farm
The Englishman put his head Bypass to College
to protest the an18th present
on the block and exclaimed: Lincoln Avenue from North
the
however
nexation,
to Oakdale Drive; Johnson
"Loft live the King!"
recommendation to annex
Dr.
the
to
16th
South
The knife descended, but Blvd. from
unanimously.
Parklane Drive approved
stopped a few inches from the Outland Office;
Councilman Rex Alexander
to Glendale
16th
South
from
man's neck.
asked that no action be taken on
Kirkwood Drive from
"Set him free! said the man in Road;
the park situation at the
of
end
Glendale to south
charge of the executions.
meeting. He indicated that the
Canterbury Drive;
The Frenchman was next- - Belmont;
Committee would make a
Drive from South Park
Circarama
"Vive la France!"
dation at a later
recommen
Pogue
Road;
blade 12th to Glendale
big
the
Again
Fiscal Court, in a
The
date.
street from South llth to South
recent meeting, approved the
descended, then caught.
12th; Story Avenue from South
of the Ryan property
"Set him free!"
12th to Meadow Lane; Keenland purchase
Then Sam's ancestor was
side of the city as a
on
theonorth
feet
to
Drive from Richland 500
next. He motioned to the
joint city-county
the
for
site
west of 17th; Catalina from
executioner, then said:
16th; Belmont from Pork)
to
Parkland
"I think if you'll put a little oil
Councilman Roy Starks noted
16th to Melrose; Old
up there, and tighten that loose South
the council that James C.
to
Concord Road from South 2rid to
screw, the thing will work
Williams, editor and publisher
Railroad.
better this time!"
(See Council, Page 12)
Two ordinances were passed,

Councilman Roy Stoluilast
night reviewed the financial
status of the city to the City
Council and pointed out that if
spending is continued at its
present rate, the city will be "in
the red" $25,000 by the end of
the year.
Starks told, the council that
through June 30 of this year a
totaL of $3$9,002 had been
collected from various sources
while thus far $442,714 had been
expended.
According to the budget there
remains $446,499 to be collected
for the Last half of the year. The
Roy Starks
squeece comes on the expenditure side, he continued, last half of the year.
On the expenditure side
since, if the city continues to
expend money at the same rate however, over half of the exit did the first six months, penses show up in the last half
of the year. The Fire Depart$471,264 will be needed.
. He told the council that the ment, for instance, cost the city
only way the city can avoid a -$85,975 the first half of the year
deficit of $25,000 is to trim and is expected to cost $87,803
department spending as much the second half. Other expenses
as possible the latter half of the are borderline or nearly equally
year. The only other way for the divided between the first and
city to avoid this deficit is for last half of the year.
From an accumulative
revenues to exceed what is
standpoint, however, over the
anticipated by about $25,000.
o Over half of the anticipated last six months of the year, the
revenue from several sources next expenses over the net
was received by June 30. An anticipated income amounts to
exception is the property and about 925,000.
Councilman Starks said that
franchise tax. By June 30 only
$11,885 was received from this he thought with careful spenand the budget calls for ding by all the departments, the
Department yesterday con- source
MARIJUANA CONFISCATE0—Four officers of the Murray Police
of over $300,000 in the city may end up about even.
receipts
residence. The stalks, varying in
fiscated eight stalks of istartjasas that were growing at a local
n for the pollee department said.
height from 5 feet to 12 feet, wry -behig cultivated" a spokesma
at 411 N. 8th Street, on a
residence
the
at
lived
who
Tinsley,
Mark
arrested
Police this morning
marijuana. Tinsley, 26,
of
n)
propagatio
and
n
(productio
re
warrant charging him with manufactu
jail on the charges. An arraignfaces as possible fine of $500 and a one year sentence in the county
Robert O. Miller. The officers shown
ment date on the charges will be set by Calloway County Judge
Brown, Captain Martin Wells and
James
Chief
Spann,
Dale
Sgt.
right,
to
left
with the marijuana are,
officer Harold Osborne.
(Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon)
Tobacco is specifically exWASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal official's proposal to empted from the commission's
"Wouldn't it be nice to be as
ban cigarettes under the Haz- regulation under terms of the
sure of anything as some people
Substances Act has Consumer Product Safety Act,
ardous
are of everyting?"
•
brought angry denunciations which created the commission
bun both of Kentucky's U.S. last year. Simpson says be is
"Nothing Ii easier than faultSenators, and a call for the offi- waiting for a possible petition
finding; no talent, no selfcial's dismissal by Sen. Marlow from the staff of Sen. Frank
denial, no brains, no character
"To win them all, we have to
Moss. 1)-Utah, that would in4t
Cook
so
regents
of
board
of
the
dean
at
West
the
faculty
are required to set up in the
By GENE McCUTCHEON
beat Reiclland. so we might as
by the commission to set staocrprompted
were
The
blasts
business
their
met
y
reoponsibl
.
of
Virginia
Institute
grumbling business". Robert
Ledger & Ttmes News Editor
well win the first one," Judge
a statement Wednesday by ards for tar and nicotine in
Montgomery, of inketing the chief officer of Robert 0. Miller told a large
West
Dr. Constantine (Deno) Technology,
Richard 0. Simpson, chairman cigarettes
ution," Sparks said audience at the Murray High
Curris, who will officially take W.Va., for the past two years. thiojnatit
He added that he thinks his
edratal Coninuner Prod&IFof
as
tenure
Curtis'
Dr.
15,
Sept.
own
Ben Franklin wrote his
When he takes office
football banquet Thursday
office as the sixth president of
n, that he agency has power even without
Commissio
Safety
uct
eptiaph as follows: "The body Murray State University on he will become, at age 32, the president of the university will night.
is prepared to seek a ban on all such a petition to prohibit cigaof Benjamin Franklin printer, Sept. 15, said this morning that yotiagest president of a major begin on a date that coincides
"All we expect you to do is
or some cigarettes on public rette sales. Cook, a member of
in
anthe
university
its
with
almost exactly
t like the cover of an old book,
the Senate Commerce Comhe "wants Murray State to be state college or
win every game you play,"
health grounds.
contents work out, and stript of known as an institution that not Kentucky history.
niversary of another significant Miller said He called for a total
mittee on which Moss serves,
apn
Republica
a
Simpson,
its lettering and gilding) lies only meets the manpowers
"This man is an impressive beginning 50 years ago. I was commitment from the players
pointed by President Nixon, referred to Moss in his telehere, food for worms. Yet the needs of this region but also the individual, he's campable, he's on Sept. 24, 1923, when Murray and cheerleaders.
maintained that the commis- gram of protest to President
work shall not be lost, for it will, institution which will provide a student, he doesn't have to State Normal School first
has power to invoke such a Nixon. He said Simpson is a
sion
a
by
The banquet was held
as he believed, appear once the research and consultative defend his stand educationally Opened its doors to 202 students.
on some brands if "handmaiden" of "radicals" in
prohibition
for the
more in anew and more services to help problems &the_ because he has the capability to
Murray State has been in- group of supporters
-an examination confirms find- Congress, including Moss.
and
team
football
High
urray
whiat Ve- says," volved in a Golden AnrWerary
be_autiful editon corrected and region."
The Kentuckian described
ings of the surgeon general on
up
amended by its Author".
retiring MSU president, Dr. Observance for more than a cheerleaders, and ended
a long-time opponent of
Moss,
smokcigarette
of
the
hazards
a
at
made
was
statement
The
said of Curds. year. September marks the with a number of parents and
cigarette smoking, as "a sworn
held at Harry M. Sparks
ing
e
conferenc
press
the
attending
persons
interested
Good to see Jack Bryan the
"We're fortunate and we're conclusion of that celebration
Cook, also a Republican, enemy of the people of my
Oakhurst (the traditional MSU
dinner, held by Ty Holland
other morning. Our paths have
(See Curtis, Page 12
honored at this university that
the remarks "uncon- state...." Cook termed Simpmorning.
called
this
home)
s
president'
Stadium
not crossed in some months for
uIuI,
and asked for the son's remarks the most "unconscionable"
,e'r,
be
to
"I want the institution
Judge Robert 0. Miller
New head football coach Jot
some reason or other.
immediate dismissal of Simp- scionable" he had heard from a
known for the high quality of its
Him introduced his players and
public official "in all my years
son by the President.
program," Curris said,
-6
coaciting staff, which includes
Sponsors for the dinner were
in
public office."
Dn,
Hudcilesto
Walter
Sen.
"particularly in areas where
Democratic Women's
Bobby Toon, Mark Brady, Jerry Murray Federal Savings and
"deplored"
own,
Elizabetht
the uniqueness of Western
Captains
Morris, Jimmy Harrell, Clayton Loan, Burger Queen,
Simpson's comments and exKentucky makes it possible for
Hargrove, Dub Russell and Kitchen, Boone Laundry, Ryan
Club To Meet Monday
pressed concern about them.
truly
a
Murray State to have
Co..
Bottling
Pepsi-Cola
Heron West
Milk,
Roth senators contended that
."
reputation
national
Farm.
County
Calloway
The
In speaking to the crowd, Don Henry State
Hazadous Substances Act
the
he
that
said
Curris
Dr.
Ricky Stone, son of Mr. and
Democratic Women's Club will
the supporters that if Colonial Bakery, Bank of was not meant to apply to totold
Hina
policy
an "open door"
''give me 100 per Murray, Peoples Bank. Dairy bacco
Mrs. Chester Stone of Kirksey
have its first official meeting at planned
players
the
both faculty and students
Queen and National Lumber
Route One, remains in
the Court Room in the Calloway for
cent, we'll go all the way."
he hopes to be quite
satisfactory condition at the
County Court House on Monday, and that
active on the campus in meeting
August 27, at eight p.m.
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
and faculty on the
Memphis, Tenn.
Marvin Harris, Calloway the students
Stone, age 15, sophomore at
County Court Clerk, will be the campus.
the
by
Dr. Curris was elected
Calloway County High School,
speaker regarding the reof Regents Aug. 4
received a severe injury to his
registration of all voters by MSU Board
right leg in a motorcycle acSeptember 25 to be able to vote for a four-year term and signed
in his contract this morning. He
cident Tuesday about 3:46 p.m.
in the General Election
has been vice-president and
on Highway 299.
.November.
Skylab 2's commander, Alan cable at four connector points.
Henley,
Melvin
The Calloway youth is in
Mrs.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
inside, Garriott, a solar physicist, Room 813 of the Baptist
president, urges all interested
(AP) — Two Skylab 2 astro- L. Bean, remained
the spacecraft stood near the open hatch to Memorial Hospital. Memphis,
women to attend the meeting.
nauts stepped outside their or- ready to control
chance some- feed the cable to him.
remote
the
on
to
today
Tenn., and friend:. And relatives
station
biting space
"I can do the job with nd .may send him cards and letters
during the
wrong
went
thing
and
film
telescope
solar
change
Revival services will be held
n. The problem," Lousma reported.
there. He will probably be there
install a new "six pack" of gy- gyroscope installatio
at the Dexter-Hardin United
Later during the scheduled for about seven weeks.
from
vehicle
the
keep
gyros
on
ship
their
keep
roscopes to
Methodist Church starting
four-hour excursion, Garriott
tumbling out of control.
an even keel.
Sunday, August 26.
Just before the pair went out, was to mount a ladder to
spacesuits
bulky
in
Bundled
Be
Evangelist for the services to
film in eight solar tele- Rummage Sale. Will
Consisderable cloudiness and
attached to 60-foot lifelines, capsule communicator Bruce change
each
p.m.
at
7:30
be
held
today
use
little temperature change
them jokingly: scopes which the astronauts
Hall
Dr.Owen K. Garriott and Jack McCandless told
h the Held At Legion
.rough Saturday. A slight evening will be Rev. Charles
the labora- "On the way out don't forget to to observe and photograp
exited
Lousma
R.
will be held
sale
rummage
of
A
the
today.
Kirksey
Yancy,
minister
showers
few
a
of
chance
air con- sun.
tory at 12:24 p.m. EDT, 270 turn off the lights and
NEW PRESIDENT—Dr. Constantine (Deno) Curris fielded
path of at the American Legion Hall on
orbital
the
of
Highs today and tomorrow in and Coles Camp Ground United
Because
the
close
to
and
ditioning
conference
Miles above the South Atlantic
questions from a number of press representatives at a
the mid Ks, and lows tonight Methodist Churchos
the space station today, they Saturday. August 2., from six
door."
home at Ocean.
=— -7
one p.m
The church and the pastor, told this morning at Oakhurst,the traditional president's
around 70.
Lousnui, a muscular Marine were to be out of radio contact
"HatdiAs open and I'm on
Murray State University. Curris will take office Sept 15, sucThe sale is being sponsored by
during the
periods
long
for
Partly cloudy warm days and Rev. John Churchwell, invite
the
into
first
moved
major,
of
office
my way oak" Lousma reportceeding Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who Is retiring from the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
fair mild nights Sunday throtralb the public to attend the services
to hook
ed. -"Oh, bey, there's the harsh vacuum of space
MSU president.
Phi.
Sigma
12
rage
through
which
be
will
held
Skylab.
ins
the
in
(See
highs
Daily
Tuesday:.
up the 23-foot-long gyroscope
(Staff Photo tn, David Hill) world."
Friday, August 31.
and lows in the 60s.

Curris Expresses Desire To Make
MSU More Of An Asset To Region

State Senators Blast
Anti-Cigarette Move

Judge Robert 0. Miller Is
i Banquet
Speaker At MHS Grd

1

Ricky Stone Still
Patient At Memphis

Astionauts Step Out On Space
Walk To Change Telescope Film

Dexter-Hardin Will
Have Revival Meet

the_Weather

xed
fnr
753-
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'The Whole Story'

Economy Move
The administration has announced that about $10
million in federal funds has been spent in the past 412
years on President Nixon's homes at San Clemente
and Key Biscayne. The money was spent, officials
said, for security and communications installations.
What a happy circumstance it is that Mr. Nixon
was elected for a second term. Just think, if Sen.
McGovern, had won, we would have had to spend
that much or more on two or three homes for
President McGovern.
The British, though, have -an even better idea.
They scatter palaces around their islands that last
for centuries and centuries as reigning monarchs
come and go.—Gainesville (Ga.) Times.

Ten Years Ago
Today
rum ru.g
LEDGER•

Copley News Service

Births reported at the Murray Hospital August 2123 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Freed Curd and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Conner.

20

Years AgO-iroday
LEX=•TIMIS FILM

Deaths reported are Jessie D. Wells, age 72,
Zephyrhill, Fla., and Mrs. Lillie El/en Armstrong,
age 74, Murray.
The Lynn Grove Methodi§t Church has recently
been awarded a certificate of achievement as one of
the top fifteen churches in the nation for progress
last year by Sears Roebuck and Company through
its foundation in Town and Country work in the rural
churches of the nation.
School will open for the twelve grades at Murray
High School and Douglas High School on September
8.

Pvt. Hardy K. Outland,son of Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Outland, is serving with the Army in Korea.

According to. Boyle

Sidewalk Comments
By Pavement Plato
vssi

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP) — Sidewalk comments by the Pavement Plato:
Faith makes the world go
round.
But disbelief plays a big role
in it, too.
If you blindly accept as true
everything you hear and everything you think you see, you'll
go through life as numbly and
dumbly as a blind pony in a
coal pit.
Education begins with doubting and questioning. But you
have started to grow up if you
view with misgivings and suspicion any such familiar remarks
as:
Two can live as cheap as

Isn't It The Truth!

_

"If it was loaded, do you
think I'd keep it there on the
shelf where the kids could get
at it?"
"Nothing can make the human hair grow back overnight,
but if you use a bottle of this
tunic a week for six months,
you'll be amazed at the difference it makes."
"Your cat will love the first
taste of this new canned product, and after that you'll never
be able to give her enough of
it."
"Close your eyes, and I'll
give you something nice."
"I would never expect a
fiance of mine to give me a
bigger engagement ring than
he could really afford. Girls

4

who do that are simply too
gross for words."
"You don't mind if I turn out
those bright lamps, do you?
I'm still suffering from the
shell glare I got in the last
war."
"Don't worry. All I want to
do is put my arm around you.
There isn't anything wrong in
that, is there?"
"If this stock doesn't double
in value in three months, I'll go
back to peddling shoelaces."
-Put $20 on this jockey. He
won the last three times out,
and it stands to reason that
he'll make it four in a row."
"You don't think I'm the kind
of guy who would try to take
advantage of a nice, sweet girl
like you, do you?"
"I know some girls pretend
-t1
don't wanT to get monied
when they really do want to,
but I'm not at all sure I want
to rush into anything I'd expect
to be so lasting. After all, why
should I be in a hurry? I'm
only 72:""I don't think I'd want my
'wife to go on working after we
got married — only if she really wanted to."
'With the advantage of this
fine new 39-volume encyclopedia in your home, your
child's school grades will pick
up immediately."
1f-electist-r11 take steps to
put this platform into effect the
very day I'm sworn into office."
"Not here, Grace. Let's
spread the blanket beyond
those bushes over there. It
looks lots cozier."
Yes, if you make it a habit to
take things with two grains of
salt instead of one, you'll avert
twice as many disasters.

Old Photographs Needed For
Restoration Of Old Capitol

FRANKFORT, Ky.—To
restore the interior of the Old
State Capitol as authentically as
century
possbile,
19th
photographs of the building are
needed to discover how the
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the rooms were furnished, acChrist, the Son of the living (,od.—Matthew 16:16. cording to William Barrow
Floyd,
This is one question that we cannot bypass-Who is Capitol.curator of the Old State
declaration'?
your
made
Christ? Have you
Floyd is looking for 19th
century daguerreotypes,
photographs, drawings,
painting and illustrations of the
interior of the Old Capitol.
chance that
"There's
by Carl Riblet Jr.
someone in Kentucky will have
Who can say that he doesn't fear for his peace of some old photographs of the
mind in these pricing times when greed is on the inside of the Capitol—and that
loose and the consumer, too, wishes he could fork a someone is all I need," said
little, of it on to his plate; meantime aware that the Floyd, emphashing that he is
trying to be as accurate as
only thing standing between"him and Ins deprived possible in acquiring authentic
.uppetitie is a tightened belt And the belt had better furnishing for the building. The
not be edible irhe-wants to hold tits pants up.
oldest photograph in his
possession was taken in 1908 in
"The greedy. man and the swindler
the House of Representatives.
are soon agreed."
Floyd said he would like to
—James Kelly
the
borrow any photographs

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Dear Editor:
'mops, brooms, soap, detergent, Choir with flowers, ribbons,
I have lived in Murray for one
etc I light bulbs, fly spray, small lapel pins, and a gracious party
year and have been consistently
appliances, bedspreads, and after the concert. During the
reading the Ledger and Times
drapes. If you as an party, their director JERI
as my daily news source. organization, church or inVALA said to me,"I don't envy
Although it is a generally dividual will help, please
you, your country, your' music
mediocre publication, there is
contact me so I can make a list or your money,—but I do envy
one redeeming feature. I am
of resources which can be called your fine young people." What a
absolutely crazy about the
when needed.
marvelous thing to say about
Siamese twins that write the
The phone number is 753-5362 the M.S.U. students.
"Seen and Heard in Murray"
— Kentucky Department of
In Sursee, Switzerland, where
column. Their little tidbits of
Child Welfare of Calloway
the M.S.U. Choir helped
wisdom about various subjects
County.
dedicate a new high school, the
are charming.
Mrs. Ramona Roberts
I think it is very comhead master said "We certainly
Child Welfa Worker
mendable of your paper to not
didn't expect your students to
have any prejudice in em- Mr. James C. W
ely they are". When I
, Ed. and be the r7
him concerning his
questio
ploying people with such a Pub.
physical deformity. Many The Ledger and Times
statement, I found that they
employers would find such a Murray, Kentucky
expected more of the university
situation embarrassing. But it
type student which get much
is so refreshing for me to read, Dear Jim:
attention in our news media.
in these times of world strife, of
This is the best way I know to They were very pleased with
two people who carry on their
thank those who aided the the Murray Students; and our
life as if they indeed were not
M.S.U. Choir on their recent
members along with their
afflicted with such a terrible European trip. There are many choir
high school students, had a
malady. Because they are
people whose names are too "sing-test" after the concert in
compelled to live in a state of
numerous to mention here but I the school cafeteria.
constant togetherness, it is
must say a special -Thank
wonderful that they can share
The choir sang in a 16th
You" to you. You gave the
their life with your readers and
M.S.D. Choir a full page Century Cathedral in Vienna,
not be ashamed.
"spread" and when I went in the famous "Mozarteum" in
I especially enjoyed the little
to thank you, you also presented Salzburg, the Memorial Church
vignette in the August 17 issue
the choir with one of the largest in Berlin, a 16th Century Condescribing their many troubles
cash gifts we received. This cert Hall in nothenburg, the
in following their wife's diet—
certainly was far beyond the high school in Sursee, and a 16th
which failed.
call of duty. So many of the Century Church in Hall,
.Such silly people. But it was. successes at M.U. have -had
so funny. Keep up the good
your name attached to it in
Jim, I want to thank you for
work.
some way.
all you have meant to the City of
However, I am curious about
Let me tell you a little of the Murray, The University, and
one thing. Do they have one wife experiencesthe choir and I had.
especially the Choir. The
or two? I realize that today's In Pragne, Czeck., the M.S.U.
Ledger and Times will miss you
morals are more relaxed than Choir presented a joint concert
- I know the M.S.U. Choir will
ever, but wouldn't it be a bit with the KRIEKOVSKY CHOR,
miss you for you have always
awkward if two women were a famous Male Chorus with an
been most kind and fair to our
involved in such a marriage.
80 year history of concerts. group.
Although they are too separate Since 1924 they have toured
.entities (intellectually
Thanks a million.
many of the countries of
speaking) they are not
Sincerely yours,
Europe, Asia, and Africa. This
biologically separate(due to the
Robert K. Baar
M.S.U.
the
choir showered
nature of their defect) and this
(two wives) would create a very
undesirable situation in such a
conservative town as Murray.
Thank you for taking time to
read this letter, it has been a
pleasure writing it.
Sincerely,
Women Bartenders?
D.K. Anderson
constituhave
a
Do women
Route 5, Box 416
bartenders?
right
to
be
tional
Murray, Ky. 42071
Until the last few years, courts
have steadfastly said no. Laws
against women bartenders, when
challenged as discriminatory, were Dear Editor:
upheld on two main grounds:
-fold Adam loved Eve
This letter has a two
- I) that their presence would
purpose: (1) to thank our But she was a talker
encourage immorality in a place
"where the worst passions are contributors, and (2) to relay to In laymen's terms
aroused:" and
the general public the needs of She was a squawker
2) that they could not keep the Kentucky Department of
the peace as effectively as men Child Welfare of Calloway
Amoung her faults
bartenders.
(and she had many)
But in several recent cases, County.
As a representative of the Was not being satisfied
courts have taken a fresh look
Kentucky Department of Child With a bountiful plenty.
at the question and come up with
the opposite answer. Immorality
Welfare of Calloway County, I
is no more encouraged, said one
wish to thank the following for From Eden forward
court, by a woman behind the their cooperation and conTogether they roam
bar than by waitresses out front
tributions to us in helping our Leaving shortly after
sersing cocktails.
children: the sales ladies at The Eve ate them out of home
Place, Lad & Lassie, Adams
Shoe Store, and Roberts Realty; Still Adam loved Eve
the Optimist Club, the XI, Alpha Who talked enough to baffle
Delta of Beta Sigma Phi ( even when she)
Sorority, the ladies of the Got them both in trouble
University Church of Christ and With her Adam's apple
the Goodfellowship Class of
—Tom Perkins
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
The Department of Child
Welfare is a state agency whose
primary function is being an
advocate of children. As in any
Thank-you, Lord
As for keeping the peace, an- organization or business, we How soon our
visit ended,
other court had this comment: face a problem with a shortage What
little time it seemed,
"The saloon days of the Wild
West are long gone. Nowadays of money. Many times when But I'm thankful for those rn,
ments,
money is needed for a child our
the typical bar does not provide
seen
I
ve
people
a setting for violence and danger. allowance simply falls short of And all the
if in fact it ever did."1.
the cost. We must provide what You are all do dear to me,
For good measure, the court is essential in some way. You And you've answered my every need,
added;
(The PublicT must be our way. With your4md and loving., words, ---- "Women are as capable of
Too often civic organizations, And your wonderful and thoughtful deeds.
a
mixing drinks as men."
churches,
and individuals
Less innocuous activities, however, may still be subject to re- provide food baskets at I know there will be other visits
straint. Another case involved a Christmas time and forget the In the summers that will come,
city ordinance forbidding the use needs of their fellow man the And the parting will always be so hard,
of "B girls" --women hired by other eleven months of the year. And the tears will start to run.
the management to solicit drinks
from male customers. A tavern The dependent children of It doesn't matter where we
are.
owner claimed that his women Calloway County should not be
employees were being deprived made 'to suffer because they Very near or far away,
of their freedom of speech and have become victims of cir- For our prayers will always be heard
assembly.
cumstan,es which they cannot Each time we kneel to pray.
"Their freedom of speech,- he control.
reasoned, "includes the right to
And in my prayers
ask the Lord
I, therefore, wish to urge, beg
talk to customers and their freeTo give you wisdom and strength
or
implore
the
more
fortunate
dom of assembly includes the
And he'll always answer
right to mingle with customers." citizens of Murray and
Hut a court said the rights of Calloway County to take care of in a comforting way
speech and assembly, while guar- their less fortunate community when we feel lost and weak.
anteed in-ttencral by the Consti- members before they send their
tution, may be limited in speSo thank-you Lord for these dear homes,
cific situations for specific rea- contributions elsewhere.
And the ones that dwell there in,
Should
not
charity
begin
at
Noting
the
city's
power to
sons.
discourage drinking, the court home?
said:
It is true if one is not faced And thank-you Lord, That you have given us
"If the regulation curtails free- with the problem first hand, This dear and wonderftl Kin.
dom in some slight degree, the then he can shut his
Debbie Barron
Mind and
limitation is not unconstitutional.
These rights are not absolute." not think about it. If you are
willing to keep your eyes open.
A public service feature of the and help those who are less
American Bar Asked;llilln and fortunate,
please call me at
the Kentucky State her Assn.
Child Welfare (753-5362). Your
Written by Will BernardTHEATRE
contributions will gladly be
When Princeton and Rutgers accepted.
I would appreciate having a
played the first American. football game in 1869, some Prince- list of oar local merchants who
tomans roared, "Siss, boom, would be willing to donate or
bah." The shout derived from give a discount to our departthe rocket yell of New York's ment on ther merchandise.
7th Regiment which had passed Also, if any civic
organization,
through the Princeton campus
church, or individual wishes to
cliiring the Civil War, and left a
help its in helping children,
lasting impression.
please notify our department.
toser4W.
Some of the items we often
Without the great sanctuary are
in eed of are: money,
of the Arctic, with its relatively
undisturbed breeding grounds, clothing, school supplies,
many species of migratory canned food, cereal, linens ( bed
and bath), cleaning supplies i
birds could not survive.

'Already? But it's only August-!'

Mrs. Homer Ford, age 69, Calvert City, was killed
yesterday in an automobile accident about one mile
, north of Hardin. Her husband and grandson. Kenny
"We really lose money at this
Ford, age four, were injured.
miry way we make it
Robert A. Burton. son of Mr. and Mrs. Connie price:
up is by volume."
Burton, has received a grant-in-aid in the amount of
"You always get what you
$1,700. at Cornell University.
PaY for."
The marriage of Miss Shirley Jean Williams and
"I wouldn't marry you if you
Larry Joseph Dunn was solemnized August 14 at tl_r_were the last man on earth."

ge Chtireh-of C'hrist.
—ColFe—
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Since the First Amendment to the Constitution
forbids government from restraining the publication
of news, it clearly follows that the government is
equally powerless to compel the publication of news
or opinion.
Yet the Florida Supreme Court recently ruled that
a newspaper-specifically the Miami Herald, which is
appealing the case to the U.S. Supreme Court-can be
forced to print replies from political candidates it
criticizes.
In their majority opinion,six of the Florida court's
seven members argued that the state's -right of
reply" statute, long regarded as obsolete and
7 unenforcea ble, -supports freedom of the press in its
true meaning-that is, the right of the reader to the
whole story, rather than half of it."
It's an argument which sounds convincing enough,
but there's a "catch" to it: Who decides when "the
whole story" has been told'?
The government'? There's a name for a political
system where the government becomes the arbiter
of what is and isn't news. It's called "tyranny.".—
Huntington ( W.Va.) Herald-Dispatch.
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Old Capitol taken between 1831)
and 1908 "so we can have them
copied."
"We need pictures of the
House of Representatives and
the Senate," Floyd said. We are
particularly anxious to get
pictures of the Senate."
Floyd said he is also interest
in obtaining 19th. century
photographs of the exterior of
the Old Capitol and other
buildings near it "for the
record."
Early pictures of the fountain
in front of the Old Capitol are
needed, Floyd said, as well as
records, notes, inventories
listing the contents of the Old
Capitol between 1830 and 1908
"State government was very
informal in those dlys, and
there was no inventory of the
possecsions," Foyd eigaalined.
Photographs may be loaned
by willing to Foyd at PO. Box
791, 'Frankfort. Frankfort.
Kentucky.
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Friday, August 24
Diller or Dollar League,
women's bowling league, will
meet at ten a.m. at Corvette
Lanes. All interested persons
are invited.

Bushy toupee covers up
the man she loves
DEAR ABBY: I irn serious about a young man I've
been dating for nearly a year. Since we've been dating he
has been slowly losing his hair. He is far from bald, Abby.
His hairline IS receding a little, and he's getting a bit thin
on top, but be certainly doesn't give the impression of
being bald. I knew he was rather self-conscious about it,
but I never realized how much until last evening when he
showed up in a full toupee! I nearly fell over.
It is so full and unnatural looking it looks ridiculous. He
thinks it looks great, and it has given him so much confidence, I hate to tell him the truth. But I want the old HIM
back. What should I do'
MISSING HIM

rummage sale, sponsored
by Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, will be held at
the American Legion Hall from
six a.m, to one p.m.

_

Breakfast is scheduled to be
served at the Oaks Country Club
at 7:30 a.m. with Peggy Brown,
Maxa Read, and Kathryn
Outland as hostesses.

suggett he have it "trimmed" a bit—or replaced with a
more &mural-looking one. But for the moment, &al undermine his roafidesee.

Sunday, August 28
Murray Woman's Bowling
Association will meet at Corvette Lanes at two p.m.
The Hargrove Family reunion
will be held at the Coldwater
Park with a basket lunch to be
served after church services.
All family members and
visitors are invited.

Tuesday, August 28
Murray Quota Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Calloway County Health
Center at seven p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
an answering service for senior
citizens from nine a.m. to 12
noon. Those needing transportation are asked to call the
`
church office 753-1854.
Officers training meeting for
County
Calloway
the
Homemakers Club will be at ten
a.m. at the A. Carmon
Livestock pavilion, MSU,
across from Calloway County
High School. A potluck luncheon will be served at noon
followed by the council
meeting.
Wednesday. August 29
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for inventory.
Thursday, August II
Couples Bowling Thursday
Night League will 'meet at
Corvette Lanes at seven p.m.
All team captains are urged to
be present.
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for inventory.
Friday, August 31
Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for Inventory.

•.•

le Barron
::Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

..
Pb.... 753 1517 or 753 410417

FAT
OVERWEIGHT
The °drones Km can kelp you
become ths slim trim person that you
would litre to be. Odrinex has been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country for 11 years. Get rid ol excess
fat and bye longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swailowed Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving. ,tio special exercises
Odrinex Plan Costs *25 and the large
economy size 15 25.
You must lose ugly
or your
money will be refunded. No questions
inked Accept no substitutes Sold with
this guarantee by
Savrite Drues.Bet Air Shopping
Center

4
‘,

DEAR MISSING: I don't care if a man wears a rug be
can fly to Bagdad on, U HE thinks it looks great and it has
restored his confidence, keep quiet. In time, you might

Bantam Bowling League for
youth up to age twelve and
Junior and Senior League for
persons, age 13 to ?i, will meet
at ten a.m. at Corvette Lanes.
All interested persons are invited.

rrt
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By Abigail Van Buren

Recovery, Inc., for nervous
mental
people and former
patients will meet at the Mental
Health Center at seven p.m.

44i44*.

The Sinking Spring Baptst Church

Saturday, August 25
The film, "Without Onions,"
will be shown for young people
at the Memorial Baptist Church
at 7:30 p.m.

Monday, August 27
The Murray High School
Band Boosters will meet in the
band room of the high school on
Doran Road at 7:30 p.m.

Perkins

Miss Pamela Kay Hulsey Becomes Bride Of
Larry Wayne Moore In Lovely Ceremony At
The Madison, Tenn., Church of Christ

Miss Laura Dene Sills Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Mark Paschall In Ceremony At

Murray Sub District UMYF
will meet at Pointer's Chapel
United Methodist Chruch at
seven p.m. The council will
meet at 8:30 p.m.

FRIDAY—AUGUST 24, 10'73
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Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall
The sanctuary of the Sinking
Spring Baptist (lurch was the
setting for the wedding of Miss
Laura Dene Sills, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. Terry M. Sills, to
Mark Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy M. Paschall.
Rev. Sills, father of the bride,
assisted by Rev. Jerry Lee,
officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening on
Friday, August 3.
The altar of the church was
decorated with a white wrought
iron arch flanked by candelabra
and baskets of mums, gladioli,
and carnations in various
colors. The family pews were
marked With White satin bows.
Mrs. Jim Neale, organist,
presented a program of nuptial
music including the traditional
wedding marches and accompanied the soloist. Mrs.
Larry Harrison, as she sang
"Whither Thou Goest" and "Oh
Promise Me."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, was
lovely in her wedding gown of
bridal satin under chantilly
lace. The dress was fashioned
with an empire waistline accented with a white satin bow in
the front. Her Mantilla veil was
accented with chantilly lace.
Her only jewelry was a
diamond pendant, gift of the
groom. She carried a bridal
bouquet of white carnations and
mums with blue ribbons.
Miss Terri Lynn Sills, sister of
the bride, was the maid of
honor, and Miss Hazel Carsoa
was the bridesmaid.
They wore floor length
dresses of blue and white knit
accented with blue velvet bows,
and their headpieces were of
mums. Both attendants carried
bouquet of mums and carnations.
Terry Orr served as best man
for Mr. Paschall. Groomsmen
and ushers were Danny Morton
and Steve Sills, brother of the
bride.
For her daughter's wedding
the bride's mother wore a long
mint green dress, while the
groom's Mother was attired in a
long blue dress. They each wore
corsages of white mums.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van
Dyke of Puryear, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Terry L. Sills of
Benton, grandparents of the
bride, and Mrs. Clara Paschall
of Murray, grandmother of the
groom, were present for the
wedding. The grandmothers
had corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Jerry Lee, cousin of the
bride, kept the register at the
church.
Reception
After the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table covered
with a blue and white cloth was
centered
with a lovely
arrangement of carnations.
giachoii, and mums. The three
tiered wedding cake was topped
with a bride and groom
statuette which had been on the
cake at her parents' wedding on
July 5, 1953
Assisting in serving the cake,

punch, mints, and nuts were
Mrs. Billy Bert Lamb, Mrs.
Gene Darnell, and Mrs. Jerry
Stallons.
Later the bridal couple left for
an unannounced wedding trip
with the bride wearing a blue
and green outfit and the corsage
worn by her mother at the.
wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall are
now residing on Murray Route
Four. Both the bride and groom
are 1972 graduates of Calloway
County High School. Mrs.
Paschall attended Murray State
University and is now employed
at Boone Laundry and Cleaners.
Mr. Paschall will be a
sophomore at Murray State
University this fall.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Billy M. Paschall, were
hosts for a buffet rehearsal
dinner at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church on August 2.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.

Sheila Latimer Is
Honoree At Bridal
Breakfast Recently
Miss Sheila Latimer, brideelect of Ross Dever, was the
honoree at a delightfully
planned bridal breakfast held at
the Red Room of the Holiday
Inn with Mrs. Marie Lassiter
and Mrs. Freeda Kuykendall as
hostesses.
The honoree and her mother,
Mrs. Richard Latimer, were
presented with hostesses' gift
corsages of daisies and baby's
breath.
The hostesses presented the
bride-elect with a silver bread
tray as a wedding gift. ,
Covers were laid for
Mesdames Opal Warren, Larue
Latimer, Cheryl Latimer,
Diana Farley, Janice Elkins,
Mary Lawson, Emma Dean
Lawson, Polly Garland, Vandelene Weatherford, Sue
Weatherford, Betty Webb,
Beauton Brandon, Evon Kelly,
Blanche Titsworth, Barbara
Sirnons, Inez Jones, Marilyn
Simons, the honoree, her
mother, and the hostesses.

Furgerson Yard Named
For Award By Club
Mrs. G.W.(Lattie) Furgerson
has received a clipping from the
newspaper at Starkville, Miss.,
announcing that the yard of her
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. L.D.
Furgerson. had been awarded
the "July Yard of the Month"
by the Starkville Home and
Garden Club.
They reside in a one story
brick home on a well shaded lot
with pine trees and many different types of flowers. Their
home is located on Hickory
Drive, Green Oaks, Miss.
Mr. Furgerson is registrar at
Mississippi State University at
Starkville and Mrs. Furgerson
is manager of Peoples Branch_
Bank there. They have two
daughters. Sharon Kay, and
Linda Lou. and two grandchildren.

DEAR ABBY: Something bothers me. Whenever I
clean out my closets and drawers I have a lot of clothes,
shoes, purses, and lingerie I want to discard because I
know I'll never wear them again, but I honestly don't know
what to do with them. I hate to throw them away so I just
pack them in boxes and store them in the attic. Most things
are good as new. Some I hardly wore—they are "mistakes"
I made by buying them.
I don't want to afar them to friends, relatives, or
neighbors because I don't want them to think I think they
are "in need." Don't recommend Goodwill or The Salvation
Army. I want to give my things away on a more personal
basis.
I'd like to hand them over to the people who can .m0
them so I will feel that I have been personally charitablik:
THINGS TO GIVE
Can you help me?
DEAR THINGS: You don't say bow old you are, or
what size you are, bet every church auxiliary is aware of
-needy- families who could use whatever you have to give.
[So is .your local Cosesty Welfare Department.] Trust their
judgment to give your *lags. "directly" to needy people,
and forego the satisfaction of mostly handing it to one
who is in need. (Accepting Jailers can be humiliating.]

DEAR ABBY: I am doing time in Napimoch, N. Y.
Finally I have been granted permission to write you! It
took a year and a change to another facility to do it.
This 'letter is typewritten I learned to type in prison.
Besides this, I have learned that I am not the only one in
my little world who wants a better life for himself. But
some inmates are not yet awake to the fact that even in
the worst of prisons there are programs for education and
improvement for those who want them. I have been in the
worst of prisons, and Hound that as long as I behaved
myself and respected the rules, I was fairly treated.
Much to my amazement, I got less respect from some
of my fellow inmates! These are the same guys who spoke
of getting it together and being concerned for one another.
Some who called for brotherhood, and being treated like
men—not animals, forgot what being a man was when it
came to riots—and I've been in several. I never was re-sponsible for any of the uprisings in prisons, but I do know
that most of them are lead into a blank wall!
There is an old saying: "If you can't do the time, don't
GOT IT TOGETHER.111.11APAh/OCH
do the crime!'
Problems! Yowl feel better V you get it off your dant
Fee a personal reply. write to ABBY: Sax No. WRIO, L. A.,
Calif. WOW. Enclose stampeaL aelf-addreosed envelope,
please.
Hate to write letters! Send $1 Is Abby, Biox OWN, Las
Angeles. Cal. 1100, for Abby's booklet. 'Maw in Write
Letters ler All Occasions."

FBIRTHS4
HOWE!". ROY
KING GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky King,
A baby boy. Bryan Mitchell.
Route Four, Paris, Tenn., are weighing seven pounds ten
the parents of a baby girl, ounces, was born to Mr and
Krisly Lynn, weighing "Six
PhillineHowelt of Benton
pounds two ounces, born on Route One on Thursday, August
Monday. August 20, at 10:55 23, at seven a.m. at the Murraya.m. at the Murray-Calloway „Calloway County Hospital.
County Hospital
The new father is employed at
The new father is employa at °viers!, Tire and Rubber
Maness Clean Up Shop, Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Murray.
Grandparents are Ross King Mrs. Virgil Howell of Benton
of Lavonia, Mich., Mrs. Robbie Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Raspberry of Murray, and Mr. Sam P. Bryan of Benton Route
and Mrs. Charles Snyder of Seven.
Paris, Term. -Great. grandparents are C.B. Snyder and
Mrs. Ethel Hardin, both of
Paris, Tenn.
WISEHART GIR1'.
Celena Gay is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Wisehart of Farmington Route
One for
their ,baby girl.
weighing six pounds six ounces.
born on Tuesday. August 21, at
1030 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one son. Loren, age
sixteen months. The father is
with the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance_
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. G E Wise-hart of Almo
Route One and Mr and Mrs.
Pendergrass of
Rayburn
Farmington Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Vernard Vaughn of
Route One, Buchanan. Tenn
Mr. and -Mrs.N.N. Pendergrass
of Murray Route One. and Mrs.
iffa-* Adams. of Westview
.Nursing Home.Mirrai A great
grandmother is Mrs.
great
Lottie Pendergrass of Farmington Route One

Miss Jana Harrison
Complimented With
Household Shower

Miss Jana Harrison, brideelect of Rodney T. Tidwell, was
honored with a household
shower held at the home of Mrs.
J.T. Tidwell.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs.
Charles Tipton, and Mrs.
Charlotte Parker, all relatives
of the groom-elect.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a lovely pink
dress of double knit. She was
presented a corsage of white
daisies by thE hostesses.
The honoree opened her gifts
at a table overlaid with a white
cloth decorated with. pink
streamers and bows.
liefrestimenta of punch, nuts,
mints,and individual cakes iced
with a gold wedding in the
center, were served to' approximately forty persons.

Murray Members
Attend B&PW
Board Meeting
The Kentucky Business and
Professional Women's Club
held its summer board of
directors meeting on Saturday
and Sunday, August 18-19, at
Lake Barkley State Park,
Cadiz.
Miss Carolyn Key, State
B&PW president, flopkinsville,
presided during the two day
session. The Saturday morning
Session
was devoted to
Dynamics of Leadership Motivation. Prof. Eugene
Department
of
Flood,
Management, Murray State
University was the keynote
speaker. The morning session
continued with membership
workshops.
The luncheon speaker was
Miss Tech Lynn Martin, Miss
Kentucky Teenager from Cadiz,
Her topic was "What's Right
About America,” the speech she
gave when she won the Miss
Kentucky Teenager title. A
Fashion Revue was held in
conjunction with the luncheon,
and the presentation of a
$1000.00 scholarship by the
_Arthritis Foundation by
James E. Letcher, executive
director of the Kentucky
Chapter.
Mrs. Dolly McNutt, Mayor of
Paducah was introduced by
Katherine Peden, past National
President, and her topic was
"Turn Concern Into Action."

Mrs. Treva Mathis from the
Murray B&PW Club gave the
Sunday morning devotion at the
Fetzer of Dickson, Tennessee; Lena
Phillips
Madesin
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lax of Memorial Trail, which was
Mayfield, Kentucky; -Mr. and dedicated last year and -spotsMrs. David Bogard of Murray, sored by the Kentucky BPW
Kentucky; Mrs. Willard Garner Clubs. The members took a mile
and daughter, Beverly, of hike before breakfast.
,
Sparta, Tennessee.
The Sunday morning session
Prenuptial Events
Among those who entertained featured Miss Betty Hinz, past
for Mrs. Moore include Miss Kentucky B&PW Club president
Connie Keeling who was hostess and presently National B&PW
at a bridal tea at her home on Club Program Chairman, and
Lake Terrace Drive; Mrs. John George A. Collins Jr., Vice
Moore entertained at a kitchen President International
shower at her home on Maple Division Liberty National Bank,
Drive; and Miss Nancy Puryear Louisville who spoke on "The
and Mrs. Wayne Tallman International Arena of Business
complimented Mrs. Moore at a and Its Impact On You, The
linen shower at the home of Woman.-

Mrs. Larry Wayne Moore

Miss Pamela Kay Hulsey and
Larry Wayne Moore were
married on Saturday, July 28,at
eight o'clock in the evening in
the Bixler Chapel at Madison,
Tenn., Church of Christ with
James Vandiver, minister of
the Hendersonville Church of
Christ, officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Hulsey of
Hendersonville, Term., and the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lax of New Concord.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Moore, also of
Hendersonville.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown of Miss
Puryear
in
HenMrs. Opal Roberts from
silk organza with appliques of dersonville.
Murray and Director of District
Alencon lace. The gown
Mrs. Marshall Head and Mrs. I was in charge • of the door
featured an empire waist with Bryan Hulsey were hostesses prizes. Music was by Steve
high collar and full sleeves with for a bridesmaids luncheon at Frazier and June Wiggins of
a ruffle at the wrist. The skirt Bluegrass Country Club on July Murray.
ended with a ruffle forming the 14 honoring Miss Hulsey and her
Other B&PW members attrain. Her illusion veil fell from attendants.
tending from Murray Club
a headpiece of Alencon lace and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moore,
pearls. She carried a bouquet of parents of the groom, were were Mesdames Betty Riley,
white roses, baby's breath and hosts at a rehearsal dinner president Rubye Pool, Annie
Thurman, Jessie
delphinium.
given at the Hearth on Friday Nance, Lucille
Mrs. Wayne Tallman served evening, July 27. Assisting in Shoemaker,Odell Vance, Agnes
as matron of honor. Her at.. the hospitality were Mr. and McDaniel, Mary Cromwell,
Doris
Jennings,
tendants were Miss Connie Mrs. Bryan Hulsey and Mrs. Laura
Keeling and Miss Christie Lewis Hurt, aunt of the groom. Rowland, Madell Talent, and
Frances Whitnell.
Hulsey, sister of the bride.
They wore identical dresses
of blue voile with miniature
yellow rosebuds. The dresses
were fashioned with an empire
waist, long full sleeves, and a
wide ruffle at the hemline. The
attendants carried baskets of
yellow daisies and
baby's
Sr ((Car IMOWNSTONE
breath.
•
•I Food take,
SA Timothy E. Moore,
OUTDOOR SUPPER
stationed with the U.S. Navy
French Fries
aboard the USS Little Rock, Trout an Foil
Rolls
served as his brother's best Salad Bowl
Beverage
man. Ushers were Dan Melon Wedges
'
IN FOIL
Maybeiry, Mike Moss, J
Recipe may be increased
Hulsey, brother of the bride,
and Ray Moore, brother of the 2 each about 1 1/2 pounds)
fresh water trout
groom.
Garlic powder
Reception
White pepper
Following the ceremony, the 1/4 teaspoon dill weed
bride's parents entertained eta 1/4 teaspoon salt
reception in the Fellowship Hall 1 can (8 ounces) small whole
of the church.
white potatoes, drained and
Those.serving at the reception
sliced
were Miss Clara Reavis of 2 small onions, thinly sliced
Nashville, Miss Beverly Garner 3 teaspoons lemon juice
of Sparta, Tenn., Miss Brenda 2 tablespoons margarine, cut in
small pieces
Stuart, Madison, Tenn., and
Lemon wedges.
Mrs. Andrea Moore of HenLightly rub inside of fish with
dersonville.
Miss Valerie Hurt of Hunt- /garlic powder and pepper.
sville, Alabama, kept the guest Sprinkle inside of each fish with
dill weed and salt; insert potato
register.
Mrs. Hulaey, mother of the and onion slices Drizzle lemon
MODEL GSD461N
each fish Insert
bride, wore a floor length gown juice in
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
each fish. Wrap
margarine
in
of pink floral organza with
• Power Scrub* Slor.,aI Wash
each in a large piece of foil.
Short Wash and Fl.nse & Hoid
matching accessories. Her Place over hot coals or bake in
• AtrIont•tvc Ditterriont II Pions.,
corsage was of pink cymbidium a preheated 425-degree oven for
(Ito flospenser•
orchids.
-34- minutes or until cooked
Mrs. Moore, mother of the through Serve With lemon
groom, wore a long dress of wedges Makes 2 servings.
turquoise knit with full sheer
sleeves. Her corsage was of
Plus small installation charge
yellow orchids.
When boiling vegetables.
After a wedding trip to
cook only until tender in order
Orlando, Florida, Mr. Moore
to insure the best flavor, coilr
and his bride will be living at
texture, and food value 0‘erthe Villager East Apartments cooked vegetables not only
212 E. Main
on Hillsboro Road. Mrs. Moore
look unattractive but have a
marked
losr
of
will be a junior at David Lipflavor and
Phone 753-1586
scomb College. Mr. Moore is food value
employed at the First American
National Bank and attends
Volunteer State College.
ftongue-sts_lor._._tbe
PHONE 7534241-wedding included Mrs.-Lewis
PRESCRIPTIONS
A
SPECIALTY
-II
Hurt and daughters, Valerie
We Ka! tt-We ItillSet It-Or it Can't Be lift.
of Huntsville,
and Jenny,
Alabama; Mr. and Mrs,. Leslie..
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Robinson Drives In Three To Pace
Soviet Press Trying To Whitewash
4TS'Incidents Marring Games At Moscow Phillies To 6-3 Win Over Padres
GOFISHING

the Reds had
day "only to make capital on
National League baseball dismal 196. He lasted two more game 3-3 after
By JAMES R. PEIPERT
By EARL GERHEIM
half of the
in
their
pulled
ahead
then
York,
New
in
seasons
imaginary
Diego
the
tired
them
of
over
the
San
Associated Press Writer
Associated Press Sports Writer triumph
10th.
minor
of
circuit
made the
"persecution" of Jews in the
Padres.
MOSCOW (AP)- The Soviet
"I just tried to find a hole beBill Robinson, his rocky maSoviet Union."
In other NL games during league teams and almost quit
press is pulling out all stops to
source
cause it meant the ball game,'
league career once a
Chijor
the
By VIRGIL WARD
make
to
failing
after
schedule,
Los
journalists
Thursday's
het
Coote
and
other
depict Moscow as a sportsfiwinning hit
had written that 60-100 Soviet of frustration and worry, has
Angeles trimmed the New York cago White Sox two years ago. Kessinger said his
MUSKIE INVADES
man's paradise and to whitediscovered the formula Mets 5-4 and the Chicago Cubs
that scored Randy Bundle',
nally
go
to
decided
THE SOUTH
just
"Then
I
Jews
were
barred
from
attendwash ugly incidents that have
of a base
Muskellunge, long a game marred the World University
ing the game, even though they for hitting homers.
beat the Cincinnati Reds 4-3. In out and have some fun," Robin- from third. "Any kind
relaxing
it."
have
won
of
case
would
hit
fish in the North, is now availa
just
"It's
depressthat
about
recalled
had tickets. Komsomolskaya
the only American League con- son
able in a few Southern and Games.
Dodgers 5, Mets 4
and making contact with the test, California downed Mil- ing stage of his career. "If I
Raucous and organized heckborder states.
Pravda called the report a
Phillies
-Philadelphia
Joe Ferguson laced a runthe
ball,"
worry
didn't
game
I
bad
6-3.
a
waukee
had
of
Tennessee and parts
ling of Israeli athletes, denial
"Sunday canard" and accused player explains.
scoring double in the sixth inRobinson was touted as a about it."
Georgia. Kentucky and Mis- of visas to Israeli journalists
Coote of seeing everywhere
souri have some fine muskie
phi- ning, breaking a tie and lifting
new-found
However,
his
when
he
first
new
super-slugger
plate
at
the
relaxed
He
Soviet
Jews
harassment
of
"plainclothesmen,
barriers,
streams and lakes A few and
appeared faulty after the Dodgers to a victory that
ushers and guardians of the Thursday night and drove in joined the New York Yankees losophy
years ago Arkansas imported who have trieci to attend the
only four hits in 32 increased their lead in the NI.
managed
he
three runs with two homers, in 1967:He never lived up to
several thousand from Ohio. games may have seriously
public order."
at bat during a recent West to three games over Cintimes
After three months in a nur- damaged Moscow's bid to stage
batting
a
6-3
the
advance
fanfare,
to
a
Phillies
the
propelling
The article carried the imcinnati.
sery pond. they were turned
road trip
the 1980 Summer Olympics.
plied warning that foreign
loose in Lake Norfolk.
Angels 6, Brewers 3
he
me?"
why
thought.
"I
Some athletes, coaches and
newsmen who write unfavorLook for muskie to continue
Brewer relief pitcher Chris
I finally made it. I
-After
said
water
have
also
visiting
newsmen
find
to
ably about the University
thought I was going to blow it. Short issued a bases-loaded
in the South
grumbled about the prison-like
Games may have trouble getand treat
But I sat down and had a long walk to Sandy Alomar. forcing
security measures, inflexible
ting visas to cover the Olymanglers to exin the winning during a five-s
talk with myself."
insufficient
interbureaucracy,
pics if they are held in Moscow
citing fishing.
Angel seventh inning. The wintwo
a
blast,
first
Robinson's
Here are a
preters, inefficient reporting of
Will Grimsley, special correning
rim came after Short, who
four-run
capped
a
shot,
run
ways
to
few
Rough River-Crappie fair
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)spondent of the Associated
results, shaky communications
starter Billy Chamreplaced
'followed
identify this
and
then
first
Phils
Press, was attacked in the Late summer fishing conditions around stickups in inlets and
and uninspired food.
fighter.
hjimer with a pion who was forced out after
Luzinki's
Greg
bays
and
lakes,
over
dropoffs.
Bluegill
major
most
prevail
at
newspapers Sovietsky Sport,
His color
The U.S. delegation was parbreaking a finger nail on his
solo homer in the sixth.
varies from
Trud and Izvestia for writing with fair catches of crappie, off deep banks. Clear, stable
ticularly irate over the Cuban
pitching hand, permitted the
3
Reds
/
4,
Cubs
murky to a
about the loss of the American bluegill and black bass report- and 83.
brawl which disrupted an
light brown,
home winning run to score after hitdrove
Kessinger
Don
Buckhorn-Crappie
fair
over
basketball
teams credentials applications ed.
American-Cuban
and he has
10th-in- ting Winston Ilenas with a
The Fish and Wildlife Re- dropoffs. Bluegill fair in inlets the winning run with a
dark mark- Virgil Ward
and the emergency appendectogame Wednesday night and the
the pitch.
Cubs
tied
The
single.
njng
ings resembling shadows very light admonishment given
sources Department gives this and bays. Clear, stable and 80.
my on a U.S. gymnast.
along his back and in uneven
rundown:
While lacking credentials,
patterns halfway down his the Cubans by the Games' techpart of the U.S. team was kept - Green-Crappie fair to good
sesies- on•the nical cesounittee.
•S1tleS7 Ife'has
lower half of his gill covers
virtual prisoner in the Moscow in inlets and bays around subThe committee chairman is
and cheeks. His shape resem- Frank Hepp of Hungary, the
State
University compound, merged cover. Black bass on
Some western journalists
bles the northern pike and
committee
the
headed
where
all
who
athletes are quarter- surface lures and artificial
man
chain pickerel and he has an
have complained of the "conunderslung lower Jaw that which voted against the Amen - stant paranoia in the Soviet ed, and had trouble getting nightcrawlers off rocky points.
Clear, stable and 80.
gives him a menacing appress" over any criticism, no meals.
pearance.
Fishtrap-Bluegill fair to
The
papers
also
took
issue
matter how minor.
Muskie feed on shad, mingood in inlets and bays. Catfish
Th%latest attack on a foreign with the quote of the U.S. team
By J. PAUL TILL
nows, frogs, suckers, snakes
slot last year, Walls completed
fense this fall.
on cut bait. Clear, stable and
and other small fish. He connewsman came Thursday in the doctor, who said medical facilAssociated Press Writer
"A
46
of 97 passes for 736 yards
lot
of
our
success
will
de80.
sumes a great deal of food.
national youth newspaper, ities for the appendectomy "are
AUBURN, Ala. (API - The pend on how Randy Walls and five touchdowns. He rushed
fair
to
He lurks in the shadows of
Cumberland-crappie
Komsomolskaya Pravda, It ac- not exactly what we are accusAubilrn Tigers, who began the comes back from knee sur- for 189 more yards and four adbrush, rocks, lily pads or
good over submerged cover.
other shady areas and lets
cused a British correspondent- tomed to back in the states."
1972 football season as an un- gery," declared Coach Ralph ditional touchdowns.
on
good
Black bass fair to
his food come to him.
James _Coote of the Sunday but the quote was attributed to
derdog and wound up the No. 5 "Shug" Jordan.
Auburn finished the 1972
small crawfish and casting artiHe's a cool water fish and
Telegraph-of attending an Is- Grimsley, not the doctor, in the
team in the nation, are dependWalls was injured during last Southeastern Conference season
night.
nightcrawlers
at
ficial
. during the summer prefersAo
melt basketball match Satur- Soviet Press.
ing on a sophoitiore quarter- season's Gator Bowl and with a 10-I record including a
feed mostly at night. In hot
Below dam, trout good, with
One of the prime boating
weather he likes to move as
and 11 back recovering from a knee missed all of practice during 24-3 Gator Bowl victory over
$1,
some
hmit,.
Cle,ar,
constant
little as possible, often hang- courtesies
is
injury to spark their young of- the spring. At the quarterback Colorado. Louisiana State handfeet below pool and falling
ing around underwater awareness of the wake your
ed the Tigers their only loss.
slowly.
springs or water inlets.
boat is making. This is
Some 32 lettermen planned to
bass fair
Hollow-Black
The best seasons to fish for
Dale
sometimes a bit hard to do, for
report today to launch Auburn's
with surface
jumps
muskies are early spring and
fishing
the
23rd football season, with aclate fall. He seems to like wa- most of us spend so much of our
lures. Crappie fair around treeter at about 55 degrees best: time driving automobiles where
tual practice beginning Monbelow
feet
four
tops.
Clear,
79,
surface temperatures of 35 to the subject of wakes is
day. Seven starters return to
meettoday's
way
to
Acket
on
its
MILLER
GEOFFREY
By
slowly.
pool
and
falling
send
him
50 degrees usually
nonexistent. Nevertheless, the
the offense and six to the deinto warmer water. If the waAssociated Press Sports Writer' ing, the Americans have taken
Grayson-Bluegill fair in infense.
ter at the surface gets to Mercury outboard boating
MOSCOW ( AP ) - The Amer- a more difficult road. After de- lets and bays. Black bass fair
around 80 degrees, he'll prob- experts point out that a boat
By BOB •GREEN
I can. handle 'em," said the
If the 6-foot-3, 205-pound
feating. the Cubans in a game over dropoffs and around-points
ably be in water from 25 to operator is legally responsible ican basketball team has reAssociated Press Golf Writer slump-ridden Eichelberger Walls of Brundidge, Ala., is
atbottlethrowing
a
marred
by
Rusand
the
its
side
79.
venge
on
and
stable
arid
Clear,
banks.
40 feet deep.
wake
RALEIGH, N.C. (A?) - after he tied Stockton and Allin still handicapped, then Jordan
Muskie finds a lair and for any mischief his boat's
sians have tile home court ad- tack against them, the AmeriKentucky-Black bass fair to
Dave Eichelberger and Dave Thursday for the first round Is expected to turn the signals
then spends most of his life may do. ,
vantagebtit who has more tal- cans just managed to beat Bra- good casting artificial nightthere. If you find a muskie
Stockton are enthusiastically lead in the $100,000 LAN Open over to Wade Whatley, a 6-3,
Wakes show up most strongly ent won't be known until today zil 66-60.
crawlers and trolling deep runand miss or lose him, go back
looking for a spot in the U.S. Golf Tournament. All had
206-pound junior from Tusthe
game
with
and
the
most
had
the
usually
do
"We
undefeated
67s.
to the same spot the next day.
when the two
ners. Bluegill good in mid-sec"I'd like to get in it," said kegee, Ala.
Chances are very good he will mischief on the clam waters of squads meet in the final of the Cubans hanging on us," said tion tributaries on worms and Professional Match Play Chambe there.
Jordan says one of his chief
channels, lagoons and m4,ring World University Games tour- U.S. Coach Ed Badger after the crickets. White bass fair jump pionship, and Buddy Allin will Stockton, a former PGA nationWhen you go after muskie
take one if it comes along.
concerns
at the beginning of
al
am
sure
champion
and
the
areas.
Brazil.
"I
current
victory
over
and
nament.
fishing. Below dam, catfish
use stout equipment such as
"Sure I want in the Match Milwaukee Open title-holder. "I Fall practice is the kicking
the Johnson Sabra or 710.
The game revives the rivalry the boys will be in perfect con- sauger fair. Clear, 81, one foot
can upset
A rolling
Play-the way I'm playing now had to qualify last year and
game. Auburn's punter, David
When you land him, keep
between the two teams which dition for the final. The game below pool and falling slowly
your fingers away from his persons standing on the decks of
Beverly, and kicking specialist,
won
one
our
match.
has
put
I'd
like
Brazilians
another
with
the
Munpeak
in
the
particuall-time
good
hit
an
Nolin-Crappie
mouth. He has strong Jaws other boats, or cause spillage of
Gardner Jett, graduated.
crack at it."
larly in upper lake drift fishing
and sharp teeth.
food and beverages on the ich Olympics when the Rus- minds on the Russians.
Auburn lacks depth in the
Eight players-including such
• • •
-We are down to where it in large coves. Black bass fair
les and stoves of anchoret sians handed the U.S. its first
line, the coach said, "but most
Nicklaus,
Lee
Jack
guns
as
big
Dear Virgif,
now."
counts
one
ever
by
and
ardefeat
runners
basketball
to
good
on
deep
boats, or crash together tenderi
Trevino and Tom Weiskopf- teams also come up short on
I'd like to know if bass e
Meanwhile, the American tificial nightcrawlers and by
clustered around point in a controversial finish.
as sensitive to water te4per- and rowboats
are exempt. The other eight big linemen. It just seems like
swimmers are dominating the still fishing crawfish. Clear,
for
one
waiting
have
been
"I
workupset
Wakes
can
docks.
attire change
pre/,r
as o er
water7tXt
players in the Match Play will every team we play always has
World
Uniof
the
closing
days
Russians
the
to
get
at
full
year
stable,
82.
fish.Alo,
what
men standing on rafts and
perature
be the- top eight after 36 holes more big linemen thakwe-der"
do they
Bartley-Crappie good
floats, cr chafe the sides of and now it is here," said tower- versity C.Tames.
On defense, Jordan says,
The U.S. four clocked 3:28.61 around treetops and stickups in
Jo1in. Leffler
Frankfort,
Ky.,- of the UM.
boats against docks, or erode ing Tom Burleson of, North
• 7
• 41ezandria . V irainra shorelines and upset small Carolina State, the only mem- to edge the Russians in an ex- inlets and bays Black bass Applications for waterfowl
While Stockton, Allin and Ei- "Our main concern will be
Deity - John,
are the top con- stopping the long gainer. We
children wading on beaches. . ber of the ill-fated Munich team citing finish That is a mere 2.2 good and improving near drop- hunting reservations for the chelberger
Water temperature of 80 to
seconds off the world mark.
Below 1973-74 season on the Ballard tenders, they're far from se- lost a pair of three-year startis here.
who
inlets
and
bays.
offs
in
70 degrees seems to be most
Today's powerboats almost
"I am sure we are going to
good and cat- County Wildlife Management cure. Five others were just one ers in our secondary and their
comfortable for bass. If you always have planing hulls, with
David Johnson of San Diego dam white bass
added
Burleson
this
time,"
win
_find than in cooler waterfish fair. Clear, stable atone Area near Ltienter must be stroke back at 68 after the first experience will be missed."
say around 40 degrees-they wide bottoms and sterns who saw officials give the Rus- won the men's 100 meters back- foot below pool and 80.
postmarked no 'earlier than round of the L&M,iirtd- Were -Three veTeraniacIles will be
may be sluggish. That's why designed to lift onto the surface sians two extra chances to win stroke in 59.9. Ann Simmons of
returning for the Tigers, but
August 27 and no later than were five more at 69.
to
bass--fair
Barren-Black'
I recommend that bass fish- of the water and skim over it.
Long Beach, Calif., took the
Two
of
the
prime
favorites
the team lacks experience and
the
final
while
Olympic
10.
the
-September
nightcrawlers
ermen have a temperature
gold medal in the women's 400 good on artificial
gauge or electronic thermom- When throttled down so they game's final seconds appeared
All applications must be Lanny Wadkins and Texan Ben depth at end.
points and droprocky
along
meters freestyle in 4:28.8, with
settle into the water,these hulls
eter of some sort.
Jordan says being picked
to have run out. "We have a
Bluegill fair off deep made by letter, no telephone Crenshaw-ran afoul of the
Jill Strong of Tucson, Ariz., offs.
You really shouldn't try to tend to make turbulent wakes. much better team."
troublesome,
water-guarded
near
the bottom one season and
The
will
be
made.
reservations
Clear,
stable
cover.
near
guess water temperature.
second. Irene Arden of Van- banks
close to the top the next "alThe Russians have six Olymword "Reservations" should be 18th hole and were well back.
CL,---and
So it's a wise idea for every
Knowing what the temperacouver, led Cathy Carcione of
Here are the top first-round ways causes a change in the atture is at different depths can powerboat skipper to go out on pic stars on their team, inDefweY-Crappie around tree- marked on the envelope and the
tip you off to where the fish the water on a calm day and so cluding four who were starters Long Branch, N.J., home in the tops. Bluegill .. on worms oft _letters should be sent to: scores:
titude among the players. It bewomen's 100 meters butterfly to,
are. When you have located
34-33-67 comes a matter of accepting
Wildlife Dave Stockton
County
fl, clear to mur- Ballard
banks.
shallow
water near the 70 degree some wake-watching. Starting at Munich.
win the gold in 1:06.0.
35-32-67 the challenge."
Although neither team has
Management Area, Route 1, Dave Eichelberger
mark, be patient and fish. it. from a standstill, increase
ky to muddy and stable.
Sad AllIn
33-34----67
The team refused last year To
WheT1-393trre-crilt nsflIns on -speed gradually arid -observe reritiierri 42056.
a hot day, look for muddy the kind of wake your boat
33-35-68 accept the fact that Auburn
The applications must in- Bert Greene
water or parts of a lake, or
3 35 68 was supposed to lose, Jordan
clude: names and addresses of Dan Sikes
cove that are shaded from makes at various speeds. While
32-36-68 said. "This year the players
all hunters in party (only 3 Lee Wykle
• the sun The sun's rays often running 'at the speed which
33-35-68 must realize that our opponents
aren't as strong here. The seems to- cause the biggest
hunters per blind); first choice J.C. Snead
Upper water temperatures will wake, come to a complete stop
Allen Miller
34-34-68 will be preparing for us in
of
dates
and
alternate
dates
and
be cooler and bass will more
33-36-69 much the same way that we
preference for duck or goose Joe Carr '
than likely stay near the sur- and watch how your wake tends
36-33-69 approached them last year.
face.
hunting. A fee of $5 per day per Roger Watson
to travel and travel, and what it
37-32-69 Just being picked at the top
hunter or $15 per pit must be Byron Comstock'
Virgil Ward does when it reaches other
in
possession.
Frankfort, Ky.,-The 1973-74
Shooting hours for waterfowl enclosed. Odly
Joe Porter
34-35-69 does not mean that you will alboats or the shoreline.
cashier's
There will be an extra limit on hunting will be one-half hour
Statewide Kentucky duck
Virgil Ward, three-time
Ken Still
34-35-69 ways finish there."
Many harbors have speed hunting season will be 10 days blue-winged teal for nine days before sunrise until sunset, checks, certified checks or
world and national freshwater fishing champion, is seen limits in the three to seven shorter than last year but the - December 12 . through excetp on the Ballard County money orders will be accepted.
weekly on the "Championan hour range. These are limits - four daily and eight in December 20 - when two teal Wildlife Management Area Failure to comply with any of
ship Fishing" TV series. Send miles
unrealistic. It is difficult possession - remain un- daily or four in possession - where shooting will end at 12 the above will result in return of
often
your gentians to Virgil Ward,
the reservation application
judge
boat speed that ac- changed except that one can- may be added to the regular noon.
to
P.O. Box 6, Mankato, Minn.
without action.
56001.
curately and disagreement is vasback or one redhead duck duck limits. Also, two scaup
Goose hunting will open on the
Hunters will be limited to five
common between waterfront may be included in the limit, may be added to the daily bay Ballard Management Area
officers' -and boaters. And Fish and Wildlife Commissioner limit and four to th the December 1 and continue hunts per season with no more
A DOUBLE WINNER
wavemaking characteristics of Arnold Mitchell said today possession limit during the through January 20 and duck than two Saturdays. However, a
CHICAGO ( AP) - May was planing hulls are usually
hunter who has had five hunts
following a meeting of the fish entire duck hunting season.
hunting will begin December 12
a good month for southpaw
Goose hunters will again have and continue through January may still hunt on a standbypowerful atsuch speeds; even if and wildlife commission in
knockleball pitcher Wilkie__
70 days to hunt - November 12 20. Statewide limits, except as first-come, first served basis
.ire within the speed limit Frankfort.
Wood of the Chkago White
provided that there is a can"Last year no cavasback or through January 20.
Manager Chuck Tanner gave your wake may still be shaking
concern geese, will apply to the
cellation of a previously made
how
much
learn
The
up!
So
statewide
people
daily
bag
limit
redhead
ducks
could
be
taken,"
his ace a chance to win two
Area.
reservation.
games in one day. A suspended your boat has to be slowed down Mitchell said, "but the Federal (except in Ballard, Hickman,
Other seasons announced
Goose hunting on the Area
game with the Cleveland' In- so it makes practically no Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Carlisle and Fulton Counties ) is today by Mitchell were: coots,
dians was tied at 2-2 after 16 wake, and use that speed when Wildlife, which supplies the five geese, but only one Canada December 12 through January opens December 1 4,nd continues through January 20:
irflings'. Tanner gave Wood the operating in locations where framework, or conditions, or two white-fronted, or one of
20, with a daily limit of 15 and a
chance to win the game and the your wake could conceivably under which waterfowl may be each may be included
(' The possession limit of 30, and while duck hunting will open
regular game that would fol- cause others annoyance or
hunted in each state, has possession limit, except in the mergansers, also December 12 December 12 and continue
low.
harm.
allqwed us to include either a counties listed above, is five through January 20 with a daily through January 20. There will
Wood gave up a run in the
canvasback or a redhead in the geese, but no more than two limit of five which may include be no Sunday or Christmas Day
21st inning but the White Sox
Canadas and two white-fronted no more than one hooded shooting on the Area and
ARKANSAS VERSUS
bag or possession limit."
came back with four in the bot• S. CALIF. AND UCLA
tom half to win 6-3. In the 'secThe duck season will open may be possessed after two or merganser and a passesion shooting hours are one-half hour
before sunrise until 12 noon.
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. AP)
. December 12 and continue more days of hunting.
ond . gaing,Wood blanked the
limit of 10 to include no more
Selections for reservations
won - Universityof Arkansas ath- through January 20 and mallard
Indians with four hits andIn Ballard, Hickman, Carlisle than 2 hooded mergansers.
will be made by random
4-0. So in one night, Wood gave letic teams will open this year's ducks, the most common duck and Fulton Counties, the daily
one run in 14 innings and seasons against last year's best found in
drawings at the Area and will
Kentucky, may make limit of live may include two
GOLF
marked up his 12th and .13th In both football and basketball,
begin September 11 and conCanada
or
two
white
fronted,
or
entire
up
the
or
possession
bag
victories of the spring. , .• ) ,The Razorbacks will play last
RALEIGH, N.C. - Former tinue until all Ofilable spaces
-Nelional • phampienv- Jimit. A ,!`mixed bag" may one of each. 'The possession
*
Champion Dave Stockton, are filled. Money_;„et u
PGA
leer
-Sbuthetif-atiforei
Ora!Ng- irfelefle Any combination of limit of five.-I11-.1bese
Affin and Dive sucees-WI applfeantritill be
TORONTO -Sweden's Bjorn bell opener, Se[ 15, andi will ducks except-that no more than counties. may not include a giddy
-Borg, 17, ousted .Australian vet- then tackle UCLA ie basketball two wood ducks may be taken combination of more than Four Firhelberger-each carded four- returned and confirmation of
67s and tied for the reservations should ,-be corneran Ken Rosevrall•24; 6-1, 7* in the opener Nov. 30.'
daily, or four in possession, and Canada and white-fronted in under-par
— Main Street —
Both games will be played in only one redhead or canvasback aggregate but only two may be first-round lead in the $100,000 pletecl with 20 to 25 days after
in the $100,000 Canadran Open
Golf
Tournament
Open
Lis
Angeles.
1•SiM
the
start of th drawing.
Tennis Tournament.
may be included either daily or white-fronted
can protest in the controversial
51-50 basketball loss to the
USSR in the Olympic Games at
Munich.
If one read only the controlled Soviet press, however,
he would never know such incidents or disputes had occurred or would perhaps dismiss them as normal actions of
spirited players, fans or officials.
Every day since well before
the games opened Aug. 15, the
Soviet media have carried
glowing accounts of the "superlative" handling of the universiade as -proof" of Moscow's
ability to host the Olympics.
The press has quoted everyone from Lord Killanin, president of the Internallonal Olympic Committee, to newsmen,
athletes and coaches, to a cook
at Moscow State University, on
the "excellent" facilities.
Some athletes and officials
said they were misquoted in the
Soviet press accounts or that
the quotes were fabricated.
Others have said they were
pestered by Soviet journalists
to deny unfavorable reports by
western newsmen.

Late Summer Fishing
Conditions Prevalent

Awareness
Of Wake Is
A Courtesy

U.S. To Meet Russians
In University M.atdies

AubuTATencling On Young
Quarterback for New Offense

Three Tied In First
Round of L-M Tourney

Reservation
Application
Dates Given

Statewide Duck Season Will
Be 10 Days Shorter Than 1972
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Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats)Mn, 352. W Horton,
Carew
Oat, 327
RUNS--R Jackson, Oak, 93;
Otis, KC, 81; D.May, Mil, 77;
White, NY, 77.
INBATTED
RUNS
R.Jackson, Oak, 103; May
berry, KC, 93.
HITS—:Carew, Min, 162; Murcer, NY, 158.
DOUBLES—A.ROdriguez,
Del, 25; MunS0n, NY, 2$; Melt
on, Chi, 25, Braun, Min, 25.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 9;
Coggins, Bat, 7; Briggs, Mil, 7;
Coluccio, Mil, 7.
RUNS—R.Jackson,
HOME
ssn, 24;
Flsk,
31;
Oak,
F.Robinsan, Cal, 24; Mayberry,
KC, 24; Otis, KC, 24.
BASES—North,
STOLEN
Oak, 41; Harper, Bsn, 32.
PITCHING (11 Decisions)—
Hunter, Oak, 15-3, .833, 3.38;
McDaniel, NY, 11-3, .7116, 2.24.
STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal,
296: Blyieven,,Min, 192.

Tainan City
In Finals Of
Little League

WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP)
- Consecutive no-hitters have
placed Tainan City, Taiwan, in
the finals of the Little League
World Series looking for the
Asian island's third straight
championship.
Its opposition Saturday will
be Tucson, Ariz., which
reached the finale here on a
pair of one-hitters.
Taiwan shattered four series
batting marks Thursday while
drubbing Tampa, Fla., 27-0, behind the no-hit pitching of Kuo
Wen-li.
Tucson's Ed Vosberg lost his
no-hitter on a line-drive single
NATIONAL 'LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats)—
in the bottom of the sixth and
Rose. Cin, 340; Watson, Htn,
inning, but he preserved
final
317.
104;
SF,
RUNS--Bonds,
his 12-0 shutout over BirmingEvans, Alt, 94.
ham, Mich.
`RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
In the consolation game
Cin, 92; Stargell, Pgh, 91.
HITS—Rose, Cin, 183; Garr, Thursday, right-hander FerAll, 163.
DOUBLES—Stargell, Pgh, 33; nando Pena scattered six hits
denal, Chi, 30; Staub, NY, and struck out 11 batters as
cm,
;
blanked CoTRIPLES-Metzger4 Mtn. 13; Monterrey, Mexico,
lonie, N.Y., 4-0.
Matthews, SF, 10.
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
Taiwan broke the record for
35, Evans, Atl, 34; DaJohnson,
runs in one game, runs in the
All, 34.
BASES—Morgan, series, home runs in a game
STOLEN
Cin, 54; 150ock. $tL, A.
player in a
PITCHING (11 DecIsions)- and hits by a ball
single game.
Seaver, NY, 15-6, .714, 1.76;
teen, LA, 15-6, .714, 2.87.
The team's 22-hit attack and
STRiKEouTs-seaver, NY,
its 13-run sixth inning Thursday
194; Carlton, Phi, 191.
may also be records, but the
Little League doesn't keep
track of them.
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NHL Will
Not Merge
With WHA

TORONTO (API - The National Hockey League will not
merge with the World Hockey
Association and will battle with
the new league to sign top junior players.
The NHL boaard of governors
decided at a closed meeting
Thursday they will not stand by
and watch the WHA sign underage juniors; they will
if
policy
their
change
necessary.
In a statement following the
meeting, the NHL said:
'Our great interest is to preserve the structure of amateur
hockey and to sign players only
of eligible age.
"But if the only alternative is
a plan whereby our teams are
given authority to negotiate
with under-age ,iuniOra, then we
will be prepared to follow that
course."
The NHL policy in the past
has been to sign players who
have graduated from junior
hockey at age 20. However, the
WHA recently has signed a
number of players with junior
eligibility left.
The latest signing was Dennis
Sobchuk of the Regina Pats of
the Western Canada Hockey
League. Sobchuk signed with
the WilA's Cincinnati franchise
for a reported $1 million. Since
Cincinnati doesn't start play
until 1973-74, Sobchuk plans to
stay in the WCHL this year.
The Howe brothers, Mark
and Marty, were taken from
Toronto Marlboros by the Houston keros of the WHA despite
having junior eligibility left.
Then Tom Edur of the Ontario
Hockey Association junior A
club was signed by Cleveland
of the WHA.

SHELBYVILLE, Tenn. AP)
- Officials of the Tennessee
Walking Horse National Celebration kept their pledge to
crack down on soring Thursday
as the 35th version of the annual show opened.
Celebration veterinarians, inspecting each horse before it
was permitted in the big show
ring, rejected 23 of the first 99
horses entered in the opening
night's classes.
Show officials said the inspectors disqualified the horses
because of foreign substances
or lesions on the animals'
hooves or legs.
There were none of the demonstrations that marred last
year's celebration when horsemen protested enforcement of
anti-soring regulations.
Before the entry lists were
opened for this year's celebration, officials warned walking
horse owners that unsound
horses would be barred from
competition.
The regulations are aimed at
halting the long-popular practice of using painful training
devices or caustic chemicals to
force the •high stepping horses
into an even more spectacular
gait in the show ring.
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By DENNE H. FREEMAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
CYCLING
DALLAS I AP -- RetireSAN SEBASTIAN, Spain - ments and off-seasort unrest
Sheila Young of Detroit shrug- shook the Dallas Cowboys like
ged off a head -Wound suffered an earthquake, but there's evin a bike spill and captured the ery evidence unflappable Coach
women's world cycling cham- Tom Landry will have all the
pionship, while Knut Knudsen pieces in place for an unpreceof Norway blazed to the ama- dented eighth consecutive trip
men's four-kilometer to the National Football League
teur
crown in the second day of playoffs.
Weed Cycling competition.
The Cowboys lost a staggering 65 years in NFL experience
GENERAL
with the exit of seven key playMOSCOW - The United ers off the Super Bowl VI
States basketball team edged champions-tight end Mike DitBrazil 66-60 at the World Uni- ka, linebacker Chuck Howley,
versity Games while the Ameri- defensive end George Andrie,
can swimmers claimed five running back Dan Reeves, regold, two silver and two bronze ceiver Lance Alworth, defenmedals.
sive back Herb Adderley and

women's 400 meter medley re- Lake of Kirkland, Wash., was
By BOB FIRESTONE JR.
lay in 4:30.131, breaking the fourth at 72 and the Badger
Associated .Preass Writer
LOUISVILLE, Kr. AP) - previous mark of 4:31.29 set by Dolphins of Madiscon, Wis.,
Jennifer Bartz, winner of the the Lakewood Aquatic Club in were fifth at 70.
Preliminaries and finals were
women's 400 meter individual 1970.
Members of the winning team being held today in the women's
medley in the, National AAU
Long Course Swimming and included Nacy Kirkpatrick, three meter diving finals and
Diving championships, wants a Amy Betencourt, Nina Ma- finals were set in the men's 10
better time in the upcoming clnnis and Keene Rothharnrner. meter platform diving.
Ths Santa Clara Swim Club's
World Aquatic Championships.
Eight events-were to be held
Miss Bartz, of the Santa 'A'team had set a meet record
swimming. They included
in
Clara Swim Club, won the in the men's 400 meter medley
men's and women's 200 meter
bedisqualified
it
was
but
said
but
relay
5:08.735
event in
butterfly, 200 meter brea.stroke,
cause one of its members, John
wasn't her quickest time.
meter backstroke and 800
100
"My goal was to make Bel- Hencken, made a false start.
meter freestyle relay.
of
Bartz,
Boggs
Miss
Phil
Lt.
Meanwhile,
grade," explained
Diving competion ends today
who will enter the University of the U.S. Air Force won the
swimming competition
while
Miami next month on a swim- men's three meter diving
concludes Saturday.
of
total
a
with
championship
ming scholarship.
"I'm hoping to make a fas- 578.73 poirils. Keith Russell of
ter time at the World (Aquatic) the Dick Smith Swim Gym was
atampionships." Those cham- second with 575.70 and Dave
pionships will be held in Bel- Bush of the Dallas Swim Club
grade from Sept. 1-9 and Miss was third with 558.21.
Bartz is one of more than 50
Deborah Kepler of the Ron
U.S. swimmers who will com- O'Brien Diving School of Co-lumbus, Ohio, won the women's By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
pete in those championships.
American League
In other action Thursday, platform diving championship
three meet records were set, with 370.38 points, while BarW.1 L. Pc5t7.7 GB.
W
East
one of them by Olympic veter- bara Schaefer, unattached, was Baltimore
68 57 .544 4
Boston
an Shirley I3abashoff of the second at 358.74, and Debby Milwaukeekee
Detroit
2
/
41
7 6
548
58 .52
68 61
"
York
Huntington Beach Aquatic Club Lipman of Phillips 66 Long New
N
2
/
60 64 .486 111
in the women's 200 meter Beach, was third at 338.10.
_1
7 2
19
0
54
2 „4
75
2 5
74
5
Cleveland
NelJack
the
of
fresstyle in 2:04.635.
Don Craine
West
73 .5._ 417,1. .2
That broke the previous mark son Swim Club of Ft. Lauder- Oakland City
$
of 2177.044 set by Keena Roth-- dale, Fla.,- led men's qualifiers
59 66 .472 14- .0
58 65 .472 141,1
hammer of the Santa Clara in the semi finals of the plat59 67 .468 15
„ Swim Club set earlier Thurs- form diving with 288.99 points,
43 81 .347 30
Meixiniciaf7rS;nitaa
day.
followed by Greg Garllch of the
Thursday's Games
California 6, Milwaukee 3
Miss Babashoff won a gold Clayton Shaw Park at 287.73
Only game scheduled
medal in the women's 400 me- and Kent Voaler of the Ron
Friday's Games
ter medley relay, a silver med- O'Brien Diving School at 284.76.
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 51)
al in the 100 and 200 meter
Following Thursday's com- at Baltimore (McNally 12.13),
frestyle events and was fourth petition, the Santa Clara Swim
Texas (Siebert 6 11) at Clevein the 400 meter freestyle in Team led in women's standings land (Timmerman 6-41, Nat Chi
Detroit (Lolich 12 11)
Quarterbacks Roger Staubach last year's Olympics.
with 263 points. Next was the cago (Wood 20-18), N
again
Milwaukee (Bell 981 at Min
Jim Montgomery of the Huntington Beach Aquatic Club
and Morton, who are
2), N
(GOlti
fighting for the No. 1 job, are Badger Dolphins of Madison, of Santa Ma., Calif., at 91, fol- nesota
New York (Medich 10.6) at
among the tops in the league. Wis., set a 'meet'record of lowed by the Lakewood team of Oakland (Hunter 15-3), N
Boston (Lee 134) at Cal)forFullback Watt Garrison and I,- l - 53.6g13 in the men's 200 meter Southern Pacific, Calif., at 78.
N
nia (Lange 1
000.aard rusher Calvin Hill are freestyle, eclipsing his own Next were Arden Hills of CarSaturday's Games
Milwaukee at Minnesota
proven ground-gainers. The of- mark of 1:53.962 set earlier in michael, Calif, at 65 and the
Detroit at Chicago
fensive line. behind all-pros the day. His previous mark Cincinnati Pepsi Marlins at 62.
Kansas City at Baltimore
The Santa Clara also led in
Hayfield Wright and John Ni- shattered that of 1:54.6 set by
New York at Oakland"
Texas at CleUeliind
Mark Spitz, winner of seven men's competition with 160
land, is among the finest.
Boston at California, N
If the Cowboys have an offen- Olympic gold medals last year, points, followed by the GatoSunday's Games
Texas at Cleveland, 2
rade Swim Team of Bloomingsive weakness, it might be at in 1970.
at Chicago, 2
Detroit
The other meet record was ton, Ind., at 152. Third was the
receiver --but don't count on it.
Milwaukee at Minnesota
15
only
RaClara
San
of
caught
Mann Swim Club
established by the Santa
Bob Hayes
New York at Oakland
Kansas City at Baltimore
passes last year but could be in Swim CLub's 'A' team in the fael, Calif., at 103, while Totem
Boston at California, N
the best shape of his career beNational League
in
work
extensive
cau,i. of
East
W L. Pct, G.S.
professional track during the
64 62 508
St. Louis
)4f-season.
61 62 496 11,1
higPittsburgh
Vv'arfield's
Paul
Stowe,
Otto
61 65 .484 3
C co
2
1/
51
6 .169
72 ,
9 67
59
hia
l
lp
a
e
tre
philad
Mon
backup man at Miami, was obtained in a trade for Ron Sell2
Si 68 .456 6/
1
New York
West
ers and has been nothing short
6141
49
78
Angeles
Los
of eye-popping in the early go53 589 3
n innati
Cinc
000 first-place prize money. The 54
By JOE EDWARDS
ing. The No. 1 draft pick, tight
6 55 560 7
Francisco 70
Press Sports Writer total purse is $23,000.
Associated
66 63 512 13
Houston
end Billy Joe Dupretse of MichAllison will seek to regain Atlanta
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) 61 68 473 18
igan State, also hasn't dis2
/
46 80 365 311
Richard Petty, usually a rocket some of the pace he set last San Diego
Thursday's Games
appointed.
NASCAR's Grand National year when he won 10 Grand
on
in
10
3,
4,
Cincinnati
Chicago
On defense, Lilly says he is circuit, has fizzled a bit this National races. Yarborough flings
healthy. When the giant tackle
Philadelphia 6, San Diego 3
at
500
stole
Southeastern
won the
year while David Pearson
Los Angeles 5, New York 4
says that, it can be a long auBristol earlier this year in addiis thunder.
Only games scheduled
tumn for opposing quarterFriday's Games
But Petty returns to a track tion to the Music City 320 and,
Los Angeles (John 11.7) at
backs. Lilly was-plagued by inSaturday night that has handed along with Pearson and Petty, Philadelphia (Twitchell 12-5), N
juriesSe-h- Tge903 lure!? I.11J7
seven WctorieS In IT starts. It the only delver to win more
season last year and the pass And Pearson won't be around.
(Moore 7 12), N
than one Grand National race Montreal
San Francisco (Marichal 10
rush suffered.
an16th
the
year.
is
this
The occasion
9) at New York (Koosman 9
Jethro Pugh is the other CowAllison, Benny Parsons and 14), N
nual Nashville 420, where Petty
St. Louis (Foster 104) at cin
boy defensive tackle, with Bill will be among the favorites Buddy Baker have each won
cinnati (eiiiingnam 164), N
Gregory pushihg defensive ends
breather
a
thit
takes
on
Pittsburgh (Brilet-12:11) at
the
one
circuit
race
while Pearson
Pat. Toomey and Larry Cole
Atlanta (Niekro 13-6), N
and presumably counts the year.
..Chccago imootoit_1411.1 it
---• --- hard.
The race Vibe cloVnt eirent 'Houston (Reuss 13-91, N
$169,000 he's won this year.
At linebacker, five-year vetSaturday'S•Gentieli
$120,000
a
the
of
leg
together
put
second
the
on
Pearson has
San Francisco at New York
eran D.D. Lewis appears ready sensational string of 9 victories Grand National point battle.
at Cintinnati, N
Louis
St.
to step into Howley's shoes in 13 starts this year while Pet= Cecil Gordon is the point leader
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, N
that
hunch
sneaking
There's a
Los Angeles at Philadelphia,
ty has won 4 of 20 and earned in the second leg with 2,655, folLandry can always get Howley
lowed by James Hylton with 2,San Diego at Montreal, N
$109,000.
to "unretire" from his dry
Chicago at Houston, N
Petty, of Randleman, N.C., 571 and Benny Parsons with
Sunday's Games
cleaning business should l'Rwis won this race two years ago 2,507. Los Angeles at Philadelphia
fail to produce. Veterans Lee
San Francisco at New York
In the overall point standings
did-has been racing on FairSan Diego at Montreal
Roy Jordan and Dave Edwards
ground Speedway's five-eighths this year, Parsons leads with
St. Louis at Cincinnati
fill out the linebacking trio.
with
.
by
Gordon
followed
5,189
1959.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta
mile oval since
Dallas is solid in the
—ehiceoe at - Houston
limn, who won the 5,144 and Hylton- with 5,007.
:TP.y
dary. Mel Renfro and fast-imrace last year, and Cale Yar
proving Charlie Waters protect
borough, who wsn the Music
the corners while alert Cliff
420 in May, also are conCity
Harris and veteran Cornell
sidered top threats for the ;10,safeties.
the
down
Green hold

wah, Tenn.; Ebony's Caroline,
Doug Wolaver, Wingate Farms,
Middletown, Ohio.
3-YEAR-OLD GELDINGS:
Spirit's Red Eagle, Richard
Woods, Rees Lumber Co., West
Plains, Mo.; Gunsmokes
Shaker, Jinu-ny Holloway, Harnurn, Leland Miss.;
ry
Delight's J&B, Robert Kellett
Jr., Cu', Whitener Jr., Newben-y, S.C.
WALKING GELDINGS, 15.2,
AND UNDER: Ebony's Old
Crow, David Polk, Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Fields, Goldsboro,
Perfection's President,
Bob Cherry, Mrs. Dave Stafford, Perryville, Tenn.; Sun's
Might Man, Carlton Pitts, Pallie
Walker, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
OWNER-AMATEUR LADY
RIDERS-WALKING GELDINGS: Go Boy's Country Jake,
Deedy Whittemore, Lexington,
Ky.; Yankee Clipper S, Shirley
Schleicker, Merryville, Ind.;
Gala Go Roy, Mrs. Cebern L.
Lee, Oaks Corners, N.Y.
OWNER --AMATEUR LADY
RIDERS-WALKING MARES:
Sun's Dixie Delight, Mrs. Ed
Hubbard, Sanford, N.C.; My
[laity Major, Joyce Dotson,
Shelbytlile;sal& Magic Woman, Judy Tillett, Shelbyville.

c,nter Dave Manders.
The Cowboys also led the
league in threatened retirements with defensive tackle_
Bob Lilly, quarterback Calif
Morton, linebacker Lee Roy
Jordan and others unhappy for
one reason or another in hassles with Dallas management.
Yet out of this storm of discontent, Lilly said he had found
a "new spirit" on the team"something we didn't have last
year."
To prove he was right, the
Cowboys went out and destroyed Lai Angeles 24-7 in the
exhibition opener to show there
was still some fire in the boiler.
Despite the retirements, the
Cowboys still have talent that
has many an NEI, front office
drooling.

The Houston Oilers nipped
Tarkenton will probably start
By HOWARD SMITH
Dallas Cowboys 27-24 in the
the
have
who
Raiders
the
against
Writer
Sports
Associated Press
of Texas Thursday night.
battle
follies
g
quarterbackin
The Minnesota Vikings-re _4.their own
CinCinnag plays at Detroit
sume their search for a No, 1 going. Daryle Lamonica made
Angeles visits Miami
quarterback Saturday at Berke- a brief appearance against Los and Los
tonight.
games
in
completing
week,
last
Angeles
ley, Calif. against the Oakland
Saturday night Baltimore is
Raiders in a battle of unbeaten three of four passes, including
Washington, Atlanta faces
National Football League clubs. a six-yard scoring aerial to Bob at
in Knoxville, Tenn.,
Cleveland
Moore.
inFrancis Tarkenton, the
visits New OrEngland
New
while
cumbent, and Bob Berry, the -bainonica then retired
San Diego entertains
challenger, have been fighting Ken Stabler and Don Milan leans,
and the New York
it out for the right to lead the split the duties behind center in Philadelphia
Louis. Sunday
St.
in
are
.lets
George
win.
Purple Gang this season. Sta- the Raiders' 16-3
Chicago is at Buffalo,
tistically it looks like a draw so Blanda, now 45, doesn't do afternoon
and
much quarterbacking these Denver at San Francisco
far
GiYork
New
the
at
Pittsburgh
field
kicks
still
he
Tarkenton has completed 18 days but
of 28 passes for 169 yards in goals and connected from 36,17 ants.
The weekend schedule ends
Minnesota's two victories while and 41 yards against the Rams.
night when Green Bay
Sunday
meeting
first
the
be
will
This
Berry has hit on 19 of 26 tosses
City.
for 224 yards. Tarkenton came ever between Minnesota and visits Kansas
connected with
to the restate in last week's 13- Oakland, and will serve as a__ Dan Pastorini
31-yari- Deera
on
Willis
Fred
g
season-openin
their
of
preview
10 win over Kansas City, rallying _pass with just 1:12 to
ing the Vikes in the fourth battle Sept. 16.
lifting the Oilers past the Cowquarter with a 70-yard touchboys. Bob Newhouse's 25-yard
19
a
-yard
by
down drive capped
touchdown romnbad given Dalpass to John Gilliam to tie the
las a 24-20 edge earlier in the
score.
period.
goal
field
20-yard
Fred Cox's
Cincinnati coach Paul Brown
with just over one minute to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - plans to go with more veteran
play won it for Minnesota.
Defending champion Sea of Se- players than usual against the
crets, owned by Irving Cowan Lions. Ken Anderson is -exof Hollywood, Fla., won the pected back from a leg injury
Minton Memorial Perpetual at quarterback for the Bengals.
Trophy Junior Exhibitor Three- Greg Landry and Bill Munson
Gaited Championship Thursday continue as quarterbacks for
night in the Kentucky State Detroit.
Fair Horse Show here.
Miami saw its winning streak
The winner was ridden by stopped at 21 games last week
Cowan's daughter, Debbie Cow- with a 9-9 tie against Chicago
an,
The Rams are having offensive
Second place went to Spring- problems and have managed
time Fantasy, owned and rid- just 31 points in three games
den by Mary Le Beich of BlooTENNIS
mington, Ill., while Duchess,
SOUTHAMPTON. N Y
by
Denise
owned and ridden
Ferdi Taygan, 18, of FramingKelce of Evansville, Ind., was ham, Mass., upset sixth-seeded
third.
Fred DeJesus of Puerto Rico 6Dow Jones, owned by Burn- 1, 6-4 to gain the
ing Tree Farm of Tulsa. Okla.,
Men',
quarte-finl'o
the United States
won the $1,000 Junior Five- Amateur Tennis Champion
Gaited Stake, while Suncatcher, ships.
owned by Siekman 'arms of
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.
Appleton, Wis., was second. New Zealand's Onny Parun upDow Jones was ridden by Redd set defending champion Ilie
Crabtree. Suncatcher was rid- Nastase of Romania 6-4, 1-6, 6-2
den by Don Brockman. Third- at the Eastern Tennis Open.
place finisher, Fairy Gold, was
Top-seedNEWPORT, R.I
ridden by Helen Crabtree.
ed Margaretcourt of Australia,
Meanwhile, the Kentucky the defending champion, overHorse Show Hall of Fame whelmed Brerkbi Kirk of South
Thursday night inducted. _Mrs..'Afric'a 8-2, 6-2 irt grass .eoiistS
Frances Dodge VanLennep, the - ttiftipetition on • the Newport
late owner of the Dodge Stables
753-2571
Tenr1s
ADP of the Women's Pro
at Lexington.
tour.

Sea Of Secrets
Wins At Fair

No Layaways

Murray Home & Auto
Store
.Chestnut St

SHELBYVILLE,Tenn ., walking horses, results
Results of the opening night's
judging, with rider and owner,
in order of judging, were:
WALKING
k4+YEAR-OLD
MARES A: Midnight Mona
Lisa, Ronnie Spears, James Alsup, Murfreesboro; Ebony's
Miss Glo, Albert Rowland, Continental Farms, Shelbyville,
Tenn.; Fancy's Reflection,
Boyd Melton, Cathy Buckner,
La Mesa, Calif.
WALKING
2-YEAR-OLD
MARES B: Copy's Valentine,
Wink Groover, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill- Mullins,- Knoeviiie,- Tesin.+Laura's Trademark, Jimmy
Brown, Howard Hundley, Oolte-

Vikings To Meet Oakland In
Battle of Unbeaten NFL Clubs

lh Price
No Exchanges

Soring, long the target of humane orgaruzations, was outlawed by the 1970 Horse Protection Act.
Six classes were judged
Thursday night before an official crowd of 5,785, about 250
more than opening night a year
ago.
The 10-day show, largest in
the walking horse industry, will
be capped by the selection
Sept. 1 of the world champion
walking horse to succeed Handshaker's Delight, the 1972
champion.

Standings

Retirements, Unrest Shake
Dallas In ,Off-Season Months

Toys
!S

TIMES -

Jennifer Bartz Takes Women's
Walking Horse Officials Crack
Down On Soring At 35th Opening 400 Meter Individual Medley

ST 24, 193

Reds had
half of the
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Petty Returns To
Nashville Saturday

Nicklaus, Weiskopf Appear
In Running for Championship
Associated Press Golf Writer order. are .Johnny Miller, TomRALEIGH, NC.(..\P) -- Pro- my Aaron, Weiskopf, Lee Trefessional Golfers Assnciation vino, George Archer. Grier
Player of the Year honors .Jones and .Jerry Heard. The
could be at stake this weekend other eight players will come
if-as expected--Jack Nicklaus out of the L&M.
Weiskopf's sudden emergence
and Tom Weiskopf meet in the
finals of the U.S. Professional was the big news this summer
and shoved Nicklaus out of the
Match Play Championship
They appear to be running headlines. In an eight-event
neck and neck for the honor string he won five times, inNicklaus won last year A head- cluding the British and Canato-head match in the finals Sun- dian Opens. For the year. he's
day afternoon could make the collected 52213.088.
Then Nicklaus reclaimed cenchoice easy for the PGA committee that makes the selec- ter stage with his record-breaking victory in the PGA National
tion.
The Match' Play. carrying Championship two weeks ago
$150,000 in total prizes with It was the 14th major title of
$40,000 to the winner, begins his career, breaking Bobby
Saturday as the featured half of .Jones' record.
Nicklaus, too, has won five
pro golf's only doubleheader
with the 5100.000 stroke play this year. In 15 American
starts, he's finished ninth- or
IAM Open
Two rounds of match play better in all but two. In his only
will be held flail) on the 6,786- foreign start he was fourth in
yard, par-71 MacGregor Downs the British Open, including a
Country Club course with Nick- course recnrd 654116 Mel;,laus the defending champion roUntr
Intl WV 1 seed - in the -fteld-of -And-he's-alteati-er-last-year2s
—
recerd--. money-winning pace
16.
when he amassed $320.000.
The other seeded playe73.111..

C
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Public Relations
Notebook

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University
In business affairs as well by our early lives, by our
as in personal affairs, people associates, by our home life,
constantly must deal with by our religious training, and
other persons. The inter- by many other things which
relationships of persons may determines how we think and
take any one of hundreds of what we think about. And
different forms. Ideas are ex- since each individual mind is
changed, arguments are soun- different,
conflict
is
ded, orders are carried out. unavoidable. The continual
and almost certainly, conflict goal of man is to training
will present itself in varying himself to communicate with
degrees. This is natural, yet it others in the most respectful
is one of the most severe and intelligent manner
problems in relationships possible.
among people.
In the area of public
The one thing that is sure relations as well as personal
in differences among people is relations it is most important
that there are two sides to for a person to have all inevery story. And, quite often, formation before advancing
as the romantic ballad of an important opinion or
several years at'o proclaimed, making a decision which
they are "as different as night might have an unfavorable
and day." Of course, in impact on himself or •n
reality, all differences among organization
which
he
people are not as different as represents. Difficq
are
night and day. But differences ironed out only thro h
do range from minor to the discussion between peo
most severe.
Discussion may take the form
In most instances of dif- of a letter, a conversation, or
ferences among people, it is information carried through
probable that one party or the an intermediary or by some
other, or maybe both parties, other means. But there must
do not have all facts involved be communication.
in the controversy. If complete
There also must be a fairly
- and —truthful information is stare- degree of respect betboth
not available to either Or
ween persons before there can
parties, then intelligent, fair be sincere communications.
and complementary discus- Sincerity is the key to sucsion cannot take place. cessful
communications
Without complete information among people. If so-called
on a matter which has caused cases of personality conflict
ill-feeling between two or could be analyzed, it is likely
more persons, one or the other that insincerity through lack
parties, or both, will suffer of complete information was
from the consequence.
the primary source of conflict.
For lack of a better term, In dealings among people, the
• perhaps, conflicts which cardinal principle to always
people have among them- /creep foremost in mind is that
selves are termed personality there are two sides to every
conflicts. We all have dif- story. Knowing both sides will
ferent attitudes and opinions. promote healthier relationOur attitudes are determined ships among people.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Expansion
rural
of
cooperatives for electric power,
a system of rates based on
usage and public hearing to
settle disputes-these are
policies which two
South
Vietnamese will be recommending to their National
Utilities Commission when they
return home this week.
Dr. 'Tran-An-Nhan, chairman
of the South Vietnam National
Utilities, commission, and Vu
Dinh Chi, chief engineer, have
been in Kentucky for two weeks
studying the operation of the
Commonwealth's Public Service Commission.
Both of the officials had
previously visited the U.S. to
observe utilities commission
operations in
Wisconsin,
Michigan, California and Iowa.
However, they discovered that
those commissions are too large
for the small Asian country to
adopt their methods of
operation.
An investigation by the State
Department showed that
Kentucky came closest to
duplicating South Vietnam in
size and type of operation. The
South Vietnamese found the
answers to their problems in the
Commonwealth, they said.
The South Vietnam National
Utilities Commission was
established by a directive from
the United States as part of its
requirements in connection
with grants from the American
Agency
of
International

Development (AID). AID has
provided $32 million for improvement of generation and
distribution of electricity in the
Saigon area.
One of the objectives of the
Kentucky visit is to discover
ways to provide electric service
in the rural areas of Vietnam,
which has none, Dr. Nhan explained. The Asian engineers
spent one day with Charles
Foley, manager of the InterCity RECC, Danville, attempting to establish ways of
operating cooperatives at a
profit.
Presently, South Vietnam has
one set power rate for all users.
Mr. Chi said he plans to
recommend the adoption for a
rate system based on usage as it
exists in Kentucky. to learn
more about the procedure, the
South Vietnamese spent one
day with Robert Daniels, rate
expert from Union Light Heat
and Power Company.
The visitors said they were
impressed with the hospitality
of Kentucky people. We are
happy to have all these nice
persons happy to work with us
and to answer our questions"
Dr. Nhan noted.
Mr. Chi said he wanted to
express his thanks to staff
members of the PSC. Several
entertained the South Vietnamese in their homes. "Not
formal
or stiff," Mr. Chi
commented, referring to the
informality of the American
home at the dinner hour.

By WARREN E. LEAKY
AP Science Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Scientists
have developed a method of using two wrongs to make a right
that may allow persons blinded
by cataracts to regain their vision without resorting to surgery.
Boston researchers say light
passes through most cataracts
— cloudy formations in the eye
lens — but is scattered and distorted. This makes it impossible for the back of the eye to
relay an image to the brain.
However, the scientists say
they have developed filters that
can distort light before it ente-s
the eye. When this light is distorted again by the cataract, it
hits the back of the eye as it
normally would, they say.
The two-wrongs method was
developed by Dr. David Miller,
head of the ophthalmology department at Beth Israel Hospital, with the aid of Dr. George
Benedek, professor of physics
at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
Dr. Miller said researchers
have tested the technique suc-

Electroshock
You may have heard of
electroshock—and recall it as
being controversial and having
something to do with the treatment of mental illness.
But just what is electroshock?
First, it's more appropriately called electroconvulsive
therapy (known among professional workers as "ECT") beDr. Miller started the filter
cause its objective is not
"shock."
work with scientists at TechniIn simple terps, ECT is a
cal Operations, Inc., in Burmethod for trtOting mentally
lington, who were working for
ill patients by administering
the Army on seeing through
medically controlled convulsive
clouds, which also scatter light.
seizures by means of electricity.
The patient is put to sleep
The use of filters to see
with an intravenous anaesthrough cataracts could have
followed by drug
wide use if perfected, he said, thetic This is
medication which relaxes the
adding that there are about
muscles of the body.
400,000 cataract operations each
The therapist then applies an
year in the United States,
electric current to thc scalp,
'-----producing seizures and convulsions which consist of twitchSOVIET ART WORKS SOLD ing of the muscles.
PARIS AP) — A group of 61
Other kinds of "convulsive
paintings by Soviet artists from
therapy- are also used in addithe school of socialist realism
tion to that produced by elecwere sold at an auction here for
tric shocks. These include giving
more than $26,000.
the patient inhalations of an
The works included still life
ether-like gas after he is asleep
studies, folk art and one paintor giving him a chemical coning of office workers in a city,
vulsant agent, a drug, injected
which sold for $1,600.
intravenously.
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Salo Starts Monday, Aug. 27th at Nino
O'clock

conclude pending negotiations
immediately, give
some
thought to next week's handling. You may get some new
ideas.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. n)
Some reviewing needed
Certain obstacles in your path
will call for either more concentrated effort or a aomplete
revision of plan if they are to be
hurdled.
LIBRA
r."!
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —•••
•••
In
communications,
discussions, agreements, be
mindful of "minor" details that
could cause delays, difficulties.
This is a day in which the wellbalanced Libran can shine.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rkelt
Fine advances indicated In
job and business matters —
they are well planned and
carried through in detail with a
keen eye to the future.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )kewaki°
Embark upon a new project
that is really purposeful,
stimulates your mind. A
complex situation could contain
the seed of an excellent harvest
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
a
The position of Saturn
suggests some halt on actions
which could get out of the realm
of common sense. But attainment IS possible through
earnest, consistent endeam.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't trust to guesswork nor
be lax in situations that require
security treatment. A better
day than you may anticipate IF
you are in there pitching.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
You may be well ahead of
those about you, but the discreet
thing will be to play it down,
achieve without asking for
plaudits. Be careful about
giving confidences.

Cotton
wide, 100%
• 45"
-Wale
Pin
• No-wale,
Wide Wale
• Hi-Low,
selection
for best
• Hurry

10' x 20'
10' red barn
8' x 12' green barn

Dog Houses

REG.
$345.00
$416.00

NOW

$546.00
$585.00
$910.00
$470.00
$540.00

$305.00
$368.00
$485.50
$525.00
$805.00
$415.00
$477.00

2 x 3

Sturdi-House Storage Houses are delivered fully erected and
ready for immediate use. It needs no land pre-preparation or
on-site construction to cause delay.. and you know EXACliv what your building will cost.

WE DELIVER
Phone 753-3734

YOU BORN TODAY are a
warm-hearted, sensitive individual, ardent and deeply
emotional within, but rarely
demonstrative in your affections. Thoselter Whom you
care are not always aware of
your feelings for them;
sometimes, consider you cold
and aloof. Try to express your
emotions a little more Often and
you will be a great source of
happiness. You are extremely
versatile and could make a
great success in many fields
but, notably, as a writer,
musician, entertainer, engineer
or, in the business world, as a
banker or manufacturer. Birthdate of: Bret Harte, Amer.
author; Leonard Bernstein,
symphony conductor.
• • •
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• Double Knit Crepe
• Double Knit Ponta
de Roma
• Double Knit Twills

ATTENTION!
HOME ECONOMICS

STUDENTS
WE HAVE ALL YOUR SCHOOL

SEWLINLG SUPPLIES_AT
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES!
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8'x 16'

What patients are chosen for
ECT? The general answer is
those with psychoses or severe
neuroses who require intensive
treatment, usually in a hostm
tal. Severe depression, the de
prcssive phase of manic-depres
sive illness, is said to be the
main indication for ECT.
Is there any danger with
EC-I? The general answer her,
is that there is an element it
dangei. Those who employ the
method feel that it is safe or
that its calming or other effects
outweigh its hazards. Others do
not.
Most common side effects of
an undesirable kind are confusion and memory loss. Usually'
these are most obvious imme
diately after is treatment. Memory changes include forgetting
some events and a tendenc
to forgetfulness in day-to-day
matters.
The American Medical Association, Amercan Psychiatric
Association, American Psychological Association, and Na
tional Association of Mental
Health- (or lour local chapter)
can provide further information
A free folder, "Facts About
Electroshock Therapy," is available from the National Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, Maryland 20852.

OUR GRFA TEST

Frances P_Lake

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
It may be advisable to
slacken your gait now — in
order to detect error of method
or details overlooked. Make
new plans with confidence,
however.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You are one of those gifted
persons who can produce
original and unusual ideas when
they are most needed. This is
your day to shine!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) n1141°Mercury in highly favorable
position. A good day for
capitalizing on your ingenuity
and inventiveness. Writings
especially encouraged.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
Stellar influences now give
hope for that which seemed
"lost," broader understanding
of complicated situations and
show you the way to get around
a knotty problem.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug 23)
Even if not prepared to

OEIN/OFE IlAtUR4L COLON 110111I*41‘.
tart thip its dyis tams or papal* $10110
& *tete Nee&
SELEVIOII OF MOP& 14 NUS *
cheese /nee
PON Al.l. WS Batik& **ea blahs
foods see4oreprie4 C Is assettfeaat veaft

8' x 8'
8' x 10'
8' x 14' double doors

Bertram S Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

cessfully, using cataracts surgically removed from patients.
But he said the filters had not
been tested on a person because many technical problems
still must be overcome.
"Whether we can actually
bring this experiment from the
laboratory to clinical use is still
unknown," he stressed.

Your Individual Horoscope
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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Only the yak who makes
its home highest in the
mountains of Tibet has
no trouble breathing at
such a high altitude.

4•1

recalls going 'Washington to
receive the award on a
television show as "a real experience.
"I went dowèi in black jersey
pants; I thought I looked just
fine. But when I arrived, so
many people were wearing,
well, things that had been
made especially for that hip
bone that wasn't exactly even
with the other — you know,
perfect clothes. I just sat there,
sliding lower and lower in my
chair.
"Finally, T just told the
people I'd be back. I went over
to the St. Laurent shop and
bought some pants. I even waited while they did a minor siteeation. I had never felt so unchic. so I took care of it. I said
to myself that I just would not
be the youth leader representative woman Of the year and be
un-chic."
The poet lights one cigarette
after another, claiming smoking is a s pit of her diet.
In ad ion to her creative
imaginati e writing, she answers bundles of letters about
6
how to becorne a poet.
"What can I say but stay in
school and learn to punctuate
A lot of kids are interested in
poetry today, In the black community, poetry is a very old
tradition. There's poetry in
church Books are different and
black kids hate books, won't
read novels:. she added

erriage suffering
th
, George Kennedy and Vera Mlles find
this MI years and
mace
for
held
has
he
job
the
voiken he loses
Great American
becomes an unemployment statistic in "A
the ABC Television
'Tragedy," a contemporary social drama on
Wednesday, August
Network's "Wednesday Movie of the Week,"
30.

Born in Knoxville, Tenn.,
brought up in Ohio, the popular
black poet is a frail figure with
enormous dark eyes. Wearing
knit slacks and a bright Greek
vest, she wandered in for an interview carrying bundles of
sheets bought at a department
store. white sale. She says her
son, Thomas, will love his new
sheets printed in bright cartoon
characters.
The loving warmth of her
own childhood appears often in
Miss Giovanni's poetry, and she
wants Thomas to share that
kind of upbringing.
"I remember when we were
kids, my mother would let us
go down to the fanciest store in
town, what today we would call
a boutique, and my sister Gary
and could charge what we
wanted. We really couldn't afford it, but it was an experience my mother thought we
should have. And it helped us
develop some taste."
Miss Giovanni's parents are
boa; involved in social work.
She once worked in the field,
too, and says she was best at
getting groups to interact with
each other. She uses the techniques today when, she says,
groups to whpm she is reading
poetry are argumentative and
divided. She gets them talking
with each other.
Named one of eight women of
the. year by a national
magazine, Miss Giovanni
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Black

took an entire class out to
dinner in New York, and to the
theater.
"Some of them had never
had the experience of dining in
a good restaurant, dealing with
the service, handling all the silver. They drank cheap wine
and didn't know what real wine
tasted like. I thought they
should know what things were
like, even if I had to pay for
it," she added.
This year, the poet celebrated
her 30th birthday with a festival of poetry reading and gospel music at Lincoln Center.
"The songs comment on the
poetry and poetry on song.
People like things better if
they're not screamed at. The
spoken word is smoothed and
softened by song. That way,
people don't ask why somebody's fessing at them. They
really care," Miss Giovanni
said.

Giovanni,
POET OF LIFE AND LOVE—Nikki
age 30,
at
books
10
of
author
and
outstanding poet
says there is Much work ahead of her.

ry•
When she was a professor at
University's
Rutgers
Livingston College, she once
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By EVE MIARBUTT
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Nikki
Giovanni is a poet of experiences.
She writes of the experience
of black militancy, of love and
of death.
As a person, she says she
wants to do "anything; everything is interesting to me. I
want to keep trying until I run
into a brick wall. All you can
be is wrong, and at least you're
doing something worthwhile."
Author of 10 books, veteran of
countless speaking engagements and poetry readings,
recorder of two albums of poetry and music, Miss Giovanni
wants others to experience life,
too, and not only through poet-
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Popular Poet Shares Experience
So Others May Know And Grow

WSIL
Ch. 3

A pouqd of fertile garden
soil may contain as many
as 50 million bacteria!

A

Friday, Agusut 31
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8.
"Freud" — Montgomery
Snsannah York. Based
on the life of Sigmund Freud.
12:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3.
"Escape in the Desert" —
Philip Dorn. Flyer, at an
Arizona desert motel, runs
into a group of escaped Nazi
prtsorierp.
4:00 p.m. -.- Movie: Channel 4.
"Hold That Ghost" — Abbott
& Costello. Famed comedy
team inherit an abandoned
roadhouse from a "rubbed
out" gangster
4:0e p.m. — Movie: Channel S.
"4-D Man" — Robert Lansing, Lee Meriweather.
Brilliant scientist working
on idea that there is no such
thing as an impenetrable
substance 14 able to pass his
body thragh any known
substance, animate or
inanimate.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"The Geisha Boy" — Jerry
Lewis, Marie MacDonald.
U-nemployed bungling
magician joins a U.S.O. unit
touring Japan and Korea,
American confusing
and
Japanese relations
adding harrassment to front
line troops in Korea.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
6 -They Might be Giants,"
st4rring George C. Scott and
J4anne Woodward Justin
Mayfair (Scott. a former
New York judge, believes
himself to be Sherlock
d
goes
Rolnies a.
sieuthing expedition with his
psychiatrist, Dr. Mildred
Watson (Miss Woodward).
111:39 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12 11:30 on Channel
5) "The cruel Sea," starring
Jack Hawkins and Donald
Sindem. Adventure-drama of
the heroic men and ships that
helped keep England safe
during World War II.
11:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Frankenstein" — Boris
Karloff, Mae Clarice. Mary
Shelley story. Scientist
creates "life" in fabricated
human being

Friday
Highlights
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The king and his court wM be presiding over ABC Sports' telecast of "NFL Pre-Season Football
featuring the Green Bay Packers vs. the Kansas City Chiefs, live from Kansas City's Arrowhead
Stadium, Sunday, August 24,8 p.m. to conclusion. Howard Cosell (center), Frank Gifford I left) and
Don Meredith will call the Play-by-play action of this game. Coach, Gifford and Meredith will also
return this season as the regular broadcasting team for ABC's "NFL Monday Night Football,"
premiering Monday, September 17, when the Green Bay Packers face the New York Jets in
Milwaukee County Stadium, Wis.
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When graphite was discovered in England in the 16th
century, it was considered
so valuable that soldiers
guarded it night and day.

_

, where he lives.
Charlie Dale died, at 90, in
1971 here. Smith and Dale
started out as singers and
dancers in 1898 and later added
cornedy to their act. One of
their famous routines depicted
his
and
Kronkhite"
"Dr.
patient, "Mr. Dubious." Their
Wt appearance was in 1968 at
the Lambs Club. Smith and
Pale were said to be the inspiration for the Broadway
'how about two vaudevillians,
"The Sunshine Boys."
Mrs. Blackstone, who studied
at the Juilliard School and
Mannes college of Music, is the
wife of Dr, Michael Blackstone
of Englewood Cliffs. She often
performs for senior citizens and
hospitals.

) of Smith
time vaudeville teen.
.and Dale, was seen' in a new
role here recently - that of impresario - as he presented
concert pianist Barbara Blackstone in a recital of Brahms,
Bach and Beethoven at the Actors Fund of America home

JOE SMITH PRESENTS
CONCERT PIANIST
ENGLEWOOD, N.J. (AP)Joe Smith, 89, half the long-

the

human concern and
tenderness she experiences
one night.

29.

"Rendezvous at Midnight" - Lilli Palmer,
Michel Auclair. Prone to
suicide, a woman is saved by

contain clues to an ancient
Martian Invasion of earth.
11:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel

Earth" - Andrew Keir,
Barbara Shelley. A time
capsule is unearthed in
London and is found to

Highlights

Atlet.****4.4.4ta

intrigue.
14:31 p.m. -Movie: Channel 6.
"Desert Song" - Kathryn
Grayson, Gordon MacRae.
Professor studying the desert
is secret leader of the Riffs as
they fight to unmask
traitorous Arab leaders.
10:38 p.m.-Movie: Channel 3.
"Five Million Years to

maze of murder and foreign

entire gang.
3:38 p.m.- Movie: Channel 12.
"Pickwick Papers" Hertnione Gingold, James
Hayter. Based on DickenS'
classic of the middle-aged
bumblers on their adventure
tour of Britain.
8:011p.m. -Movie: Channel N.
"Houclini" - Tony Curtis,
Janet Leigh. Biographical
comedy drama of the man '
considered the world's
greatest magician,
p.m. - Movie: Channel
29. "Charlie Chan in City of
Darkness" - Sidney Toler,
Lynn Bari. "Supernatural
events" lead than into a

Texas

Texas
against
outlaws
Two
Rangers.
released from prison, aid the
Rangers in capturing the

2:00 pan.- Movie: Channel 29.
"Texas Rangers" - George
Montgomery, Gale StorM.
Gunfighter unites outlaws of
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Saturday, August 25

and

during the Trojan wars,
while his wife and son fend
off greedy suitors at home.

Ithaca

"Ulyssess" --I' Kirk Douglas,
AdMangano.
Silvana
ventures of the King of

into a bird-man and murders
two of the descendants of the
his
buried
who
family
ancestor.
1:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 8.

who

was buried alive 200
years before, transforms
himself by nuclear energy

Saturday, August 25
12:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel
29. "The Vulture" - Robert
Hutton, Akim Tamiroff.
Descendant of a young man

Saturday

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,

will debut next
colorful garment district
IN STITCHES-A new comedy series set in New York's
be seen
and Pins," the program will
Fall on the NBC Television Network in color. Titled "Needles
the head of a
play
will
Fell
(right).
Nye
Fridays. Stars are Norman Fell, Deirdre Lenihan and Louie
young designer.
and Miss Lenlhan will be a
dress factory, Nye will be his troublesome brother-in-law
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TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

TIME and

For Correct

Lewis. Dean and Jerry get
embroiled with masked
raiders, terrorizing area.
8:0I p.m.- Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Moon Is Blue,"
starring William Holden and
David Niven. A successful
young architect meets a
pretty, would-be actress, and
without being subtle, makes
a play for her. She is not
displeased, but she is also riot
unresponsive to his neighbor.
10 00 p.m. - Movie: Channel
n."Scotland Yard Mystery"
- Sir Gerald du Maurier,
George Curzon. London
police crack a vast insurance-murder ring.
18:311 p.m. - [Ate Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
Faustus,"
5) "Doctor
starring Richard Burton and
Elizabeth Taylor. Film
version of Christopher
Marlowe's literary classic
telling the story of a scholar
who sold his soul to the devil.
Andreas Teuber, Ram
Chopra arid Richard Carwardine are featured.

79

Hwy

Zisl
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law

Lucas' American Graffiti'

The whnits

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

"Pardners" - Martin and

4:11$ p.m. - Movie: Channel 5.
"Thunder In The East" Alan Ladd, Deborah Kerr.
Scheming commercial pilot
delivers guns to a maharajah
and causes strife and
bloodshed. Blind girl attempts to teach that love is
than
important
more
weapons.
4:89 p.m.- Movie: Channel 4.
"At Gunpoint" - Fred
MacMurray, Dorothy
Malone. Texas store owner
kills outlaw leader during
bank holdup, finds himself a
target for the dead man's
vengeance-seeking kid
brother.
8:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel n.

War.

1:36 p.m.- Movie: Channel
"Two of a Kind" - Edmond
O'Brien, Lizabeth Scott
Crooks plan to rob an old
• couple by having someone
impersonate their long-loot
son and gain the inheritance.
Plan goes awry.
3:3$ p.m.- Movie: Channel 3.
"In Our Time"-Ida Lupino,
Paul Henreid, Mary Boland.
English girl married to a
Polish count is caught in the

4

1
Pesti*, I
Hi. Friends
Batmen

Ch. 29
Paducah

WDXR

•

530 ELECTRIC
PANY

COM-

ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD

5:00

31
4:00 SESAME STREET

Spatial.
"An
Autumn
Affair"

•.

ROGERS

FRIDAY, AUGUST

PANY

T rush or
Cans'C••
Parent
Game

.

MISTER

COM-

ROGERS

NEIGHBORHOOD
6.30 ELECTRIC COM-

6:00

PANY

Ch.•8
Nashville _

WSIX

MISTER

NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC

5:00

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30
4:00 SESAME STREET

10:00 SWAN LAKE

DESTROYS: Flow Gently

9:30 MAN BUILDS, MAN

TER

9:00 MUSICAL ENCOUN-

IDEA?

7:00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:30 THE SESSION
8:00 WHAT'S THE BIG

CATION

6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES EDU-

ELECRIC. COM-

CA 10

Ch 12

Thursday, August N
9:91m.- Movie: Channel 8.
"All Hands on Deck" - Pat
Boone, Buddy Hackett. Zany
doings aboard an IST when
girl reporter stows away and
an Indian crew member
brings a live turkey aboard
throwing entire navy into

Thursday Highlights

at the Capri.
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THE SMITHSONIAN
10:00 REUNION WITH
.
THE MC PARTLANDS

Vincent Van Gogh
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More

WAY: Wor Bar
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6.00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COM-

PANY

5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM-

TUESDAY, AUGUST 28
4:00 SESAME STREET

TIVE ON THE NEWS

10:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 BLACK PERSPEC

5:30
PANY
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8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Isolation: Two

JAZZ SET:
Charlie Mingus Quintet
7:30 THE

your plants before the cold
sets in.

largely on what you do to

soms and greenery depends

THINGS
GROW III: Fall Duties: A
good winter show of blos-

7.00 MAKING
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ROGERS
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MONDAY, AUGUST 27
4:00 SESAME STREET
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Bowl

8700 EVENING AT POPS.
Boston Ballet
9:00 MASTERPIECE
The Golden
THEATRE

au Feu
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7.00 ZOOM
730 FRENCH CHEF: Pot

eouc.auonAL
TeLevisioN

KeNtUCKU

ALL TIMES
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT

FRIDAY-AUGUST 24, 1173

Ryan O'Neal and Tatum O'Neal make a daring getaway trim
the sheriff in Peter Rogdanovich's Production of -Paper
Moos." The Directors Company Presentation for Paramount
Pictures release is the tale of an unlikely alliance between smallat
time con artist and a nine-year old who turns out to be better
the Depression, directed
the game than he is. The film, set during
and produced by Bogdanovich shows through Tuesday, Sept. 11

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HAPPY UNIT - Dom DelAilse (foreground) stairs as harried bachelor Stanley Reiman and
Kathleen Freeman, Wynn Irwin and Beverly Sanders (I. to r.) portray his mother, brother-in-law
and sister, in "Lotsa Lack," a zany comedy series premiering this Fall on the NBC Television Network, Mondays.
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AMERICAN `WALKURE'
STAGED IN ST. PAUL
ST. PAUL (AP) — The 40th
anniversary season of the St.
Paul Opera Assn., June 20-July
28, presents as its highlight
Wagner's "Die Walkure," with
an all-American cast.
Singers are Jeannine Crader,
Brunnhilde• Nancy Williams,
Sieglinde;James McCray,Siegmund; Vern Shinall, Wotan,
and Carolyne James, Fricke.
Edwin McArthur, who has conducted Wagner at the Metropolitan Opera, conducts. Performances are sung in English.
Also heard this year are, "A
Village Romeo and Juliet" by
Delius, "The Crucible" by Robert Ward arid Puccini's "La Boheme."
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In some general instrument preparatory classes,
youngsters are introduced to
everything from guitar to
drums. They may learn about
piano one day, woodwind or
percussion the next. The object is to introduce children
to the entire -gamut of musical experience so that they
can select the instrument
they would like to play.
Many teachers combine a
variety Of methods to develop
an approach best suited for
their individual classes. But
almost all of the programs
focus on group instruction.
This helps children learn
teamwork, shows them that
music is an enjoyable, shared
experience, and gives them
a standard of performance
among their peers.
Teachers specializing in
pre-schtiol music education
seem to agree that all chil-

Wednesday, August 29

Youngsters in musical kindergartens often begin their
training on simple percussion instruments such as the
triangle, which can be used
to teach not only rhythm but
basic arithmetic. •

Although most parents are
accustomed to having their
youngsters handle a tam•
bourine or a triangle in kindergarten, it's a less common sight to listen to a four
year old swing out with Mozart on a 1 16 size violin.
But that's one of the sights
that's becoming more common in the burgeoning trend
to musical kindergartens developing throughout the U.S.
Spurred by innovative music education systems and by
the natural interest of youngsters in rhythm and melody.
the kindergartens are developing enthusiastic partisans
among both parents and children.
Some of these musical
kindergartens are independent operations, others are
regular elementary school
programs offering classes
that stress music. But by
far the largest proportion of
musical kindergartens are offered by music merchants.
According to a national
American Music Conference
survey, about one-quarter of
all large music retailers who
offer lessons have a group
program for the pint-sized
set. While lessons in stores
are nothing new, bringing in
the 3 to 5 year old group is.
Almoft all these musical preschool groups were formed
After 1960, and many have
Peen added in just the past
three years.

w

Music Programs P polar
ith Pre-School S
dren have a natural inclination toward music; that a musical program should bring
this music out of the child.
not force it upon him.
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Tragedy" (R) original 90made
drama
minute
especially for ABC starring
George Kennedy, Vera
Miles, William Windom,
Sallie Shockley and Kevin
McCarthy. When a middleaged aircraft designer loses
his job, he fears the loss of his
dignity and the unity of his
family. After months of
difficulty he finds not only
new hope, but a deeper love
for his wife.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
channels 4,6 "The Greatest
Collection of Them All,"
starring George Peppard as
Banacek. 13anacek Is called
in to investigate when $23
million worth of paintings,
billed as the world's greatest
collection of French Impressionsits, is stolen en
mite from New York to
Boston.
9:30 p.m.—Movie: channel n
"My Friend Irma" Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Laughs
galore as the loveable dimwitted Irma meets up with
Jerry Lewis and Dear
Martin.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 12
(11:30 on channel 5) "The
Day They Robbed the Bank
of England," starring Aldo
Ray and Peter O'Toole. The
exciting story based on the
historical details of the one
and only time the seemingly
impregnable
Bank
of
England was robbed.

••

"
..

klevi•

IIMILINOOOVidie

9:0• Las.—Movie: channel ft
"Moment to Moment" Jean
Seberg, Honor Blaclanan.
Love story of a chance
meeting with a stranger..
a moment of impulsive
destre..and startling twist of
fate.
3:311 p.m.--Movie: channel 3
"13th Letter" He used no
gun. no knife..but a scarlet
pen of vengeance.. scandal
by scandal..sin by sin..he
bared the loves and
were
weaknesses that
destroying the vilage.
4:0 p.m.--Movte: channel 4
"Buck Privates" Abbott &
Costello, Lee Boman. Abbott
and Costello army bound in
error, face life in a training
camp—with their former
policeman enemy turning up
as their sergeant.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
"Miracle of Morgan's
Creek" Betty Hutton, Eddie
Bracken. Rejected by the
Army, Norval loses his girl
to a soldier but he becomes
the greatest hero of them all.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
-Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance" James Stewart,
Joim Wayne, Vera Miles.
Liberty Valance terrorizes a
small western town and is
opposed by only two men the hero of the town and a
tenderfoot lawyer.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: channels,3,8
American
Great
"A
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By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "At
least I can get in the front door
of studios now. They no longer
say, 'George Lucas? Oh yes,
he's the guy who made that
strange science-fiction movie.
Well, I wouldn't let him get
close to actors."
This is director George
Lucas' ironic view of the
change in his fortunes. A year
ago, he couldn't get studio bosses to return his telephone
calls. Today they're calling
him.
What made the difference?
"American Graffiti."
It is admittedly Lucas' salute
to the end of his innocence, a
hauntingly accurate portrait of

a
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TIMES CHANGE
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP)
— Army Spec.6 John Sparks, a
prisoner of war in North Viet.
nam for nearly five years, was
asked about future plans whep
he returned home to a hero's
v,c1corne
'•It depends," replied Spark.
5, a reconnaissance plane
urcwrnan,
-Right now I might have a
hard tithe getting into college
because my hair,ts so short.'

NAUMBURG BANDSHELL
DEDICATED IN 1923
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Naumburg Symphony Orchestra began its 611th year of free
concerts in the Central Park
Mall on Memorial Day.
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the dedication of
the Naumburg bandshell in
September 1923. There will be a
celebration of that event at the
Labor Day concert.

HANDEL JOINS MOZART
NEW YORK ( AP) — For the
first time since it began in 1966,
the annual Lincoln Center
Mostly Mozart Festival will add
the music of Handel to that of
Mozart and Bach.
The festival, sponsored again
by the Herman Goldman Foundation, will present 24 concerts
during August at Philharmonic
Hall. The New York Chamber
Orchestra will again be the
resident ensemble.

$800,000, but Universal insisted
that I make it for $600,000,"
Lucas said. "It ended up at
$700,000, plus about $50,000."
It was three years before
Lucas was able to get "American Graffiti" before the cameras. Now he's finding it easier
to peddle his next feature, "a
space fantasy with capes and
ray guns — a $6 million idea
which I'll make for $3 million."

Lucas' American Graffiti'
Helps With Image To Studios
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secret information, suffers a
physical and mental breakdown, a cotniterspy gets
himself committed to the
asylum and attempts to
uncover the secret.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
"Charge of the Light
Brigade" Errol Flynn, Olivia
de Havilland. Blazing fictionalized tale of most
amazing real war adventures
ever told.
11:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 29
"My Irish Molly" Maureen
O'Hara, Binkie Stuart. Little
orphan Molly is sent to
Ireland to live with her
miserly aunt, but she runs
away to another aunt whom
she loves.
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a teen-age night in a California
town of 1962. To the background of 42 songs of the period, the young people do their
thing at the high school prom,
on the main street, in the drivein and lover's lane.
"Easily the best movie so far
this year," wrote Stephen Farber in the New York Times.
"One of the most important
American films of the year,"
said Charles Champlin in the
Los Angeles Times. Paul D.
Zimmerman of Newsweek
called it a "brilliant, bittersweet memoir" with "tension
and tough-minded complexity."
George Lucas wears his newJoin a demonstration for
found praise well. He has just
clean air and record the
speeches and noises of the
turned n and might look like a
crowds on your recorder.
teen-ager except for his
trimmed brown beard His view
of the film world is understandably mature. He has been
through the mill.
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12:311 p.m.--Movie: channel 12
"Spartan Gladiators" Tony
Russel. A gladiator trying to
reach Athens is captured by
the treacherous Spartan
king.
4:941 p.m.—Movk: channel 8
"Omar Kayyam" Cornel
Wilde, Debra Paget. Band of
fanatics, the assassins, plot
to set up their own shah.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Diamonds are Brittle" Jean
Seberg, Elsa Martinelli.
Geneva bank teller works out
as intricate scheme concerning the robberty of an
exclusive jewelry store while
the police are off at a false
alarm at 5 banks.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 6
-Asylum For A Spy" Robert
Stack, Felicia Farr. When an
American spy harboring top
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A LONG WALK HOME
AKITA, hipan ( AP) — Two
Tokyo schMigirls, ages 8 and 9,
were found walking along the
railway track:, in this northern
city, bound for home.
They said they got tired of
the school routine and hopped a
train to Akita after Saturday
classes. When they started to
walk home, they didn't realize
Tokyo was 355 miles away.

NO COVER CHARGED
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (API -"Memphis apparently is just
not ready. for it," said Robert
Troutt, owner of the city's first
topless night club as it folded
after five weeks of operation.
"People would come in but
they didn't spend any money,"
Troutt said. "They just wanted
to look. Our food sales were almost zero."

BLUE COLLAR DISPUTE
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.(AP)
— Police ',picket lines were set
up at a drive-in restaurant in a
labor dispute over the use of
part-time county deputies as security officers.
"The practice means putting
guns and badges on civilians,"
said Robert Tucker, president
of the Chattanooga Police Union.
The part-time deputies were
replaced by regular sheriff's
deputies.

Death" Aton Diffring,
Christopher Lee. Man, 104,
who stays young through
special gland operation,
renews old romance.,
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
channel 12 (11:30 on channel
5 "The Old Man and' the
Sea," starring Spencer
in
Ernest
Tracy
Hemingway's prize-winning
story about an elderly
fisherman's courageous fight
against a giant marlin.
Felipe Pazos and Harry
Believer also star.
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My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. That means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.
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Omiday, August 27
9:00 a.11.—Movle; channel 8
''On Mocnlight Bay" Doris
Day, Gordon MacRae. Young
lady with penchant for
baseball and singing falls in
love With youth who believes
it's foplish to sings songs and
baseball is trivial pass time.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
"Third Voice" Edmond
O'Brien, Julie London.
Wealthy businessman is
murdered by his private
secretary and an adventurer
Julie Andrew& as Maria, governess of the Von Trapp family.
who impersonates him.
, takes the children on an outing in 20th Century-Ewes "The Sound
4:00 p.M.—Movie: channel 5
Sept.
Tuesday.
trough
Theatre
Cheri
of Music." shmsing at the
"Love In A Goldfish Bowl"
11.
Tommy Sands, Fabian.
Complications arise when a
handsome Coast Guardsman
who never heard of platonic
friendships meets two
college students who are
spending a school holiday
together at a beach house
WDXR
KFVS
WSI X
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
WSIL
belonging to the boy's
Ch. 29
Ch. 12
Ch. 8
.6
Ch. 4
Ch. 5
Ch. 3
mother.
Paducah
tra•hyll•
Paducah
Na•hville
Hyriskurg
4:00 p.iin.--Movie: channel 4
Girardeau
,
"Last of the Badmen"
-o
---r,,
*--'--Summer
la lph
George Montgomery, James
CBS
40
Sonte•te.
Ery
Morning
Best. 1 87 O's—Chicago
8reekfo•t
F T,00p
Sko
in•*
Ntivis
54•••••
detective agency sends two
MtI
operatives out West to round
Today
CBS
Bolo
11.
Morn,nps
Morn,ng
Today
with 5,•9•1
up gang of outlaws who killed
?.h*".•
..
Nciws
Show
one of their agents.
1 8:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 29
• “
Captain
toe
Captain
zoo
"The Stooge" Martin and
Kangaroo
R•ru•
Kangaroo
Revue
Green
Jack
Lewis, Polly Bergen. Singer
Acres
Lola...
picks up song plugger for
Morning
Jolt•rl
Dinah's
D,noh' s
The
lok•i's
stooge, but refuses to give
Movi•
Plac•
Mlle
Plac•
IV,Id
••
him billing. Singer's wife
Baffle
$10,000
Baffle
310.000
30
Pyramid
Pyremed
and agent walk out so he fires
1
stooge but is flop on his own.
Wizard
'
Gambit
e .-110sord
Not F•r
Gambit
of Odds
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 3,8
;
H•llywood
Love of
n d0
.
y 4 H
1 7 T:.
.
4111O
ru
ddoe
sd
'"
.
Le'v• of
11 ce
Squares
''The Bliss of Mrs. Blossom"
••
Lite
Squares
Bunch
L.fe
•
1
i
Shirley MacLaine stars as a
`
TI,.
Password
Young
J•operdy
P
J',11,46,4T
Th• Young
,i1
who
housewife
bored
& R•stless
R•stle••
&
Who, ph.,
s...,ck In,
Who, Mho,
Search f•r
Split
113
30
° S •;it ,
enlivens her days by inSewing
Second
, Tenterrew
or Where
e, wher•
Ton.,..,.
'
stalling her lover in the attic
I
4
•
4
*
P•ytert
A
Midday
All My
All My
The
Nws/
is
Singing
for three years. Also starring
Plac•
Children
Mope..1.•
Weather
Noon
Conie•ntion
Thrms On
Show
Richard Attenborough and
Ramp*.
L•e. laak•
As the
A, rho
30
A 13••
A Deal
World Turn' •00f‘k
World Turn•
31••••
•
James Booth.
.1
0
*
+ Days
Guiding
Nisurlywod
10:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 29
Days of
of
Guiding
Newlyw•d
Galloping
Light
100
Our Lives
Gams/
Ovr Lives
Geereket
Gam
Go...
Light
"The Man Who Could Cheat
Edge of
G.,I

CLEVtLAND
ON
• ITS TRAVELING SHOES
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Orchestra believes
that it will be the most traveled
of all U.S, orchestras within the
next two years. •
Aside from tours in this country. there Will be three foreign
tours. During Septertiber and
October, it will be to New Zealand and AuStralia. While in
Sydney; it' will appear in the
new Sydney Opera House for
four concerts, starting with the
second night of the opening
week.
Next May the orchestra will
travel to Japan for two weeks,
,,jt.S second visit to that country
in three yrs. and in September 1975 it will go to Europe, its
fourth trip there.
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By MARY CAMPBELL
AP New.sfeatures Writer
Rod Stewart, who makes
records on his own, definitely is
part of Faces. Some people apparently don't realize that, or
some think he has left, and
there always are rumors that
he and the group are going to
split because of jealousy over
individual fame being greater
than group fame. Not true, say
the folks concerned.
Vocalist Stewart, in New
York at the end of a 13-city
tour in May, said, "Woody ,
(Faces lead guitarist Ron.I
Wood) phoned up George Harrison last night. George said, 'Is
Rod on this tour with you?'. It
just goes to show.
ROD STEWART
KENNY JONES
-It is surprising the amount '
,
I'm
know
of people who don't
bers on it.
"People ask why Faces
with the band. It will always be
When Stewart feels talked
doesn't
work
more. It's some-" out, Kenny Jones begins to
the five of us. I'm with them
thing we ask ourselves. We chat. Asked about the status of
for life. I've pledged my life to
have a five or six-week tour
the Faces."
popularity of Faces as an EngA couple of nights earlier, ' next September. We have a lot
lish band, he says, "People
Stewart had jammed with Mick - of recording commitments. We
picked up on us in America
Jagger, in the same hotel room: like home life as well. And if first, then England liked us betwe
stay
on'the
road
too
long
we
in which we are talking and in I
ter when we went back. Now it
which a few moments before,. start to .get on each other's is level in both places; in fact
nerves.
Stewart and keyboard player
it is really big in England now.
-This was a long tour for us, Faces and Who are the top
Ian McLagan have been tossing ,
a soccer ball back and forth, , three weeks. Some bands come bands; whatever people prefer
bouncing it from knee to top of , over here for months.
to be second they can say is
-But performing on stage is
ankle to head and then across
second. I think we play more
more
exciting
They're.
than
player.
anything
in
other
the
to
like the Stones. Who is a unique
the world. All we're there to band. They've been
getting exercise in a small
together'
do
is
play
and
make people : over 10 years without changing
space.
happy.
When we play 'I'd Bath-' lineup. I love bands
-Yes, Mick was here. It was,
er Go Blind' we can hear a pin . together for a long that stay
an incredible jam, both of us
time.
drop. That's the mark of a good
singing 'Love in Vain.' It was
-We've been together now
audience. That's what we're all
worth a million dollars if anythree and a half years. We
about."
body had taped it. That is the
Faces came from Small started completely from
morning we went to bed at 8
People said, 'Forget it.
Faces, formed in 1965. In 1968 scratch.
o'clock. Rush hour was going
You'll never get 'anywhere
Steve Marriott left Small Faces without
on.
Steve Marriott. Rod
-we'll sing together one day. , to form Humble Pie, with Peter Stewart's no good.' The band
Frampton. Faces got together,
We're seeing.a lot of each othLane, McLagan and drummer was determined. We just
er. Re's going to probably write
plodded on. We kept our sense
Kenny Jones from Small Faces, of
a song for Faces. It's got to I*
unity going and that got us
plus Wood and Stewart, who
good, though. We ain't going ta
over those first hard times. We
had
been
together
in
Jeff
Beck
it's
there
because
record it just
played and played and got betBands, in 1969.
and Mick Jagger wrote it. We
ter and better and people liked
LPs,
on
Faces
Warner Brothdon't write bad songs ourus.
ers, are "First Step," "Long
selves.
•'It doesn't feel like we've
Player," "A Nod's as Good as •
"I write about 70 per cent tif
been together a long time. It
a Wink" and "Ooh La La." Rod
the songs on my own albums;
feels like we're still a new
Stewart LPs, on Mercury, are ;
on the group's albums I write
band, which is really good. We
Raincoat
Won't
"An
Ever
Old
guiwith Ronnie Lane" (bass
still haven't reached any kind
Let
You
Down,"
"Gasoline
Altarist).
of peak of playing yet. We're
. "I don't perform as a single. - ley," "Every Picture Tells a constantly looking to improve
Story" and -Never a Dull MoMaking albums on my own was
as IT/DWI/MS.
ment." The latter two LPs are
a prior contract before I joined
"With the Small Faces, you
gold and so is Stewart's single, ,
,could feel
Faces. I had already started
it aging. We listened
"Maggie May."
4 to
my first album. The albums
Dgdens' Nut Gone Flake'
It is usually said that Faces
usually are miles apart. I even ,
and figured there was not much
sound different singing with the I has a full-bodied, driving rock more we could do. We were all
'n
roll
sound
and
that
Stew-:
group than I do in my Own alart's albums .are more mellow looking for other things anybums. I don't know why that is.
way. That's why it came to an
and
folky. "Ooh La La," howNobody can put a foot on it .
ever, has some mellow num- end
really.
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being killed."

through and it would have *en
impractical and dangerous ti
go on. There's no point of going"
onstage if there's a chance of

DEEP PURPLE MAKEi;
EXPLANATION
j
NEW YORK (API — An hour
and a half rock and debristhrowing incident happeined
June 12 at Cornell University,
Ithaca, N.Y., after the rock
group, Deep Purple, failed to
appear and no explanation was
given to a crowd of 12,000, a
news story said at that time.
Four persons received mjnor
injuries. Promoters said then
they contacted Richard Blackmore, lead guitarist, and he declined to explain why the group
didn't perform, the story went
on.
On June 25, the group mailed
out a statement. It said: "It became evident early in the day
that because of electrical
storms the outdoor concert
might have to be canceled." Z.
Z. Top went on for three songs
when the group's manager felt
that performing during an electrical storm outdoors might be
dangerous.
Deep Purple drummer $an
Paice was quoted: "When 4 Z.
Top came off after the Xain
started, all the cables and wiring onstage were soaked

effect their dismissal.
10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
Si "The Night of the Iguana,"
starring Richard Burton,
Ava Gardner, Sue Lyon and
Deborah Kerr. The story
deals with a defrocked
minister and the three
women who play a vital part
in his life.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

8:80p.m. —Movie: Channel 211.
"The Nutty Professor" —
Jerry Lewis, Stella Stevens.
A mild college science
professor accidentally
discovers a formula which
changes his appearance and
personality to a handsome,
swaggering bully, irreatible
to everyone except the girl he
wants.
8:30 p.m. — Movie: Channels 5,
12. In a trilogy of a comedy
dramas concerned with the
mystique of fatherhood,
Jackie -Cooper stars as a
swinging bachelor who
becomes a temporary foster
lathe, in "Keep an Eye on
Denise"; Roosevelt Grier
stars as a football hero who
turns gourmet chef, in "Big
Daddy"; and Eddie Albert
who
stars as a widower
assumes a double parental
role in the guidance of a
young daughter, in "Daddy's
Girl."
10:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Yes Madam" — Bobby
Howes, Diana Churchill. Two
cousins will each inherit
legacies if able to hold job as
servant for a month. A third
cousin who will benefit if
either ts dismissed tries to

wife still loges his college
rival, plans a series of
desperate challenges for the
unsuspecting former lover.

Tuesday, August 28
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8_
"Act I" — George Hamilton,
Jason Robards. Story of
playwright Moss Hart in the
1920's who sends his play to
Sam Harris and is advised to
collaborate with the famed
George S. Kaufman.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3.
"Escape Me Never" -- Ida
Lupino, Gig Young. Musician
finally returns to his faithful
after
wife
Italian
disillusionment of affair with
his brother's fiancee.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4.
"Tarzan and The Leopard
Johnny
Woman"
—
Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce.
Tarzan sets out to break up a
warlike tribe of natives who
dress in leopard skins with
iron claws.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Curse of the Voo Doo" —
Bryant Halliday, Dennis
Price. A game hunter on a
safari enters the forbidden
Simbaza territory and
becomes the victim of a
curse of voo doo chief.
7:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
8. "World Premiere: The
Stranger," starring Glenn
Corbett, Cameron Mitchell,
Sharon Acker, Lew Ayers
and Dean Jagger. An
astronaut crashes on another
planet and becomes a
fugitive from the power
structure.
7:30 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,
8. "Class of 63," At a ten-year
class reunion, a jealous
husband, convinced that his

Tuesday Highlights
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AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist
Scotts Greve
WorShip Service
II 00 a.m
Evening worship
7 30p m
Irn maniati Missionairr
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30p ni

NEW OR USED

West F•iki
Morning Worship
110.m
Evening Worship
6 . 31p m
First baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
Born.

eternised'
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

e C

Kinsey Baptist•
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.ni.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10108.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
AY,..4

Considering the parable of the talents found
in Matthew 25:14-30, we discover that the man who hides
his abilities often ends up losing them But the man
who seakS to improve himself is often rewarded with
all the glories that come with hard work

Anne Heights
11 a m
Morning worship
7,30p in.
Evening worship
United, 310 Irvims Ave.
Math
Illo9d•V School
Evening Worship
7 p.rn
United. New Cassitort
loam.
Sunday Schoxii
Worship Sur viceS 11 am.,7pm.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
118 m.,7:35
Worship Services
m
First Assembly 01 God

Bleed River
Morning Worship
Ili m.
Evening Worship
I:30p.m

°IP
adowor.

G

Pentecostal

Grace baptist
Morning worship
10.45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

Church Schoot
Worshio Service

-thrw-hit CerfOef fAtildiessery
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7;00 p.m
Evening Worship
illøi Ileptist
114.M.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:301)179.
Cherry Career
Morning Worship
11 cm.
Evening WOrship
7p.m.
*lin Greve
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
?p.m.

What better way to improve the
potentials that we have than through education!
Learning increases our natural abilities, and the
rewards are obvious. What will you do with the
abilities that God has given you? Will you
hide them or will you seek
to expend them?
To Hide or Seek? Which will you do?

Brooks Chapel United
7:00p.m
1st Sunday
930a. in
2nd Sunday
11 00a. M.
3rd & ath Sundays
Bethel United
11.00a. m
lst Sunday
7:000 m
2nd & Ith Sundays
9:30a. m
3rd Sunday
Independence United
Sunday School
*a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Kidney United
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st 8.
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & Oh
Sunday School 10 00 a in 1St &
2nd Sunday 11 00 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Mill united
10 a m
Mornino Worship
It a m
Sunday School
First Methodist
45 IL 10 50 a rn
Worship

Second Street
I la.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
3 P.m
Friendship
10.036.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning worship

a.

Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 P.m
P.korn hp Worship

Coldwater
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
éip.m.
Evening Worship

Geshen meiliedifit Worship Services at 11 P.m. 108 1
4115
3rd Sundays, 7 P.m. 150

Other
Denominations

10.00
Il 03

Lynn Greve
Worship Service at 11:45 a.m. 1st
S. 3rd Sundays. 11 a.m. 2nd & 47h
Sunday
Cole's Camp Oround
10 00 a m
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 •.m
1st & 2nd Sunday,. 11:00 ern.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
lit 8. 3rd & Ott Sunday

Church el Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10a.m
Sunday School

Presbyterian

Liberty Cumberland
10•in
Sunday School
11• m
Worship Service
North Plesent Greve
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Gel Drove
10•.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service& 110.m.,7p.m.
Memel MOM*
Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Warning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship - - 995-111J1n.
Evening Worship
Preellarterisw
First
. Soper,OsEVtae5.01.
Church School
Morning worship
11 cm,
Worship Service
111:15 •.m
Evening worship
it 15 p.m.
Owens Cnapel
Morning Worship
1100AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
First Christian
10 30 a in , 7
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Worship Services
Sunday School
9 30• m
m
Worship
11 00 P.m.
Murray Clwistien
Worship Sec v ices 10 iks &Ali.,7 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass la m narn . 4 30
pm
6:30 p.m.
Saterday Mass
Christian Science
II a in
Worship Service
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a in
watchtower
910am
Bible Lecture

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10.00 a m 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 •.1•I. tit
Sunday-10.003 a.m. and.-4111411.4.
-4th Sunday
•
Mt. Carmel
a.m.
SW.
10:00
Worship ServiCe
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10,00 •.m. 1st, 3rd
8. 4M Sunday: 11:00 •.m. 2nd
Sunday

Wayrnan Chapel A.M.'.
Worship Services 11 a m .7pm
I. John's 1pisceeksi
Sunday Sc hoot
10.306.m
Morning Worship
9:30•m

YOU Ohl,
111 011.11101
uS 011/1109 p. TOY
•••••111.••••• .ffea••moo.

Christian

••=••••••1111

11 a.m
6 30 p.m.

University
Miarning Worship
'0 30• m
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
1045 a m.
Evening Worship
7 p in
West Murray
Worship
Si)
10 a in
Morning
to m.
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10 50• in
Morning worship
6 )0p m
Evening Worship
Seventh•Popiiir
Worship Service
10 40• in
Evening Service
SO rh
New Concord
10 50 a in
Morning Service
7 p in
Evening Worship
Mosso, Valley
Ilam
Morning WorshiP
p rin
Evening Worship

od has given each of us oertain abilities, certain talents.
Perhaps some have received more than others, but no one
has been left out. What we do with these is up to us. We
can hide them or roe can seek to develop them.

Merray Church
10 a m
Sunday School
Ilam
Worship Service
Locest Grave Church
11 a in
Morning Worship
7 p in
Evening Worship

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

-

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7.30p.m

i
I

1
Of Christ
Church
New Providence

Lome 0011 Prtaintve
710 P.M.
1st. Sunday
)17. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
Fah% Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
evenino ~Shin
Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11:00a.M.
700p.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
10.00 a .ry
Sunday Scharr!
11 00 a m
Morning WOrship

Sinning Springs
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7• 30 p.m.

Methodist
Palestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 8.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
1010
Sunday School
It oe
Worship Service
South Pleistant Grove
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
a.m.
10.30
Sunday School
9:30a m
Worship Service

CNA. ClOM ami •

11•••••

Immanuel LuMeren
9 Is• en
Sunday School
10 )0• m
Morning Worsh
Seventh 6.sy Adventist
10.00 a in.
Sobbeth School
• 30 a m
Worship Service

Wayrtigiteisapel
AME Church
Morning Services10:45 A.M.

t X

emmil
emiN4

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstiery .

Vernon's Boot & Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

Emmen"

low Open In Our New Location On Arcadia, Across from
he Central Shopping Center- 753-1118115
Boots and Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
606 S. 4th

Boone's Incorporated

9

shoiaes Auto

Repair

753-4025

209 S. 7th

Phone 753-8181

Ewing Tire Service

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Phone 753-41132

5th at Chestnut

753-1751

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck I Farm Tires

AIR CONDITIONING '

H EATING • SHEET METAL

MS Coldwater Rd

753-3164

I

55

Kerslake Marina

Co.
Stokes Tractor & Implement
.,. .

- Imu-WIL111AR=IYVOR .

@OGOO,Tiri:11/71.

.

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES SIND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext 171

Ky. Lake State Park

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

I

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

Ph. 753-3037

1413 Olive Blvd.

Katmai,Fria ckieka

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES 8.
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

"West Kentucky Transporlatlan Cathie
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Phalle 753-1319

Industrial Road
1

1 Mi. From 5 Points on N. 16th Ext.

7534385

I

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn. Wheat 8. Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E.W. Outland, Supt.

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Serving Murray State University
753-7334

)

Orten's TV
_____Sales_.and Service

Taylor Motors, Inc.

- *NOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
I

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut

JAS. D. CLOPTON DIV

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
•Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-up it Repair Service-

Highway 641 North

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radlo-Stereo-T.V.
753-2900
Mayfield Hwy

753 7992

Five Points

URGER
QUEEN

Phone 753-2202

Ph. 7S3-5209

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
Your ,,,Z___wir" Dealer

Palace Cafe

%Jiiii,"

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
1415 Main Street

P

the So. 13th St.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Mayfield Hwy 121

1

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
753_3914

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Mobile Home Courts

753-241 1

Ph. 753-7494

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

Phone 75.34220

r

Distributing Gulf Products
-- Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.,

Ambassader-tiornet-Mateder-Grwnlin,Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534448
Five Points

Ph. 753-3571, Murray
if/

a.

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

Wayne Darnell Outboard

COVERING

Marine
Your Johnsoe Motors Dealer
Sales-Si,vice-Parts
MurrCaoymBpaieittCe0Boating Supplies

&ast4;" Restaurant

a:::

Benjamin

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

-

Peoples Bonk

tan Steak House

4*

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks . Chops • Seafoort Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken • Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-441/

AINR.
4.066.0...

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Chestnut St.
753-1215

MEMBER F.T.D.
753.3251

,

•

\,

,,,..6,...
-...
,i

'
a

:

Phone 753.1933

6

SUPER BURGER

Labia & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 751-8488

SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters Adding. Machines and
Calculators
Ill Se. 4th
753-1763

Ward-Elkins

LUBIE & REBA'S
• .4.CA
,k_

•

,

YtCTOR-FRSGSDAIRE-MAYTAG

403 Maple

Murray Livestock Co.

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Home-s

on

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P M - PH 753-5334
Hogs bought daily

Ph 753 9636

Murray. Ky

VVM E DODSON. OWNER

Benton. Kg

Shirley Garden

'it..
-A4 .

Phone 753 1713

Ready Mix Co.

B U I l. C11-74G BLOCKS& READY.MitX CONCRETE
East Main Street

753 8944

Fern Terrace Lodge

Guy Spann

4_.11.,

-

ar

Phone 753-3540

Roberts Realty

0
•
,
[.
...,.811.0
131
.

Mrs Mona Purdom.RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753-7109

REALTORS
HOTS' ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS
Corner '12th & Sycamore
Nite 753- 3924
Phone 753 16514

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

Trenholm's Drive4n

Storey's Food Giant

PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN
25 Cent DeliVer. on All Orders

Sales

Bel Air Shopping Center

and Service
201 No 4th Street

Phone 753-5807

Phone 753 2997

17th & Chestnut

MACK & MACK
Sales and Service
MotorsDealer

Authorized Mercury Outboard
Fiberglass & Aiuminum Boat Repairs
West End ErionerS Ferry-Hwy 1111
Ph 474 2344
Aurora
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phom

Fitts Block &

50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

V 500 N. 4th

N. A
Residential - Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
118 W. Main

'

Center

i

Real Estate Agency

Pool -Office Equipment & Supplies

Wells Electric

iillti
_si NEM

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753.7175
Central Shopping Center

nc.

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Murray, Ky

,
COMPLIMENTS

,...---/

Hutson Chemical Co.. ,

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753.7150
Hwy.641S. •(Hazel Hwy.)

753-1717

Murray, Ky.

...

TOSES ''

Shirley Florist
502 N. 4th St.

Rt. 4,

t.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
FTD

Paschall Truck Lines

Phone 753.6168

501 N. 4th

'
.,,,,;,,t•

__..,

ff

COMPLIMENTS

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Servs-re
Repairs & Installation-Gas 8. Sewer

753-3734

of Murray, Ky.

So, 12th 8. Story
753.6655

500 Main
753-3231

Hwy.94- 1 Mi. E. Murray . Ph. 713.6485
i

94 E. At

Member FDIC

,

PARK RENTAL

-

paints ph. 753_30.0

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

.SALES . SERVICE

811

•

Moore

1210 Main

John D. Grogan Mobil. Homes

Claude Vaughn

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
Vegetables arid- itsserfs
.
Fast Service Open Sundays
,
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

Ph. 642-4624, Paris
.

5t.i._11

1164.•

Colonial House
. Smorgasbord

Rudy Lovett DieributIng
Co., Inc.

n
-Molar.
Cain & Treas Motor Salts

33 5012

‘‘rS.

Hendon's Service Station

p Pagliai's
-'

PRIMPS

IIII=Mai
FAST-FREE-HOT DELIVERY
753 2975
510 W Main

66

-

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

.

PHILLIPS 64 PRODUCTS
No 4th Street

I

Phone 753-1921
Bus 753-5397

Carroll Tire Service

VIINCBEITTBTXTB1111G SERV kg
F
-1
4

YOUR UNI•ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue 1 2 Block E of S 12th Phone 753-1489
9

The Businessman's Choice
102 N. 4th

I.- Of Fine

PrintIng
Murray, Ky.

i
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Gray silhouettes of great tall
hickories sprang from the
blackness while deep in the
darkness a whip-or-will's
lonesome call lingered through
night.
the
bullfrog
A
"burruped" and a wilson's
snipe took to the air. Dawn was
approaching. A'few more steps
and I'd be positioned so as to
catch the hungry bushey tails on
their breakfast route.
Settling beneath the tall oaks,
listening intently to the low,
mellow sound of nearby cattle
and an occasional cricket, my
senses became alert. To my
right, already settled in for the
wait was Linda, my companion
and lady squirrel hunter. Linda
had scouted these hickories the
day before and found the trees
swinging with bushey tails. Now

we were waiting for the grand of number 6 shot and he was
finale, a familar sound of a soon in the bag.
bushey tail moving through the
When the shock of the shots
trees. Guns began to sound in had settled, the woods became
the background as the alive once more, and a squirrel
silhouettes began to brighten began to bark. A quick turn
and trees became evident. allowed me to glimpse a run"Swish". "Swish" the tree ning squirrel as he scampered
leaves sounded off to my left. down the tree. A mid air jump
Easing me head to the side, and a lead of No. 6's meet head
there he was, a bushey tail on and the squirrel fell limply
jumping toward the hickory on the leaves. Slipping him in
tree he'd left the afternoon the game bag with the other
before. At his final jump he'd two, I gently eased on toward a
grabbed a nut and was now tree that was emitting falling
munching and crunching while pieces of hickory nuts. "Boom"
the nut chips fell to the ground I nearly jumped out of my skin.
By this time I'd managed to Linda had also heard the bushey
ease beneath the tree and had tail and had beaten me to him.
pulled a bead on him. At the "Boom" she
she plucked
crack of the gun Mr. Bushey another from the trees to her
Tail fell with a plop but took off right. A small boy and his
at dead run. Another quick load grandfather had moved in on us
now in search of a bushey tail.
We gingerly moved on so they
could have their fun. After a
quick planning session, we
decided to separate, I took the
left side of the woods and Linda
eased down the right side.
. Earlier . that same morning
my good friends Clayton
Garland, Pat Scott, Jim Spann
and I had met downtown where
we'd made plans for our
meeting and swapping stories
when our morning hunting was
finished.
They had entered a small
woods to the east of us and were
making their way through the
hickories. Clayton
later
reported that he'd seen a snake
and had shot a squirrel in the
first woods,-while Pat had
picked out several bushey tails
behind a small barn, as they
moved toward their breakfast
trees. Jim had been invaded by

several other hunters and
disgusted he took off for another
spot where he knocked out
several bushey tails and saw
another hunter pull a squirrel
from the middle of a flowing
creek where it had fallen, after
he'd shot it.
Lincla's Remington 1100 was
sounding off every now and then
so I knew she'd probably
gathered a few more squirrels. I
eased right on through the
woods and picked up another
squirrel as I went. Above,
bending and rattling the limbs,
a squirrel "Boom" he fell
limply, plopping against limbs
as he dropped.
By now Linda had moved in
and
motioned she was ready
to leave. "How many?" I
whispered hoping she'd read
my lips. She held up four fingers
and grinned like a big opossum.
"Not bad" I said, "for a girl."
She shrugged it off but I could
tell she didn't like that wise
crack one bit.
Clayton and Pat had moved to
another woods now and Jim had
taken his squirrels and gone
home. Just as I stepped from
the car Pat come easing from
the woods where he's seen a few
squirrels a few days before but
today the cupboard was bare.
After we'd shown off our
squirrels to each other and told
our stories of how we'd taken
each, we decided to move back
to the woods where Linda and I
had hunted, to try for a few
more
_ .squirrels.
.
Clayton moved off toward a
mass of tall hickories while Pat
went through the center of the
wooded lot. I decided to move

1. If you're a handloader,
remember that top accuracy is
usually achieved with slightly
less than maximum charges
and that extra hot loads will not
necessarily assure you of clean
across the field to try for game hits. Folloie the instructions and tables in a
another grey bushey tail. I'd
standard loading manual,
only gone a short distance
"Boom" sounded like a 12 working up slowly from mild
loads to more potent loads. As
gauge and Pat was shooting his
you work up, check each new
pump today, then "pow"
batch
of loads for accuracy and
Clayton's single shot 20 gauge
pressure signs. The slightest
cut loose. Abodi then is when a
chattery grey came bursting cratering of primers usually
indicates pressure-meaning
out a limb toward me. With one
that the load is too hot for
shot from the 870 pump he was
perfect safety. Also bear in
added to the bag. With my limit
mind that brass wears out with
complete I decided to cross
repeated reloading and firing.
back to the woods where
After cleaning the empties,
Clayton had shot a few minutes
check
each one. Any case with
eariler. "Boom" Clayton's gun
cut loose. "I'll pellagoodoneon even the smallest flaw should be
him." I thought to msyelf. So I discarded.
supressed a laugh and yelled.
2. The fit of a shotgun to the
"Don't allow no huntin in here." individual shooter is just as
I could see Clayton didn't know important as the fit of a rifle. If
that I had permission from the you don't feel comfortable with
look on his face, and he hadn't your gun or if you're not
seen me yet. About then a shooting as well as you think,
bushey tail ran out and up the you should ask a gunsmith
tree in front of him and hid about a fitting. Expensive
behind the bark and leaves. Just custom-made guns are, of
to help Clayton, I slipped on in course, fitted
to
your
his direction and shook a limb specifications, but masscausing the squirrel to take to a produced arms must be made to
run. Ole ttead eye Clayttrn then fit the average shooter—and no
added him to the bag.
individual is precisely average.
Pat had a squirrel treed when A good gunsmith can alter the
Clayton and I eased our way stock slightly at reasonable cost
over to him. "I know he's up and thus improve your shooting
there." Pat says. Well we shook tremendously.
arid banged that tree but that
squirrel hung tight. With
disgust we left the tree to head
home for some scrambled eggs
and bacon, after .all, we'd
already had our fun for the day
and were making plans for
anegier hunt. But we heel
forgotten that we had a pile of
squirrels to clean after breakfast and that ain't as much fun
as shooting them, believe me.

feathers

con
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wort
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Sportsman's Notebook
Fishing for bass is still slow,
however a few nice keepers are
being taken early and late off
the stumps on top water lures
and plastic worms. Stripes are
still good in the jumps while
bream and crappie are being
taken deep on
the ledges.
Sauger are still being taken
deep by trolling. Catfish are still
biting next to deep water with
the main channel producing the
best catches. Water temperature is in the low 80's and
stands at 356.
You deer hunters be sure to
get a set of regulations at the
information office at Land
Between The Lakes. Then
read them. This year no permarient ifiinWiriay-be built of
occupied. There will be officials
roaming the woods to see if
hunters are following the
regulations. If a hunter is
caught violating the tree stand

(leaning a squirrel can be easy. Just start at the tail nith an
incision.

Clayton Garland and Pat Scott prepare to clean a mess of squirrels taken on opening day of

Linda Allen plebs lip her bosbey taWithe trees for
another.

ruling his permit will be
revoked and-or he'll be taken to
court. So let's go portable. The
deer bow season begins Oct.- 13
in Land Between The Lakes and
extends to Nov. 3. If you're
planning on getting your wild
turkey with a bow ( which will
be a first for anyone) you'll
have to get it before you get
your deer., because you can't
bow hunt ftir turkey ( on the
same permit) after you've
killed your deer. A Kentucky
deer tag and a hunting license is
required to hunt. Also
remember that no device that
damages the tree in any way
may be used to climb the tree,
no nails, spikes, pole climbers
or screw in devices nor wire
May be used legally. Yourstand
cannot be put on a tree until two
weeks before the season begins.
Stands may be chained,
belted, clamped or tied with
rope and may have small
stabilization spikes or blades to
adhere to the tree. Climbing
blocks may be attached with
cord or chain and must be
removed after the season.
Remember your stand must
have name, address, and phone
number, to be legal.
'The -Murray Deer -Sportsmen
Club will at last become a
reality. This club wq hold its
organization meeting: 'Tuesday
night at 7 p.m. in the council
room at City Hall. All'bow and
gun hunters that like fellowship,
fun and good sportsmanship
come on up, we need men that
want to participate. If you're
the type that won't take active
'part then this club is not for
you; however, if you're enthusiastic about deer hunting
and want to preserve and improve the sport and are willing
to work hard to do it, "We need
You," Come on in.
Duck hunters, we've been cut
10 days on our season this year.
But we still get four ducks and
this year we can take a canvas
back or redhead. Duck season
will open December 12, and
close Jan. 20 with four limit and
eight possession.
Goose season will be Nov. 12
to Jan. 20 with only western
counties taking two canadas.
Other counties will be allowed
only one Canada goose.
Ballard County Refuge
reservations will be accepted
no later than Sept. 10 with 3
hunters per blind this year and
$5 per person or $15 per pit the
cost.

Wayne Darnell
- -Outboard Marine
One of the Lori!' last
Selections-of Sporting- Goods In West
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTWOUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!

°nee you have the skis cut, step on the tail and pull the skin
away like a sweater, then all that you have to do is take the entrails out.

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action Is!

•1a

n

Sales
Service-Parts

TABERS
BODY SHOP, Inc.
24 Hr. Wrecker Service —

Cain & Treas
Motor Sales
American Motors Dealer
806 Coldwater Road

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports

1301 Chestnut

HUTSON cnimicAL,,
CO. INC.

-PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
4.1011 BUSINESS"

If you're a hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

Fenton 8 Hodge
205 So. 5th
George Hodge

753-4469
owner

Vr,Fmrsiptemi pare-fully a Accurately Med

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Guns
Remington -Browning
Winchester

acr
for
re
fores

753-3134

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
evoin`l'-*Fishing Equipment
refirij:fioop
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

MURRAY HOMEI AUTO
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
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BLACKEY, KY.-What may
be the world's last trace of an
era extending back 70 million
years stands in Letcher County.
The Lilley Cornett Woods, 554
acres with 175 acres of virgin
forest, is the largest known
remnant of one of the greatest
forests of all time - the Mixed
Mesophytic Forest. That forest
contained more species of trees
than any other forest in the
world outside the tropics.
Eastern Kentucky is the
center of a small area in which
the Mixed Mesophytic Forest
was confined because of
geologic,and climatic changes
beginning 30 million years ago.
A few mountain areas in China
may contain a similar forest
and a few small tracts
elsewhere countain some traces
of the era.
However, the small tracts are
not large enough to provide the
environment necessary for the
continuing renewal of a Mixed
Mesophvtic Forest with all its
variety, according to Harry
Nadler, director of the Division
of Forestry in the Kentucky
Natural
Department for
Resources and Environmental
Protection, which supervises
the Lilley Cornett Woods.
At least. 64 species of trees
have been found in the Lilley
Cornett Woods, Nadler said. Of
those, many were growing when
Columbus discovered America.
There remains a red oak 51.2
inches in diameter, a white oak
47.2 inches in diameter and 150
feet tall, and a chestnut oak 47.4
inches in diameter.
Many of the plants growing in
the woods are rarely found
elsewhere. Those include
crested dwarf iris, pink lady's

Nadler said the Forestry
Division is developing several
hiking trails and setting aside
Much of the credit for the
much of the forest for scientific
existence of the virgin forest
study.
which bears his name belongs to
"We're developing the area
Lillev Cornett. Cornett bought
an outdoor scientific
the woods about 1918 with as
laboratory for investigations
money earned at 10 cents an
relating to the flora of the Mixed
hour as a coal miner in Virginia.
Mesophytic Forest and as an
After buying the land, he
refused to sell it or to allow the
trees to be cut. The only trees
cut were chestnuts killed by the
chestnut blight. Lumber needed
on the farm was purchased
from neighbors.
Cornett left the woods in
undivided shares to his four
sons, who also refused to let the
timber be cut. The sons sold the
woods to the state in 1969 to
future
for
it
preserve
generations.

slipper, spotted mandarin
belleart and trillium.

outdoor museum of vegetative
progression and development,"
Nadler said. "All people can
visit the area to become aware
of the ecological changes in
plant life and the environment
in the evolutional process."
An information and museum
building was opened recently
near the woods.

Hospital Report
August 22, 1973
ADULTS .101
NURSERY ..2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ida Mae Stinson. No. 51
Riviera Courts, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy Mildred Hayes, Route
6, Box 265, Murray, Raymond
English Carter, Route 7, Box 85,
Murray, Billie Jo Huie, 515
Whitnell, Murray, Steven
Francis Wagoner. Hamlin,
Charles Edward Sanders,821 N.
19th Street, Murray, Mrs. Judy
Mern Brumley, Route 3,
Claytus
Murray, ;James
Puryear,
Stallings, Route 2,
Tenn., Edna Vivian Donelson,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs Nettie
Dot Boyd,812 Hurt Dr., Murray,
;lames Andrew Brown ( Expired), Convalescent Home.

SUMMER TRANQUILLITT-The Lilley Cornett
Woods in Letcher County, the largest known remnant of the Mixed Mesophytic Forest, is operated by
the Division of Forestry in the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection It may be the world's last trace of an era dating
back 70 million years.
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Public Relations
Notebook

MY'IV4747J17$1
FOR SALE

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University

YAMAHA 100cc. Good condition,
A24P
$150.00. Phone 436-5890.

The editor of a newspaper
Media which is used as
public relations tools quite of- or magazine or the manager
ten find that they too have a of a radio or television station PURPLE HULL peas. Phone 436- MOVING-MUST sell, in good
constant and sometimes dif- has a social responsibility 2149 after 6:00p.m.
A24C condition-living room suite, sofa,
ficult job In order to insure a which requires that he possess
chair, two end tables, cost about
proper image of their a conscience, that he has the YARD SALE, Thursday, Friday $450.00, for $150.00; breakfast
organization before the necessary authority to mainand Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 table and four chairs, cost about
public. Media which falls into tain high standards in presenp.m., 1621 Farmer. Clothing and $165.00, for $50.00; like new
this classification includes tations through his medium
19' freezerA24P Westinghouse
miscellaneous items.
newspapers, radio, television, and that he be allowed to
refrigerator combination with ice
own
his
in
power,
the
hold
magazines and many others.
maker, 6325.00; nylon rugs,
Larger newspapers and right, of serving as a trustee of SPECIAL 16FT.,5-slat panel gate various sizes, one-third cost; two
television stations are today the public interest. The right $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate living room chairs; two like new 3
placing a great deal of em- to be in error must be in- 119.40,6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75,
post space heaters; four fishing
phasis upon this aspect of cluded In the rights and 8 ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
and net; several extremely
poles
public
free
responsibilities of
their operation.
chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. chain nice house plants in large pots;
Media which is trring to presentations.
link gate $15.40, 14 ft chain link telephone table; three chrome
perform objectively and fairly
Use of the term press has gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link gate clothes and shoe racks, 7' high, 4'
in any community is con- come to include media as $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post $1.30.
vacuum
stantly conscious of their newspapers, radio, television, 35 percent hog supplement (pellet wide; some lamps;
H.P.
image as reflected to the magazines, motion pictures or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent cleaner; self propelled 4
public. And most will go to and others. Those persons hog supplement ( pellet or meal) lawn mower, etc., etc., Phone
A25C
great lengths to correct or who devote years of their lives $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
prevent a bad impression. to studying the press conclude
41 per cent dairy concentrate SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
Media today is considered in their studies that the press
$8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle wor- 5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B
pretty much in the monopoly must be accountable. It must
mer boluses 65 cents each. S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
category One-ownership of be accountable to society and
wormer boluses riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
two or more mass com- forever maintain the rights of Thibenzole cattle
munication mediums is fairly .citizens. The moral respon- 65 cents each. Rhodes Feed Mill & S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
September 4C
common But the door is sibility of the press is and will Cuba,Kentucky. 382-2593. A27NC 68, Benton, Ky.
always open to competition. continue_ to be conditioned
The biggest drawback to the upon its acceptance and .ac- 1970 SUZUKI TS 90. Excellent MOBILE .HOME-1272. 12'x60',
establishment of new media is countability.
condition. Including two helmets. two bedrooms, two full baths,
a simple (ase of economics. It
$225.00. Phone 7534117
A24C fully carpeted, central heat and
William Cullen Bryant once
air. Phone 753-1408 or 753takes a fortune to make the
wrote that the press is a mill NEW
6855.
A27C
move
ROLL-AWAY
bed;
Because of the monopolistic that grinds all that is put into electric stove with double oven,
or one-ownership'. trend of its hopper. Pill the hopper five burner and griddle; large CARPETS a fright? Make them
media, it becomes much more with poisoned grain and it selection of girl's clothing from a beautiful sight with Blue
least will grind it to meal, but there children's size 5 to Jr. Petite size Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
at
important,
theoretically, that media be is death in the bread. The 7. Cheap. Phone 763-8634.
A24C $1. Kiwik-Pik Market, Five
more conscious of their image press is a public trust and its
A25C
Points.
based
be
should
performance
in their community due to the
its
than
more
nothing
on
reason that they do have conFROM WALL to wall, no soil at
ouw sityv MLNU (foci or
trol of news and en- responsibility to the public for
Hamburger hot dniz
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
tertainment outlets. This is which it serves. A responsible
with
imrh
Icts nr crab cake
rIPen-ir gharnponer_
Instre.4Ient
reierie
its
of
conseieus
is
press
h.,'
rind..
•
wrfronscientious-dwWership
for 60 ci sita
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
will constantly strive to .our society. Own,ers and
A25C
Center.
promote and maintain a high managers of the 'press should,
degree of responsibility never become blinded to their
basic obligation to the public. SALE THOMAS A. Edisonair BULLS - PERFORMANCE tetoward Its public.
percentage-Simmental,
conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$184.25. sted
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales, Brown Swiss, Maine-Anjou.
Highway 68, Benton, KenLimousin-Charolias. 205 day
August21C adjusted weight 814,757,619
tucky.
pounds. Kenneth Grogan 753A27C
2526.
HOME-1972
MOBILE
Two
12'x65'.
Townhouse,
HOME, 10'x55', tyro
bedrooms, two baths. Phone 753- MOBILE
A27P bedrooms, 1 baths, with good
3646.
air conditionerRn• only $2395.00.
Also 10'x55' two bedroom mobile
4" BATHROOM wall board,
home with air conditioning for
$5.25 each. kt"C-D 4'zir plywood,
$1975.00, or $1895.00 without air
14.75 each. Twenty different
conditioning. Phone 753selections of paneling from $3.65 4469.
A27('
up Plexiglass for storm doors
and windows,50 cents square foot
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', all
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
electric, $3800.00. Phone 753-9341
colors, from 5 cents square foot
A27C
after 5130p.m.
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage,
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a
week. Phone 901-587SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
2420.
September8C Armstrong large truck tires.
First line:
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14
16 different patterns of....

I

ARMSTRONG
VINYL CUSHION FLOR

1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98
WIGGINS
Armstronga best highway tread
FURNITURE
truck tire.
2kx antes North 641
125 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
Phone 763-4566
'900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 -4- $7.33
Open 8:08-5:38 Most. thrn Sat.
1000 x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
1000 x 22-12 ply 670.22 + $9.98
COLLIE PUPPIES, nice. Will Armstrongs Best traction type
make real good pets. Phone 753- truck tires.
A27C 825 x 2040 ply $55.21 + $7.25
1348.
900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
METAL
DETECTORS
by 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
White's Electronics for the Armstrong Best lug type tire:
amateur and
professional VI( x 20-10 ply $53.80 -I- $7.25
treasure hunter. New and more 900 x 20-10 ply 859.93+ $8.51
pole-fetal models flOW available. 1000 x 20-10 ply 173.21 + $10.52
For more information phone 753- Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
A27C Ky. 1575. Authorized dealer.
September 4C
In 9' and 12' widths
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WHALE OF A LEAP- Sixteen-foot killer whale leaves
water at London, England. Girl is Lesley Willis.
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IT'S AWFUL-NO WONDER
IT'S FREE

vice PREVIEW
OF A NEW
PLAY

THIS IS THE FIRST
TIME I EVER
SNEAKED OUT
OF A SHOW

FREE
SHOW
TONIGHT

753-3134
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26 Doctrine
28 Indicating
succession
29 Men
30 Wig-tooted
31 Apportion
32 Stretch out
33 Chairs

35
38
39
41
42
44
46

Bundles
Opening
Dirk
Pronoun
Goal
Stlf1 god
Note of
scale
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LIL' ABNER
iACK TN'
. KNIFE
MADE A
EmbARRA55114
MISTAKE!!

4 Parent (co)log)
1 Junctures
5 Broke suddenly
6 Squander
11 j•lative Ameri6 Liquid
7 Imitated
can
8 Title of
12 Piaci where
respect
bees are kept
14 Want
9 Symbol for
tssiaium
15 Showy flower
10 Mistakes
17 Note of scale
11 Country of
18 Lair
19 1-taste
Asia
13 Periods of
20 Tibetan
time
gazelle
16 Observes
21 Negative
19 More certain
prekx
20 British prisons
22 Stage extra
22 Sweetening
23 Young salmon 23 Newspapers,
collectively
24 Confirm
26 Crucifix
25 Donner
course
27 Matured
26 City in
Russia
29 Pertaining
to the
cheek '
31 Frocks
34 Winglike
35 Portends
36 Symbol for
xenon
37 Cover
38 Well-grounded
39 Music as written
40 Ep.stle (abbr.)
41 Girls noes
42 Dillseed
43 Cairn
45 Foreigners
47 Arrows
48 Crippled
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900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33

PORE
AT
Tr-t
ACT LEAST LI'L
DIED. HALF SOUL
OF
IT-

CHEER H/A4 UP.#:'LOOK AT TH'51.114NY SIDE N .
OFIT,ZACKH-E-VIZ`i BODY
,IN SHOW BUSINESS HAS A FLOP,NOW AN'THEN."
A/-I'LL

AN IS
SO
SORFN
FO'
HIM.
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DRIVEWAY NEED sealing' Our BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
emulsion driveway sealer made- while present inventory
protects driveways, improves lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by
appearance, and is easy to apply. 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom
No mixing necessary. Save $2.00. supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
Now only $4.48 a five-gallon pail. 4" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom
The Sherwin-Williams Co., 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
Southside Shopping Center, 14" or 15" 617.70+12.69.
ITC Polyester Glass belted F-G-16 78
phone 753-3321.
by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
NEW BEDSTEAD. Moved, can't .Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 76
use it. L2 price See at 521 South by 14" or 15" 621.50+31.10. Wide
6th Street, after 5:00 p.m. A27P 70 series Polyester glass belted
F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
15 CU. F1'. Frigidaire top freezer $20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
refrigerator, good condition. Sell nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
for $80.00. Phone 753-6323 or 753- $25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, HighA27P way 68, Benton, Ky.
5526.
September5C
FISHING BOAT, 15' Richline V
bottom, four seats, aluminum, 25
H.P Johnson Buccaneer electric
start motor. Priceline trailer, two
anchors and 12 volt battery. Will
sell all for $475 00 Phone 753A27P
5425.
•
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1 Scoffs
2 Paradise
3 Succor
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Feature

Syndicate, Inc.

KITCHEN RANGE, $15.00.
A24P
Phone 753-6129 days.
PET SKUNK, descented. 11
weeks old. Phone 767-4052. A27NC
LADY'S CLOTHING, size 12 and
14. Phone 753-9986 after 4:00
A27C
p.m.

GARAGE SALE
Again on Sat., Aug. ZS.
283 HIGH performance engine.
Childrens thru Jr. sizes,
Newly rebuilt. Phone 436Many f
8-12
Misses
A27P
.•
household items. 820 S. 9th
./11. 94 PAIL
FIREWOOD FOR sale-Pick up.
A27P
Phone 763-0655.
WURLITZER ORGAN, $1209.00.
Model 4075R, 4 built. hr rhythum
section), three years old. Also
three painted wagon wheels.
A3OP
Phone 753-3210.

1971 TRIUMPH Bonneville 650
motorcycle. Good. condition.
Phone 753-6421 after 5:00
A27C
p.m
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

MOBILE HOME, 12'x50' Shultz, AUTOMATIC SEWING machine,
ACRE lot, located in Aurora,
FOR SALE
TIMBER-LODGE of Tennair conditioned. In excellent in three drawer maple desk
for mobile home. Phone 354-8161
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
condition. Phone 753-7316. AMC cabinet with matching spool
In Canterbury Estates after 7:00 p.m. Sieptember
Tennessee will do your stone
chair. $75.00. Phone 753-7683 after
Four Bedroom Brick
work. Large selections of stone.
5:00p.m.
A30C
SIX
ROOM
house, furnished,
NUMBER 27 Clipper seed
Tr,-Level with AU
!hone 901-593-3534.
TFC
$100.00 per month. Available
cleaner, good condition. Ideal for
immediatel
y.
Phone
753farm use. Phone 492-8742. AMC ELECTRIC GUITAR-Truetone.
Extras
Midland amplifier. Never been
4331.
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
A30C
Priced Far Below
753-4145.
used.
Phone
A27C
PIANO, WURLITZER, slightly
Company, 607 South 4th Street
Builder's Price
TWO BEDROOM furnished
used. Excellent condition. About
October17C
Phone 753-8346.
apartment, central heat and air.
2 years old. Phone 753-6083. A24C 23" TELEVISION, black and
For
informati
on...
white, RCA, $25.00. 14' Polar
Available immediately. Phone
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
Phone 753-3110 753-4331.
TREATED FENCE posts, also Craft boat and 10 H.P. motor.
A30C
,seamless gutters, installed per
$200.00.
Phone
753-3570.
A27NC
poles cut any length. Phone 753your specifications. Call Larry
0874
AMC
SEAMI-F.SS GUTTERING, white FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, enamel finish, never needs four rooms, carpeted and air
estimate
TFC
TWO 15" Mickey Thompson August 25, 1:004:00 p.m., 1109 painting. Free estimate. Phone conditioned. Available Sepslotted wheels and tires, 10" Fairlane Drive.
753-8407
or
tember
753-8992.
1.
Couples
Atkins Gutter
only. No pets.
A25C
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
wide Phone 489-2611 or 753Service,Murray,
August23C Phone 753-3323 after 5:00
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
2997
pm
AMP PILLOW CASES, hand drawn
AMC
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
work. Can be seen at 507 Poplar
MUSIC
753-8240.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
August24C
NEATLY FURNISHED one
A25P
or phone 753-1855.
variety of pistols. Buy now while
FOR PIANO lessons call Jenrua large bedroom apartment,
you can still get them at GARAGE SALE, 9:00 a.m., Carter at 492-4378.
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
A28C carpeted and air conditioned.
reasonable prices. Country Boy Friday
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
Married couple or singles.
Open
and Saturday, 712 Elm.
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesda
y - 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Inquire at Kelly's Pest Control,
Stores, the pistoLpeople. 9 miles Beds,
Phone 753-8346.
October 17C
dog house, clocks, toys,
Rent to purchase plan. Lortardo located 100 South 13th
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 clothing, antiques,
and etc. A25P
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday
- 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Piano Company, across from Street.
and 164. Open Sunday until 4:00
A24C
WILL DO trash and brush
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
A24C
-AMC
uling. Reasonable rates. Phone
MUSIC
Sunday - 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
753-6130
THREE ROOM house, bath,
TFC
CREOSOTE POLES;8' to 25' and
PIANO
TUNING -repair- BEGINNING PIANO lessons for screened in back porch. No pets.
treated fence posts. Murray
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- both adult and children, also Phone 753-1779 before 6:00 p.m. at
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Limited
openings Hoyt Cleaver Sr., Route 1,
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben voice.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Street.
A25C W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. available. Contact Mrs. Roy
Almo.
A27C
AMC
Phone 753-8911.
TFC Dunn 753-8712.
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
work guaranteed. Business and
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
full of them at prices you couldn't
residential. Free estimates.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Back
School
Special
and shower and bath. One or two
to
.
s
.
.
.
type, fold down, and motor
7201.
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartTFC
homes. New and used. At Bill's
ments South 16th Street, 753Camper Corner, located at Bill's
:6609.
A27C
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
-Voice
-Drums
-Accordion
Mobile Homes, 3900 Clarks Rive
Phone
Paris,642-6551.
TFC
--Pinar
,
--Guitar
-Banjo Road, Paducah, KY. Ph-one
_
NY-ANTED GIRL to live in with
-Band
-Trumpet
-Organ
collect for information 443divorced woman and small child.
WINDOW
WASHING., Ex6150.
A25C
Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
Phone 753-9806.
A27C
perienced. Very reasonable
month of September.
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Thompson.
A27C
NEED TWO roommates in
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Embassy Apartments D-1. $38.00
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
WILL BABY-SIT in my home,
each. Boys only. Phone 753pickup camper, toppers. We also
Dixieland •753-7575- Murray
$18.00 per week. Phone 7534331.
A27NC
rent campers by the week or
8291.
A27C
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00:'.
2303
A25C Lonardo Piano Company, across
PRIVATE ROOMS for men
from Post Office, Paris, TenBULLDOZER WORK , trucking,
students with kitchen facilities
A24c
16' FIBERGLASS fishing beat, nessee.
also bank gravel, fill dirt ahd
and central heat and air. Phone
and trailer. Great for fishing or
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
436-5479.
A27C
EXPERT GUITAR
all purpose family boat. Phone
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
INSTRUCTION
Happy Birthday
753-1694.
A25C
Beginners and advanced
.LARGE FURNISHED apartStudy with one of Ky's finest
We still have a few openings fbr Children 3 to school age. Phone 753-6199
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
GLYNIS
ment, carpeted and air conteachers Now Scheduling
HIGHBOY SPRAYER. Good
osteam cleaned. Phone Carpet
limited enrollment Call Ed
ditioned. Married couples only.
TABERS
OPERATOR - MRS JACK (MILO) WARD_
Days, or 753-4478 Nights Master 489-2604.
°condition. Phone 753-6619. AP
Monroe between s and 7 P.M.
TFC,
No pets. $100.00 per month. Phone
Phone 753-11192
753-6425 days or 753-5962 night-.
KAWASAKI 100cc, lots of extras
FOR ALL your additions,
AMC
Phone 767-2755.
remodeling, residential or
AMC
AUCTION SALE
Don't read this unless you're
FOR RENT
commercial. New or old. Free
looking
for
mobile
a
home
with
MOBILE
HOME,
10'x56', two
IRISH SETTER pups, four
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
igh quality and low cost. If you
months old and two adult Irish AUCTION SALE, Saturday, ROOM, WITH private entrance. bedrooms, air conditioned, are, then start looking at
Bill's Mobile Horne'
Setters, female. Good bird dogs. August 25, 1:30 p.m. at the Mrs. Walk to university. Phone 753- electric heat. Near university.
CONSTRUCTION WORK.
Highway 641 South
Phone 753-9867.
MAC I
Also hydraulic chain saw with Roy Pool home, off South 16th 1387.
in
Garages, patio, driveway, walls.
Street,
just
south of Martin's
Murray,
34" blade operated from power
AMC
Phone Lee Childress 753and
THREE BEDROOM apartment,
take off on tractor. Phone 436- Chapel Church.
6170.
Clarks
3900
Riyer Road
AMP
stage TWO BEDROOM
beds,
Will
sell:
oak
two
upstairs.
Also
room
three
in Paducah
2437 between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00
house, 403
coach
trunk,
large
financing
bank
and
VA
basement
dovetailed South Ilth Street. $75,60 per
apartment, close to
p.m.
AMP walnut
available.
TIMBER-LODGE on Tennquilt box, one smaller month. $50.00 deposit required. campus. Girls only. Can be seen
C411 collect for information
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
quilt box, five open rose glasses, Phone Bob Miller 753-2920. A24C at 1106 Olive Street. Phone 753753-7303-Murray
Tennessee, will build complete.
Or
6069 on Wednesday or ThurCL 350 Honda in good condition pressed glass, berry bowls, doll
443-6150-Paducah
fireplaces, starting at only
A24C
with low mileage. Reasonably house, complete with miniature GARAGE APARTMENT, fur- sday..
$695.00.
Selection of stones
furniture,
two
wash
kettles,
pie
nished,
two rooms and bath.
priced. Also have two brand new
available. Satisfaction
_15.7Eadial tires. Phone 7534012 safe, steel tire farm wagon, lap Suitable for one boy or married FURNISHED APARTMENT, 104
guaranteed.Phone 901-693robes, quilting frames, several couple. First place west Shady Williams Street. Couples or 2-3
after9100 p.m.
A25NC good
horse collars and homes and Oaks,Phone 753-4552.
TFC
ADVERTIS
girls.
ING
Phone
753-1437
after 5:00
A2SC
Learn Income Tax Preparation
DEADLINES
p.m.
YARD SALE, two households, other gear. Phonograph records,
A25C
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
from H&R Block
small and large items, some broad axe, antique radios, old NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
All display ads, classified
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
wooden
flour
barrels,
old
grind
Thousands
people
of
with
spare time are earning extra
furniture, some antiques. 306
apartment for college girls or
NOTICE
•display
and
regular
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
money as tax preparers in the growing field of income
North 6th Street, August 25 and rock, steel traps, corn sheller, boys. Phone 753-5865 days or 753display, must be submitted
service.
tax
And
so
can
Jerry McCoy, owner 502) 492you.
H & R Block's experienced
quilts,
and
blankets,
roll-away
26.
5108
after
6:00
A25P
p.m.
A25NC
instructors make it easy to learn tax preparation. Enby 12 noon, the day before
8837
bed,Jars and jugs(lto 10 gallon),
TFC
Now on Friday evenings:
rollment
is open to men and women of all ages...
publication.
whether employed (in any field). retired, housewife or
4971 KAWASAIU, 350cc, rebuilt electric heaters, (110 and 220),
All
reader
classifieds
TRAILER LOT, 13,4 acre, in New
student. Choice of days and class times. Certificate
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
engine, $400.00, helmet included. window fans, china figurines,
ust be submitted by 4/
awarded upon graduation. Job interviews available for
new electric popcorn popper, Concord. Ready for hook up,
Electric Complete pump repair
Phune 751.472.best students. Send for free information and class
A25C approximately
m.
the
day
before
.
_
25
pteces water included. Phone 436-service. Let us check your old
schechaes today. hlt1RR'Y!
5353.
A29C
Classes Start :
pump for you before you buy a
BABY BED and chest. Phone 43$- Japanese china, riding plow,
September 13, 1973
several old toys,Ironware, 3 H.P.
new one. 24 hour emergency
5792 after 5:00p.m.
A25C tiller,
log chains, Warm Morning LARGE ROOM,private bath and
service. Phone 753•
WANTED FURNITURE for
heater, corn scoops, pitchforks, entrance, refrigerator, utilities
Contact the OGNODMIL.CICK office nearest you:
5543.
September 26C
family. Phone 753-8173.
and a large variety of other hand furnished. Phone 753-1394. A25C
WANT TO BUY
A25C
National Hotel Building
tools and obsolete horse drawn
Phone 753-9294
WANT TO BUY Jig), 9 copies of tools.
FOUR ROOM house with bath, Watch
Neese wed me tree latarmallas NNW yew hz preperitlea eiwne I
this
award
-winning
Leave your heavy cleaning
The Ledger & Times. Please Sale conducted by Shoemaker furnished or unfurnished. In the
eleferNalld hew lies eWleellea dad ea satsuma MS call
program at 7:00 p.m., Channel
bring to the Ledger Si Times, 103 Auction Service. Bob Miller Farmington area. Phone 345up to the experts at
jSash Oland
12
North 4th Street.
TFNC Apprentice auctioneer in charge 2669.
A25C Brought to you by
Marne
RONALD W. BESMEAR. Special Agent
of sale. Phone 492-8594 for inill Won SL
AUCTION SALE
Address
formation.
A24C EFFICIENCY ROOM for girls.
PROFESSIONAL
Will be closed until MonPrivat entrance, carpeted, NORTHWESTERN
City
MUTUAL LIFE •
day, August 27. due to the
CLEAN INC
central heat and air. Phone 753Staism
Phone
MILWAUKEE
death of Mr. M. Lavin • ston.
2377.
A25C
Carpets
CLIP AND MAIL. TODAY
0•
&• Furniture
MOBILE HOME, with washer
Saturday August 25th 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at the Chrylser
ORE ELECTRIC, eiectric motor
and air conditioning. On Lake
Farm and Kennel four miles off highway 121, follow signs
,/ Walls
PEST CONTROL
repair and sale. New Concord
from New Concord or Mt. Cannel Church.
front lot at Blood River SubWindows
Road,phone 753-8114
TFC
division, about 12 miles from
For Return of
FOR THE best in pest control
Selling for division of property, a Chevrolet pickup Custom
Murray. Phone 436-2477 after 8:00
service and termite control call
(Lime Green)Bicycle
Call Collect for Free
1964 in good condition, good tires, 56,000 miles, a 1968 Case
p.m.
A29C
Superior Exterminating Comtractor, side winder bush hog,3 plows and disc in good shape,
Special racing tires, white handle bar tape,
Estimates
black
pany,753-7288.
a practically new 800 Wheel horse riding mower, power and
leather saddle. No questions asked when returned.
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
skill saws, fence charger, wire and posts, socket set and
TFC
borne in small quite court. City
other wrenches, extra long log chain, 2 wash kettles, 3-5-8
water, garbage pick up furPlease Phone
FOR SALE OR LEASE
gallon jars, 20 gallon garbage cans, dozens of 242 gallon pails,
247 7333
nished. 2v2 miles east of Murray.
S. 12th
Your
barrels, step and extension /adders, lawn chairs, outdoor
Phone 753-8216.
753-03M
A25C
umbrella and stoup, wheel barrow and hand tools, 350 pound
Any information will be appreciated.
GROCERY STORE with or EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
Frigidaire freezer and refrigerator 219), bed room suite,
THREE BEDROOM, 142 bath
without living quarters. Will take roof house and furnish shingles
desk and chair, baby rollaway bed.
mobile home. $100.00 deposit.
house or farm in on trade. Phone for $19.00 a square, also will do
Old Pieces, Penn Dutch Washstand, Oil lamps, coffee mill.
$130.00 per month plus utilities.
753-1406.
September21P patch jobs. Phone 753-6569
Cherry table, pole hall tree and hall tree mirror, floor lamp
If No Results:
For information phone 753-0464
A28NC
and smoking stand. Vacuum cleaner, hair dryer cane bottom
or 753-3135.
Phone:
September SC
For the convenience of the Citizens of
and other chairs,cast ironelectrit grill(Baker ), Jugs, clock,
B & C CONSTRUCTION work.
SERVICES OFFERED
freezer containers, old dishes and best dishes and cooking
Murray and Calloway County ...
Complete block basements,
TRAILER SPACE Opening new
utensils I ever sold and lots of them. no junk, some out
retaining
trailer court 2/
Before 5:0Q p.m.
1
2 miles east of
walls,
patios,
BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
buildings to empty. Refreshments available.
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
sidewalks,
-etc. Ten years exService, 1105 Lackey Street,
Then
9.1111s,is thebest sale, quality wise, I have had recently. Will
7334377.
. A25C
Paducah, Ky. -Patio covers, 14 perience. Free estimates. Phone
be looking for you. -r
will be from
September/6C
different colors to choose from 437-4765.
EURNISHED. ONE and two
Underpenn
ing
and
Douglas Shoemaker in. t7barge if sale. Phone- 7t3-3375
anchors.
After 5:30 p.m. and Central
bedroom apartments, ;teal
air conditioning. 24 hour 'JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Murray.
Only thru August 31st
University. Phone 753-7575 or 753Until 6:30 p.m.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
aervica. Phone 502-4420669. '
A29C
3115.
September 7C carpentrk`. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

WELCOME M.S.U. STUDENTS
Dorm Size Refrigerators for Sale or Rent
Check with us before renting or buying
for Quality and Price.

8-TRACK TAPE CASES
Holds 24 - Only $3.99
Holds 18 - Only '3.69
Check with us for your TV and Stereo Needs

tal

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Ph. 753-5865
"Near the Kri!er Store"

MUSIC LESSONS

* OPEN HOUSE *
University Day Care Center

I-AGE FIVE

B MUSIC CENTER

(Former Site of The Hut)

Saturday, August 25, 1973

Happy Ad

2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

FRIDAY-AUGUST 24, 1973

EVERYONE WELCOME!!

_

Turn
spare time
into
spare cash

"60 Minutes"

Murr7;77
Cash & Carry

Household & Equipment Auction

[

NML

SERVICE MASTER

IL

R -E-W-A-R-D

Raleigh International

If You Miss
Your Paper

Spoke & Pedal Bicycle
ill

Paper Carrier
First

753-1916

The Land Fill Hours
7-7 Mon.-Sat.

753-7278

SERVICE MASTER

-AUGUST 24, 1973

ITTILE4

all
1-1916

FRIDAY-AUGUST 24, 1973
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Just Dial A
Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

7534916
AP-

Another View
HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

.BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY

OFFERED
DRESS MAKING and alterations MALE SINGER wanted to sing EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
with local band. Phone 753-5454 engraved golden metal social
in my home. Phone 436A25NC security plates. See Rosebud
August21C after 5:00p.m.
5525.
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Septemberl3C
753-3422.
NEED MORE income' Want
Electric Complete pump repair
Earn
money?
extra spending
service. Let us check your old
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
while working part time. Set your
pump for you before you buy a
service "Walt Disney Products,"
own hours. For information
new one. 24 hour emergency
accounts. High earnings! Income
phone
753-1470. September4NC
753Phone
service.
over $1,000.00. per month
August21C
5543.
possible! Inventory necessary
OLAN MILLS Studios needs $3,290.000 to start! Call collect
several mature ladies to do part
A29P
214) 243-1981.
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. time temporary telephone work. Mr. Davis
Houses trimmed-formica tops Apply in person to Mrs. Plessis,
and doors-custom building and Regal 8 Inn, Room 49, 9:00 a.m., REAL ESTAIE FOR SALE
remodeling. Quelity wort- Monday, August 27.
A25C TWO BEDROOM frame house at
mariship. Phone 753Shores in wooded area
September 17C WANTED men or women, full or Keniana
0790.
with lake view. Phone 436part time. Light delivery. Phone 5831.
A211P
ask for Mr. Clark. A25C
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- 753-7322,
TWO BEDROOM aluminum
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and WAITRESS WANTED, full and siding home in Lakeway Shores,
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free part time. Apply in person to Lake view. Phone 436-5604. A24P
Hungry Bear, 1409 West
estimates.
Main.
A27C BY OWNER, lovely older home
18(
September
in a quiet part of town. Has living
room, formal dining room, two
WE NERD YOUNG
bedrooms, kitchen with breakfast
LOST & FOUND
MEN AS MISSILEMEN
nook and utility on main floor,
Join
the
age.
nuclear-space
WOULD THE owner of the white
gas heat. Upstairs has a large one
That's what Air Defense
four door Chevrolet that took my
bedroom apartment with private
Missile Operations are all
white female poodle on Ledbetter
entrance and electric heat. New
will
Army
Today's
about.
Church Road please return and
carpet throughout house. Price
teach you all you have to
no questions asked. Reward
918,500.00. Phone 753-3143. A24C
know. Starting at $307.20 a
A28C
offered. Phone 474-2780.
month. With promotions
25 ACRE farm with nice house
and raises. 30 days paid
LOST BLONDE female police
near South Pleasant Grove.
vacation. And many exdog, answers to name of Shorty.
Phone 492-8441.
A24C
cellent benefits. Call 247Lost around Baker Cross Road, in
4525.
ACRES, J.B.M. Ranch,
254
Hazel. Wearing two collars with
known as Morphew's Mountain,6
name Ellie Paschall. Phone 492,WANTED BABY-SITTER for 3 miles from shopping center and
A23NC
8786.
year old and 16 month old, one or railway center, 1,4 mile off
two
days a week; irryour home orrbtacktop -road on good -gravel
LOST-TWO-tone brown pulse
mine.
Prefer mature lady. Phone road. Good four room house, wall
If
Cafe.
Palace
Sunday night at
A27C cabinets and water in house.
753-3613.
found please phone Patricia Foy,
Good barn and other out435-5203 or Perkins Pancake
buildings, 5 ponds, 2 springs, and
A24C
House 753-0910.
1 creek. Approximately 80 acres
REAL MATE FOR SALE
in fescue, under fence. Wildlife
SALE
AUTOS FOR
BY OWNER-two story brick abounds-deer in droves, rabbits,
house with full size basement,
and birds. Lawyers,
OLDSMOBILE-1970 Cutlass three large bedrooms, two baths, squirrels
Supreme, convertible. White. living room, dining room and doctors preachers, and all
Official pace car. For sale by kitchen. Has garage apartment people, this is a paradise for
owner. Phone 522-3914 after 4:30 with two bedrooms, kitchen someone. $63,500.00. Owner
retiring and moving to town.
A24C
living room, bath and utility
Phone Dan Carter at Ken Morris
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
FORD WAGON-1967. Good p.m. for appointment. September Realty, Hopkinsville,885A.24P
5426.
condition, automatic. Will con- 26C
sider any reasonable offer. Phone
A25C
753-8512 or 753-3571.

1DGE of Tennoute 1, Springville,
I do your stone
elections of stone.
534.
TFC

!! HANNA Sign
South 4th Street.
October17C

BY Sears. Sears
ers, installed per
tion.s. Call Larry
3-2310 for free
TF'C

lhoppe. Furniture
•epairs. 1301 Main,
Liry Queen. Phone
August24C
HANNA Sign
South 4th Street.
Octoberl7C

j

-ash and brush
nable rates Phone
TFC

kTE on septic tank
one 753-7850. TFC

,T Paving. Quality
ed. Business and
w'ree estimates.
Light Mayfield 247TFC

SMITH Service.
12-6551.
TFC

TASHING., Excry reasonable
e 767-2352, Mr.
A27C

IT in my home,
. Phone 753A27C

VIORK: trucking,
vet. fill dirt ahd
Elardin, 354-8138 or
:00 p.m.
TFC

tOFESSIONALLY
I. Phone Carpet
TEC

•

FORD TRUCK-1973, F100•
•
custom, small V8, straight shift.•
•
A29C•
Phone 753-8045.

'our addifions,
residential or
:ew or old. Free
753-6123.
TFC

•
•

CAMARO-1967, black with red •
interior, 327, headers, M-T mags.
Phone 753-3336 after 6:00
A25C
p.m.

NON WORK.
driveway, walls.
tress 753A29P

MUSTANG-2165, V8 automatic,
power steering, and brakes,
A24P •
$450.00. Phone 436-5880.
•
VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK- •
1966. Extra clean. Good con•
dition, $650.00. Phone 436•
AP •
5880.
a
VOLKSWAGEN-1969. Clean, tip •
•
top shape, $900.00. Phone 753-5150 •
A24C •
before 4:30 pm.
•
▪
•
3
PICKUP-1.95 •
CHEVROLET
▪
Phone 492-8646 before 6:00
A27C
p.m.

[Ka: on Tennute 1, Springville,
I builcl complete
tarting at only
Ion of stones
Satisfaction
me 9014911.
TFC
:FINISHING &
urniture, 6 miles
iy on Hwy. 641.
Clymer ( 502) 492TFC
.1 PLUMBING &
etc pump repair
check your old
efore you buy a
our emergency
53September 26C

PICKUP-1967,
CHEVROLET
long wheel base. 6 cylinder,
standard shift. Good condition.
$1,000.00. 1501 Glendale Road,
A27C
phone 753-7867.

•
•
•
RAMBLER-1965. 6 cylinder, •
•
automatic, good tires. $250.00. •
A30C •
Phone 489-2435.

eavy cleaning
perts at
SIONAI
INC
we
ails
Windows
t for Free

a
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Own your owe place noir Kentucky Lake. 4 bedroom house,
outbuildings, and 1 acre. Dock year boat after a S.minute
drive.
•
•
Outside town you can keep your pony, horse, or cow, also
grow a freezer full of vegetables. Buy this 5 acre site at
Kirksey. Includes a nice 3-bedroom house.
•
•
To be auctioned 3 bedroom house, 75 x 42' clean-up shop, 4 •
mobile homes. 1 miles from Murray south on Highway 121. •
Auction: September 1, 1973, 10:00 a.m.
•
•

SEE

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY

•
•
•
•
•

1111 SYCAMORE
Jobs or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
Keith Hays 489-2488
RE Al TOR

ROOFER will
!urnish shingles
.re, also will do
753-6569
A28NC

84*

r-e9

" NOBODY K1•10‘Al THE 7POU8LE9
Pve SEEN - - REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR S iLE

ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
kitchen and living area, breakfast bar, fireplace, central heat
and air, boat dock, large patio,
935,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A25C

RESIDENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar
Street, 79'x299'. Phone 753A29C
2306.

ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at Panorama Shores. Lovely rustic type
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
washer-dryer hook-up, family room, 2 fireplaces. Large double garage. On
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
2 miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
/
frontage, about 11
and good well. Large transferable VA Loan.
HOUSE AND LOT IN AL,MO. Lot 50' X 210' Has new paneling, new electric wall
heaters, 2 bedrooms and bath kitchen and dining room. Large living room
Garage and workshop downstairs Only $7,000.00.
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
3 fireplaces, 3
And Poslar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air,
ern conall-mod
patio,
large
t,
base-Mil
disPosal
car carport, disliivaer,
veniences and extremeiy well built I,ocated near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.

2 miles southeast
/
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND. New split level brick veneer home 11
of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets, Anderson
windows, built-in range. House still under construction.
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St 3 bedrooms, central
2basement; lair cendiiioners, droperieersome comet. Prieed right 1
--gas-heats-/
at $17,500.00.

AT WISWELL IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE BUILDING ON TWO ACRE
LOT. Has four offices on one end and large shop on other. Central heat and air
and two baths. For sale or rent.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME at 501 Vine in good condition has IL4 acre lot with
orchard in back, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gas furnace, fireplace, basement.
$21,500.00.

TRACTOR TRAILER driver
wanted. Must be over 21. Apply in
person to Mr. D'Angelo, Paschall
Truck Lines, 641 South. An equal
A29C
opportunity employer.
liVAITRESS AND cook wanted.
No phone calls. Apply in person to
Susie's Cafe, corner of 6th and
A24C
Main.

ALMO illEIGHTS-FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 1%
trees.
acres with 1½ baths, carpeted. A good size outbuilding and lots of big
$30,000.00.
300 S. 11th STREET IS A nice 3 bedroom brick home on large corner lot. Has 3
rooms in basement. One is recreation room with kitchenette. Has glassed in
back porch.

bedroom frame house.
0N94 HIGHWAY,;2 MILE WEST OF TEl CITY-Three
2 acres of land,
1
crib, 5/
and
stable
garage,
iiood
carpeted,
decorated,
newly
building lots
Extra
system.
water
community
P0
frontage.
over 500' highway
on highway. Price $15,000.00

AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80' X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
912,800.00.

St. The best piece
20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th
details.
for
Call
of land left in the city.
house on large
1209 DORAN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer
and air and
heat
central
carport,
double
carpeted,
fully
baths,
3
with
corner lot
Call for an
see.
Must
landscaped.
professionally
plenty of built-ins. Yard is
appointment.
bedrooms, 2
AT 204 WOODLAWN IS A LOVELY WHITE BRICK HOME with 3
carpet,
Expensive
out.
and
inside
new
Completely
air.
baths, central heat and
refrigerator, range and washer included. lovely draperies. Large covered
is
patio. One large room with bath can be an apartment or family room. This
and
State
Murray
of
distance
walking
short
within
homes
one of the nicer
Carter School. Has 10 closets. You must see to appreciate.
"ONE HOUR MARTINIZING" BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
operation. All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
repair and leased at reasonable rent. Profitable business. Details to interested
parties. Shown by appointment.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keeriland Drive. So unique is this lawn and
rock garden that you must see it to believe. Has large swimming pod,enclosed
heat
back yard with beautiful exotic plantings House has all built-ins, central
large
and air, three bedrooms, two baths, draperies, carpet, fireplace and on
lot. Call for appointment
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road. Has
3 bedrooms & bath,good well, new roof. $8,800.00.
lot is a nice 3 bedroom
ABOUT 2 MILES SOUTH an 641 and on over an acre
air, carpet, 2 baths,
and
heat
central
room,
brick home with large recreation
-good well and a good price. Callfor details.
LAKE COTTAGE ON KIRBY JENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
painted, 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced, $8,900.
2 miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
/
THE MAX OLIVER FARM. 11
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn.63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn. Call for other details.

PART TIME secretarial help
wanted, Hardin. Kentucky, 437ITC
4528.

FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highwa) 8 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right.

Saturday, Aug. 25, 2-4 p.m.
Stop by and see this beautiful 2 bedroom home located
just 3 miles from Murray SE on 121; home is in top
condition and situated on over 1 acre of ground. Has
living room, large Den, large kitchen, attractive bath
with vanity. Property is fenced and attractively landscaped. Immediate possession with Deed.

A World

(.1$10FIPITT
milAi_ty Co.
of Difference
753-3997
304 Main St., Murray

MIS

Multiple
listing Service

Cypress Bay.
A25P

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a-large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

bedrooms each side Central
1810 MONROE-BRICK VENEER duplex, three
00.
$35,000
investment
Fine
heat and air, built-ins.

OPEN FOR YOUR INSPECTION

LAKE LOT on
Phone 436-5345.

BY OWNER four bedroom, two
FOR SALE
00 X 100 ft. lot, located at baths, washer, dryer and dishHaywood Vista ( Lot No. 221). washer, large living room, dining
2 block from
1
THREE BEDROOM brick house, Priced at $800.80. Phone Phil room and den. /
two baths, central heat and air, Nance between 8:00 a.m. and college, 1 block from Robertson
big lot, nice size outbuilding for 12:00 noon at 753-9711 or Elementary School. Phone 753A3ONC
office or shop. 1613 Belmont between 12:00 and 3:00 p.m. at 0148.
A24C 435-5361.
Drive. Phone 753-8859.
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
lake view. bats for
restricted
with
lot
NICE
LANDSCAPED
516
at
house
FOUR BEDROOM
and $25.00 per month.
down
$25.00
brick
bedroom
Three
trees.
South 11th. Large family room,
Also 80' x 200' mobile home lots
two baths, electric heat, central house, two baths, central heat
for 910.00 down and 10.00 per
air, and large storage house in and air. Range, disposal and
month. Central water-lake
A25C
Phone
753-8416.
dishwasher
September 4C
back.
access,all weather streets. Drive
125' WATERFRONT lot just off FlY OWNER: beautiful shady lot Northeast on 444 from New
Highway 68 in Canton Shores. 100' x 253', beside park, Sharp Concord and follow Keniana
Contact Baxter Bilbrey, Cadiz, Street Ready for quality home signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
September 12C
A25C Phone 606 549-2494. August27NC 436-2473.
Kentucky,5224469.

frame house with
ON COMMERICIAL LOT 104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice
2 baths Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
/
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 11
Real nice home and investment.

WANTED WAITRESS at the
Hazel Cale, day shift and full
time. Apply at the Hazel Cafe or
A25C
phone 492-9785.

1

.!9

BY OWNER-three bedroom
brick, concrete drive, single
carport, air conditioning carpeting throughout. All built-ins,
dishwasher, disposal, paneled
living and dining area, large
utility, washer-dryer hook-ups.
Short walking distance to all
shopping. 508 South 13th Street.
$22,000.00. Phone 753-1492. A24C

frame cottage partly furnished,
COTTAGE NEAR LAKE TWO BEDROOM
$7,250 00
Dock.
Boat
Morgan's
of
north
mile
four tenths of

WANTED COOK for Alpha
Gamma Rho, for five days a
A29C
week. Phone 753-2943.

7333

*awl. rola

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NIGHT COOK wanted, full time.
Apply in person to Trenholm's
Restaurant, Chestnut
A30C
Street.

WANTED PERSON to do general
house cleaning once a week.
Phone 753-2273 or 753-3759 after
A29C
- 5:00 p.m.

MASTER

AIR Service.
al-roofing and
753-5897 days or
TFC,

and!
•

HELP WANTED

MASTER

UCTION work.
k basements,
Ils,
patios,
Ten years estimates. Phone
September/6C

•
LOOK•
•
•

las

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK near the new high
school. Has Central heat and air,2 baths,carpet, draperies, all built-ins. Really
nice.
ON BAG WELL HOULE ARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
draperies, built-ins,2 baths, central heat and air. double garage, paved drive
Extra nice and !mixer occupied.
LOVELY FRAME HOME at 111 N. 7th Street. Has extra nice carpet;-I
2 baths, basement with garage, central beat. Has fireplace and
/
bedrooms, 11
formal dining room. Priced to sell.

Our Sales Staff . .
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

TWO GOOD INVESTMENT HOUSES ON ONE LOT Each house is 2 bedroom
block with bath. Each rented for 970.00. Both can be bought for $16,000.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house.
Priced to sell. $37,500.00.
Estates. Priced to sell.
RE Al. NICE WATERFRONT LOT in Green Valley
WE HAVE SEVERA1, GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
some large All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderately priced 3 bedroom brick home Has
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
outside storage:V9,000.00.
redecorated home.
503 S. 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely
central heat and
bedrooms,
3
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement,
Call for apair, 2 car garage, new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots.
pointment to see.
37 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pump-approximately 6
miles east of Murray. Don't pass up this bargain. $12,000.00.
central
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms,
garage and
heat and air, caW•et, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car
see this one.
storage galore. On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession. Call to
14th and Main it.:Large old home in
NICE COMMERCIAL LOT on corner of
need of repair Call us for details.

ci

veneer house on
LYNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM bri
approximately one acre, with central heat-lind air, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22' x 22' workshop in hack. Can't pass up at $33,000.00:
ON CATALINA COURT IS A NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK, carpeted-and built to
FHA specification. Paved drive, built-in range. Nice kitchen with pantry. Tile
bath, utility with washer-dryer hook-up. Outside storage room. Priced to sell
$17,500.
CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail. Two bedrooms,
beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right for the family who wants to "Get
Away From It All" $13,500.00.'
CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit. Frame in fair
condition. Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnace.
824 NORTH 19TH-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80' x 150'
size lot with hardwood floors. Single carport. Real sharp and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.
Street --New attractive
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD.. AND GOODMAN
air, two baths, two car
and
heat
central
with
three bedroom brick veneer house
Must look at this price
garage, fully carpeted. and ready for possession.
$34,500.00.
Shores-- Let's
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, size 50' k 120'. Pine Bluff
Look!
REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace,and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.

Guy Spann Reait
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St'.

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
_Olefin Wilcox 753-2761
--Buddy. Sykes /53-3465
:Tripp Williams 753-6422
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Festival Stopped In
TennesseeiVeourt

M. Livingston
tes Thursday
Milton M. Livingston, Sr.,
wholesale grocer, died Thursday. at
9:30 a.m. at his
residence at Paducah.
The Murray Cash and Carry
here will be closed until Monday, August 27, due to the death
of Mr. Livingston.
Livingston was 65 years of
age and was a member of
Temple Israel. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Alene F.
Livingston, one son, Milton M.
Livingston, Jr., one daughter,
Mrs. Bill Bob Conyer
of
Paducah, and four grandchildren, all of Paducah.
Funeral services will be held
today at 4:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rabbi Max
Kaufman officiating. Burial will
be in Temple Israel Cemetery.

Information Leaks
To Be hwestigated

FRIDAY —AUGUrit 24, 1973
•

Economists Say Most mencans
Are Better- Off—Than T Think

By MARGARET SCHERF
Pommerening in charge of the
Chattanooga said, there will be
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ad- ing inflation because their in- ARCO)
Associated Press Writer
(
probe.
to send representatives
a free concert that weekend at
WASHINGTON (API -- An
"Should any of the leaks be ministration economists say come is rising faster than to Washington Monday to exa site to be named Aug. 31.
most
Americans are better off prices.
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